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Abstract and Outline

The goal of this thesis is to show that the nature of the operation Agree is different

from what is assumed in a standard derivational minimalist framework: First, Agree

consists of two operations Agree-Link and Agree-Copy. Second, Agree has to be both

upward and downward. There is no need to impose restrictions on the direction of

Agree. The only restriction needed is c-command between probe and goal.

The first point has been discussed at great length in work by Karlos Arregi and

Andrew Nevins, most prominently in Arregi and Nevins (2012). The data discussed

in this thesis provide an additional argument for this fractioning of Agree into two

operations.

The second point, the directionality of Agree, has received a lot of attention lately.

In the standard definition of Agree in Chomsky (2000), the requirement that Agree

has to be downward with the probe c-commanding the goal, is hard-wired as a

constraint on Agree. I will challenge this assumption and show that Agree can be

upward and downward.

The main argument that Agree should be defined in this specific way comes from

case matching effects in free relatives and parasitic gap constructions. In the first

part of the thesis, I will introduce the phenomenon and provide data from three
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Abstract and Outline

languages: German, Polish, and Greek. Looking at case matching in these three

languages and in the two constructions, it can be observed that there is not one

universal case matching condition that holds for all constructions, but rather that

case matching is construction-specific and can vary cross-linguistically. The main

idea of the analysis is that case matching can be traced back to Agree and that

case matching is just another empirical context for the matching condition of Agree.

Crucially, this solution requires Agree to be defined as a two-step bidirectional

operation.

The detailed study on case matching provides the basics to look at further aspects

of Agree. In the second part, I will deal with the question why Agree relations exist.

The answer that holds for Agree in the case of free relatives and parasitic gaps is that

the probe features are introduced throughout the derivation. This part also contains

a closer look at the syntax of these constructions and shows that an Agree-based

approach to these two phenomena is highly promising.

In the final part of this thesis, I will provide a clear formal definition of Agree.

This definition is based on an algorithmic understanding of derivations: derivations

are programs that run and return a resulting structure. The Agree algorithm is part

of this general program. Formalizing Agree in this way has the advantage that the

conditions of Agree are clearly defined and are not based on imprecise formulations.

In this last part, I will also argue that a bidirectional Agree operation is appropriate

for virtually all instances of agreement.

The thesis makes two important new empirical contributions and three new

theoretical contributions: As for the empirical part, the thesis works out the rather

xiv



complex pattern of case matching and it observes the previously undiscovered

connection between parasitic gaps and free relatives, which both can be subsumed

under the class of non-coordinative sharing constructions.

As for the theoretical contribution of this thesis, I show that the variation in case

matching between constructions can be traced back to general properties of the

constructions, especially the syntactic structure. Importantly, the universal absence

of case hierarchy effects with respect to case matching in parasitic gaps follows

systematically and does not have to be stipulated. A second major theoretical contri-

bution is that the similiarities between free relatives and parasitic gap constructions

follow systematically since both can be derived in the same Agree-based approach to

sharing. Finally, the last big contribution of this thesis is the formalization of Agree,

especially the formalization of the operations Agree-Link and Agree-Copy in Arregi

and Nevins (2012).
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1. Introduction

This thesis provides an in-depth study of case matching effects that occur in free

relative and parasitic gap construction – two constructions that involve sharing of

an argument phrase between two verbs. The starting point for this study will be

a specific instance of case matching in German and Polish. These languages show

an intricate pattern of linguistic variation that raises the question as to how this

variation can be captured in a standard minimalist approach to syntax (Chomsky

(1995) et seq.). Concretely, I will show that an account based on agreement is flexible

enough to derive the variation that can be observed in the two languages.

Agreement relations in languages are usually captured by invoking the operation

Agree that relates two items in the syntactic structure. One of the two items is ana-

lyzed as the probe which is underspecified with respect to a certain morphosyntactic

feature and looks for a specification on another item, the goal, which can provide the

specification – or the feature value – for the probe.

The main conclusion from the analysis of case matching effects is that the condi-

tions on the application of Agree deviate form standard assumptions: Agree consists

of a syntactic part and a post-syntactic part (an idea already proposed in Arregi and

Nevins (2012)) and Agree is not confined by any restrictions on directionality.

1



1. Introduction

Based on the empirical study on case matching effects, I argue that Agree is

bidirectional and applies in two steps. The thesis is structured as follows: In part I,

the basic account for case matching is developed. Besides that, part I also contains a

wider empirical look at case matching effects. This part ends with a summary and

comparison of different approaches to free relatives and parasitic gaps, concluding

that bidirectional Agree provides the best basis to capture case matching effects

cross-linguistically.

In part II, I deal with the question as to how agreement in these constructions

comes about. The main idea of this part of the thesis is that the agreement features

in these constructions emerge in the course of the derivation. I will then continue to

show how this idea captures the peculiar morphosyntactic behavior of free relatives

and parasitic gaps.

Finally, in part III, I discuss the consequences of this theory of non-coordinative

sharing constructions has for the theory of agreement in general. I will show that

Agree can elegantly be defined algorithmically and I will dissect common arguments

for different standpoints concerning the directionality of Agree. I conclude that

restricting Agree to a certain direction faces empirical problems.

Before diving into the points mentioned above, the next two sections introduce the

notions of parasitic gap and free relative.

1.1. Parasitic gaps

In parasitic gap constructions, there are two gaps that both seem to be the result

of one movement operation. The two gaps are, however, not equal in status: One

2



1.1. Parasitic gaps

gap depends on the existence of the other gap. In that sense, the dependent gap is

parasitic. An example of a parasitic gap construction is given in (1). The difference

between the two gaps is illustrated in (2).

(1) Who would you like to meet 1 without first getting to know 2?

(2) a. Who would you like to meet 1 without first getting to know his mom?

b. *Who would you like to meet his mom without first getting to know 2?

As (2-a) shows, the gap 1 is grammatical despite the absence of the gap 2. In

(2-b), however, 1 is missing and the sentence is ungrammatical. This shows that

2 is parasitic on 1.

Throughout this thesis, I mark the parasitic gap in these constructions as pg,

while the non-parasitic gap is marked as t.1

The parasitic gap construction was first mentioned by Ross (1967: 191ff.) and

received its name in the early 80s by Taraldsen (1981) and Engdahl (1983), who

provided the first major studies of these constructions. In what follows, parasitic gap

constructions are defined as in (3) (cf. Taraldsen (1981); Engdahl (1983)).

(3) Parasitic gap construction

In a parasitic gap construction, the parasitic gap (pg) is licensed by the

antecedent of another true gap (t) created by movement.

Constructions in several languages meet this definition. Consider the examples in

1The marker “t” does not imply that an analysis of parasitic gap is based on a representational

approach to dislocation phenomena.

3



1. Introduction

(4) and (5) from English and German, respectively.

(4) Which article did you file t [without reading pg]? (English)

(5) Welchen
which

Artikel
article

hast
have

du
you

[ohne
without

pg zu
to

lesen]
read

t abgeheftet?
filed

‘Which article did you file without reading?’ (German)

In these examples, the wh-phrase which article has moved from its base position in

the matrix clause – which is the complement position of the verb file – to the left

periphery of the sentence, thereby licensing a second gap in the complement position

of the verb read inside the adverbial clause. This construction can be found in even

more languages, some of which are listed in the examples below.

(6) Cuál
which

informe
article

archivaste
file.PST.2SG

t sin
without

leer
read.INF

pg?

‘Which article did you file without reading?’ Spanish, Campos (1991: 118)

(7) nuw-ka
who-NOM

enu
which

sinmuwni-ul
newspaper-ACC

pg ikci
read

anhko
not

t chelhayss-ni?
file-PST-Q

‘Which newspaper did you file without reading?’ Korean, Lee (1998: 350)

(8) [Till
To

himlen]
heaven

är
it

det
is

inte
not

säkert
certain

att
that

alla
everyone

som
who

längtar
longs

pg kommer
get

t.

‘It is not certain that everyone who longs to (go to) heaven gets to go there.’

Swedish, Engdahl (1983: 17)

(9) devuška,
girl

kotoroj
who

Ivan
Ivan

daval
gave

den’gi
money

t do togo,
until

kak (on)
(he)

stal
started

izbegat’
to-avoid

pg

‘the girl who Ivan gave money to until he started to avoid her’

Russian, Franks (1993: 525)

4



1.2. Free Relatives

(10) Raam-ne
Ram-ERG

[Mohan-ke
Mohan-of

pg phadhne
tearing

se
of

pehle]
before

kaunsa
which

patr
letter

padh-liya
read

tha?
be-PST

‘Which letter did Ram read before Mohan tore off?’

Hindi, Malhotra (2009: 139)

(11) Dit
This

is
is

het
the

artikel
article

waar
where

ik
I

pg over
about

zei
said

dat
that

Harry
Harry

een
a

reactie
reaction

t op
to

moest
should

schrijven
write

Dutch, Bennis and Hoekstra (1985: 61)

Despite the fact that the behaviors of parasitic gap costructions can vary, parasitic

gap constructions in all languages show certain conspicuous properties. Those will be

discussed in detail in part II. Over the last decades, a lot of theoretical possibilities

have been explored in order to analyze this phenomenon. These approaches will also

be summarized and discussed in part II.

1.2. Free Relatives

Like parasitic gaps, free relatives belong to a class of phenomena often called “sharing

constructions”. In free relative constructions, the shared item in question is the

wh-phrase, which appears to stand for the nominal head of the relative clause as well

as the relative pronoun. Since it fulfills the function of both an item that is outside

the embedded clause and an item that is inside the embedded clause, determining

the position of this phrase presents an interesting challenge for syntacticians: the

wh-phrase seems to be part of the embedded clause as well as the matrix clause.

An example of a free relative clause in German is given in (12).

5



1. Introduction

(12) Ich
I

werde
will

niemandem
nobody.DAT

zeigen
show

was
what

ich
I

gefunden
found

habe.
have

‘I won’t show to anybody what I found.’ (Ott 2011: 184)

(12) shows the two most prominent properties of free relatives that distinguish

them from normal headed relative clauses: the lack of an external nominal head

and the form of the relative pronoun, which is realized as a wh-phrase. Given the

assumption that the relative pronoun moves to the left periphery, the structure of

the example in (12) is as in (13).

(13) Ich
I

werde
will

niemandem
nobody.DAT

1 zeigen
show

[FR was
what

ich
I

2 gefunden
found

habe
have

].

‘I won’t show to anybody what I found.’ (Ott 2011: 184)

This structure is similar to the one of parasitic gaps insofar as there are two gaps

which are associated with one overt item, was, in (13). The discussion about free

relatives in part II will focus on this similarity and compare free relatives to the

parasitic gap construction. This comparison includes a discussion of the properties

of free relatives as well as a discussion of the theoretical approaches to free relatives.

One of the first comprehensive studies about this construction was done by Bresnan

and Grimshaw (1978). Over the time, various ideas have been proposed to derive

free relatives. The basic strategies, however, are the same as for parasitic gap

constructions. Given that this phenomenon received attention about the same time

as parasitic gaps, it is all the more surprising that both these constructions have not

been related before.

Free relatives can be found in various languages. Some examples are given in (14)
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1.3. Case Matching

(taken from Caponigro (2003)).

(14) I’ll marry [FR who you choose]. English

(15) Ammiro
admire.1SG

[FR chi
who

lavora
works

duramente].
hard

‘I admire those who work hard.’ Italian

(16) Ma
I

imetlen
admire

[FR keda
who

sina
you

imetled].
admire

‘I admire those who you admire.’ Estonian

(17) Ani
I

ma’aric
admire

[FR mi
who

še-oved
COMP-works

kaše].
hard

‘I admire the one/those who work(s) hard.’ Hebrew

(18) Ik
I

bewonder
admire

[FR wie
who

hard
hard

werkt].
works

‘I admire who works hard.’ Dutch

Similar to parasitic gaps, the general properties of free relatives are identical cross-

linguistically. There are, however, also differences between languages, first and

foremost differences concerning the case of the wh-phrase.

1.3. Case Matching

Case matching is the name of a phenomenon where two cases have to be identical

in order to get a grammatical structure. This phenomenon is a common property of

sharing construction, where one item has to realize two different cases. An example

of case matching in across-the-board constructions is given in (19).
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1. Introduction

(19) *Czego
what.GEN

/
/

*Co
what.ACC

Jan
Jan

nienawidzi
hates

_gen
and

a
Maria

Maria
likes

lubi _acc

‘What does Jan hate and Maria like?’ Polish, Citko (2005)

Originally, the term matching effect comes from studies on free relatives (Grimshaw

(1977); Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978); Groos and Riemsdijk (1981)). Case matching

effects are thus a subtype of matching effects. Matching can also concern other types

of morphological marking. Other features that can be subject to matching are, for

example, categorial and φ-features, shown in the German example in (20).

(20) Ich zahle [FR wie viel du bezahlst hast].

I pay how much you have paid.

‘I’m paying as much as you have paid.’

The phenomenon of case matching is reviewed and analyzed in detail in part I.
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Part I.

An Analysis of Case Matching
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2. Introduction

The aim of this part is to explore the case matching property of free relatives and

parasitic gaps in more detail. It is shown that the matching condition is subject to

linguistic variation. More concretely, it is shown that case matching can vary within

languages between constructions and between languages in the same construction.

The first set of data to consider come from German and Polish. The comparison of

both languages will show that Polish is the mirror image of German when it comes

to case matching effects: In German case mismatches are allowed with free relatives

but not with parasitic gaps, in Polish case mismatches are allowed with parasitic

gaps but not with free relatives. Afterwards, an analysis based on Agree is developed

that is able to derive the differences between German and Polish. Finally, the system

is extended and revised in order to capture all the pattern of case matching.
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3. Data

This section shows in detail why Polish is considered the mirror image of German

when it comes to case matching effects. First, the pattern of German is described.

Afterwards the facts in Polish are introduced. The chapter concludes with a summary

of the patterns shown in the data.

3.1. German (Pittner (1995); Vogel (2001); Fanselow (1993);

Kathol (2001))

The examples in (21) show that the cases of the parasitic gap and the antecedent

have to match in German.2 In (21-a), both the parasitic gap and the antecedent

bear accusative case. Thus, the sentence is grammatical. (21-b) shows that it is also

possible to have dative case in both positions. In (21-c-d), the cases of the antecedent

and the parasitic gap differ. Both sentences are ungrammatical. The cases in (21-e)

differ, too, but this does not cause ungrammaticality. In contrast to (21-c,d), the

differing cases in (21-e) are syncretic. This implies that the morphological cases

rather than the syntactic cases is subject to the matching condition.

2Note that the parasitic gaps in (21) are licensed by scrambling. This is possible in German according

to Felix (1985); Bennis and Hoekstra (1985); Webelhuth (1992); Mahajan (1990).
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3. Data

(21) Parasitic gaps: strict case matching

a. weil
because

Hans
Hans

dieacc
the

Frau
woman

[ ohne
without

anzusehenacc
to.look.at

] geküsstacc
kissed

hat
has

‘because Hans has kissed the woman without looking at her’

b. weil
because

Hans
Hans

derdat
the

Frau
woman

[ anstatt
instead.of

zu
to

helfendat
help

] schadetedat
hurt

‘because Hans hurt the woman instead of helping her’

c. weil
because

Hans
Hans

*derdat/*dieacc
the

Frau
woman

[ anstatt
instead.of

zu
to

helfendat
help

]

behinderteacc
hampered
‘because Hans hampered the woman instead of helping her’

d. weil
because

Hans
Hans

*derdat/*dieacc
the

Frau
woman

[ anstatt
instead.of

zu
to

behindernacc
hamper

]

halfdat
helped
‘because Hans helped the woman instead of hampering her’

e. weil
because

Hans
Hans

dergen/dat
the

Verstorbenen
dead.one

[ anstatt
instead.of

ein
a

Gedicht
poem

zu
to

widmendat
dedicate

] in
in

einer
a

Gradrede
eulogy

gedachtegen
commemorate

‘because Hans commemorated the dead one in a eulogy instead of dedi-

cating a poem to her’

Turning to free relative clauses in German, we can observe a different pattern of

case matching. (22-a) and (22-b) show that if the cases assigned to the wh-phrase

by the embedded verb and the matrix verb are identical, the resulting sentence

is fine, just as with parasitic gaps in (21-a-b). The sentences in (22-c-d) show that

free relatives differ from parasitic gaps in the matching condition. While in (22-d),

the differing cases lead to ungrammaticality just as in (21-d), the case mismatch in

(22-c) can be resolved if the wh-phrase bears dative case, which is the case of the
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3.2. Polish (Citko (2013))

embedded clause. This contrasts with (21-c), where the same case mismatch could

not be resolved in a parasitic gap configuration. Finally, (21-e) shows that a case

mismatch with two syncretic cases yields an acceptable sentence as well.

(22) Free relatives: absence of strict case matching (with case restrictions)

a. Hans
Hans

magacc
likes

[ wenacc
who

(auch immer)
ever

Maria
Maria

hasstacc
hates

].

‘Hans likes whoever Maria hates.’

b. Hans
Hans

hilftdat
helps

[ wemdat
who

(auch immer)
ever

er
he

vertrautdat
trusts

].

‘Hans helps whoever he trusts.’

c. Hans
Hans

magacc
likes

[ *wenacc/wemdat
who

(auch immer)
ever

Maria
Maria

vertrautdat
trusts

].

‘Hans likes whoever Maria trusts.’

d. Hans
Hans

vertrautdat
trusts

[ *wenacc/*wemdat
who

(auch immer)
ever

Maria
Maria

magacc].
likes

‘Hans trusts whoever Maria likes.’

3.2. Polish (Citko (2013))

The case matching pattern in Polish is different from the one in German. (23) shows

this for parasitic gaps.3 As can be seen in (23-a) and (23-b), parasitic gaps in Polish

are possible with accusative and dative case. (23-c-d) show that the case mismatches

that weren’t allowed in German (21) are fine in Polish. Finally, (23-e) shows again

3All the following data are drawn from Citko (2013) and checked with three native speakers of

Polish. Although the parasitic gap construction is only marginally acceptable for some speakers,

two of the three speakers could confirm the basic intuitions about the acceptability difference

between the two constructions. For one speaker the entire construction was impossible.
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3. Data

that a syncretism in a case mismatch is fine.

(23) Parasitic gaps: absence of strict case matching

a. To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

którąacc
which

Jan
Jan

tolerowałacc
tolerated

[ zanim
before

polubiłacc
liked

].

‘This is the girl Jan tolerated before he grew to like.’

b. To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

którejdat
which

Jan
Jan

towarzyszyłdat
accompanied

[ zanim
before

zacząl
started

pomagaćdat
help

].

‘This is the girl who Jan kept company before he started to help.’

c. To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

którąacc/ *którejdat
which

Jan
Jan

lubiłacc
liked

[ zanim
before

zaczął
started

pomagaćdat
help

].

‘This is the girl Jan liked before he started to help.’

d. To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

którejdat/*którąacc
which

Jan
Jan

ufałdat
trusted

[ zanim
before

polubiłacc
liked

].

‘This is the girl Jan trusted before he got to like.’

e. To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

?którąacc/instr
which

Jan
Jan

ignorowałdat
ignored

[ zanim
before

się
REFL

zainteresowałacc
interested

].

‘This is the girl Jan ignored before he got interested in her.’

The data in (24) show the matching pattern for free relatives in Polish. If the cases

are identical, as in (24-a) and (24-b), the resulting sentence is grammatical. However,

if the two cases are not the same, as in (24-c) and (24-d), the free relative is not

grammatical. The example in (24-e) confirms that, if the two mismatching cases are

morphologically identical, a conflict can be prevented.
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(24) Free relatives: strict case matching

a. Jan
Jan

lubiacc
likes

[ kogokolwiekacc
whoever

Maria
Maria

lubiacc
likes

].

‘Jan likes whoever Maria likes.’

b. Jan
Jan

pomagadat
helps

[ komukolwiekdat
whomever

ufadat
trusts

].

‘Jan helps whomever he trusts.’

c. Jan
Jan

lubiacc
likes

[ *kogokolwiekacc/*komukolwiekdat
whoever

dokuczadat
teases

].

‘Jan likes whoever he teases.’

d. Jan
Jan

ufadat
trusts

[ *komukolwiekdat/*kogokolwiekacc
whoever

wpuścilacc
let

do
to

domu
home

].

‘Jan trusts whoever he let into the house.’

e. Jan
Jan

unikagen
avoids

[ kogokolwiekgen/acc
whoever

wczoraj
yesterday

obraziłacc
offended

].

‘Jan avoided whoever he offended yesterday.’

3.3. Patterns

The patterns we have seen in sections 3.1 and 3.2 are summarized in the tables in

(25) to (28). In the columns, the cases assigned in the embedded clauses are listed;

in the rows, the cases of the matrix clause are shown. The remarks in brackets

indicate under which circumstances a case conflict can be resolved. In parasitic gap

configurations in Germans and in free relatives in Polish, only a case syncretism can

help to prevent ungrammaticality. In free relative configurations in German, on the

other hand, case mismatches are fine as long as the wh-phrase bears the case of the

embedded clause. The only mismatch that is not allowed is a configuration where

the case in the embedded clause is accusative while the case of the matrix clause is

dative.4 Similarly, in Polish case mismatches in parasitic gap structures are allowed

4This example is discussed at length in section 5.2.
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3. Data

if the overt antecedent bears the case of the matrix clause.

(25) Parasitic gaps in German

M

PG
Acc Dat Gen

Acc 3 * *

Dat * 3 3(syn)

Gen * 3(syn) 3

(26) Free relatives in German

M

FR
Acc Dat Gen

Acc 3 3(dat) 3(gen)

Dat * 3 3(gen)

Gen * * 3

(27) Parasitic gaps in Polish

M

PG
Acc Dat Gen

Acc 3 3(acc) 3(acc)

Dat 3(dat) 3 3(syn)

Gen 3(gen) 3(syn) 3

(28) Free relatives in Polish

M

FR
Acc Dat Gen

Acc 3 * 3(syn)

Dat * 3 *

Gen 3(syn) * 3

The patterns allow for the following observations: First, German and Polish are

mirror images of each other when it comes to case matching: FR that lack case

matching effects in German, show them in Polish, while parasitic gaps that allow

case mismatches in Polish show strict matching in German. Second, free relatives

and parasitic gaps are mirror images of each: if one of the two configurations show

case matching effects, the other does not. These two observations are summarized in

the simplified pattern in (29).
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(29) Case mismatches

German Polish

Parasitic gaps * 3

Free relatives 3 *

Finally, we have seen that, in both languages, syncretic forms can repair violations

of the case matching condition. Thus, what seems to count for matching are not the

abstract case features but rather the morphological form. Consequently, under the

assumption that the morphological form does not count for narrow syntax, the case

matching condition cannot be a principle of narrow syntax (see Trommer (2002);

Riemsdijk (2006) for the same conclusion).
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4. Analysis

In this chapter, I develop an analysis that captures the pattern we have seen so far.

The analysis is based on the idea that the case matching effects observed in chapter

3 are instances of general matching effects as they occur with agreement. That is,

case matching is seen as a result of case agreement (see also Himmelreich (2016)).

After laying down the technical details and going through some sample derivations,

the analysis will be modified in chapter 5 in order to derive further patterns of case

matching. Additionally, the analysis will serve as the basis for a closer look at the

parasitic gap and the free relative construction in part II and a theory of Agree in

part II.

The analysis of the data is carried out in a derivational minimalist framework

(Chomsky (1995) et seq.) combined with a derivational modular version of Dis-

tributed Morphology (Arregi and Nevins (2012); Halle and Marantz (1993)). In order

to derive the patterns of case matches and case mismatches, the following points will

play an important role: the syntactic structures of parasitic gap and free relative

constructions, the directionality of Agree and the order of Agree operations.
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4. Analysis

4.1. The Structure

As for the first point, the syntactic structures, I assume that the “sharing” of the overt

category in free relative and in parasitic gap constructions can be derived if there

are actually two elements in the structure. Each of these elements independently

receives a case value, but have to agree in case. Since, on the surface, only one of the

two categories is overt, the other one has to be phonologically empty.

For parasitic gaps, this idea has more or less been the standard theory ever since

(Chomsky (1982); Engdahl (1983); Kayne (1983); Chomsky (1986); Cinque (1990);

Nissenbaum (2000)).5

In part II, chapter 8, I will go into more detail as to what the nature of this

phonologically empty element is. For now, it suffices to adopt the idea of Chomsky

(1986) (see also Lee (1998); Nissenbaum (2000)), which takes the covert element to be

an operator in the left periphery of the embedded clause. Given these assumptions,

a German example like (21-a) has the structure shown in (30).

(30) vP

v′

v′

vVP

Adjunct

;Op ohne tOp anzusehen

VP

geküssttDP

DP

die Frau

Hans

5But see Nunes (2004) for an approach to parasitic gaps that does without covert categories.
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4.1. The Structure

The main point of this analysis is that the phonologically empty element ;Op is

generated inside the parasitic gap clause, where it receives case. From this position,

it moves up to the embedded Spec-CP position. The gap created by movement of

the operator is the parasitic gap. In the Spec-CP position, the operator can enter

into a syntactic relation with the antecedent in the matrix clause. As discussed in

chapter 8, this syntactic relation is agreement between ;Op and its antecedent. The

antecedent is a phrase that is generated as an object in the matrix clause and moves

to a position that c-commands the empty operator. In the example in (30), the DP

die Frau is the object of the matrix verb küssen. This DP is scrambled to Spec-vP, a

position that c-commands ;Op.

Turning to free relatives, a large number of analyses assume that the structure

contains a covert element as well (see e.g. Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978); Groos

and Riemsdijk (1981)).6 The exact position of this element has been subject to much

dispute. In the present analysis, I will adopt the approach by Groos and Riemsdijk

(1981) that builds on the idea that the covert element fills the position of the D

head.7 Under this assumption, the structure for (22-a) is as shown in (31).

(31) DP

CP

C′

Maria twen hasst

wen

;D

6Equally, people have proposed that only the wh-phrase is present in free relatives, e.g. Citko (2005),

Riemsdijk (2006); Donati and Cecchetto (2011).
7I will deal with the emergence of this element in part II, chapter 9.
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In (31), the wh-phrase wen moves from its base position as the direct object of the

embedded verb hassen to the Spec-CP position of the embedded clause. Then, the

CP is merged with the covert D head, resulting in a relative clause structure. At

this point, the D head is c-commanding the wh-phrase and the two can enter into a

syntactic relation. Just as for parasitic gaps, I assume that this relation is agreement

(see part II, chapter 9).

In sum, the present analysis is based on the assumption that the relevant elements

in parasitic gap and free relative configurations do not receive case from both the

embedded and the matrix clause. Instead there is one overt element and one covert

element, which independently receive cases, but have to agree in case features.

4.2. Case Agreement and Case Assignment

Assuming that the covert and the overt element in parasitic gap and free relative

structures receive case independently, there must be some sort of case agreement

between the two categories. Otherwise the matching effects cannot be derived. In

the following, I propose that the case agreement is part of a more general agreement

relation between the two elements. Such an agreement has already been proposed in

previous approaches (see Assmann (2012) for parasitic gaps, Grosu (2003); Assmann

(2013); Grewendorf and Groat (2013) among others for free relatives). The nature

and the emergence of this agreement relation is explored further in part II.

For now, one assumption about this agreement relation is crucial: Only one of the

two acts as the probe. In that sense, the agreement relation between the two heads
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4.2. Case Agreement and Case Assignment

is asymmetric.8 The agreement relation between the overt and the covert element

in parasitic gap and free relative constructions is thus an instance of a standard

agreement relation. Henceforth, asymmetric agreement relations are depicted as in

(32), with an arrow leading from the probe to the goal.

(32) X[F:_] −→ Y[F:v]

In (32), the head X carries a probe feature for agreement that needs to be valued,

while the head Y carries the valued goal feature.

I further assume that case assignment from a verbal head to its argument is

agreement in case features as well. Thus case assignment is not seen as a reflex of

φ-feature agreement, but as a separate agreement relation. To illustrate this, (33)

shows the structure of a simple transitive clause.

(33) CP

TP
T

[c:nom]
vP

v′
v

[c:acc]
VP

küssteDP

die Frau

Hans

[c:_]

dass

In (33), v agrees with the direct object die Frau, valuing its case feature with

8This assumptions will be revised for German in chapter 5.2. For now, the assumption suffices to

derive the simplified pattern.
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accusative. T agrees with the subject Hans, assigning nominative case.

Both case agreement in sharing constructions and case assignment by functional

heads can be implemented as Agree operations: the case features from a case

assigning head are copied onto a head that probes for case features. In what follows,

I will specify the properties of the operation Agree in detail.

4.3. Agree

Following Arregi and Nevins (2012), Agree consists of two operations: a syntactic

Agree-Link and a post-syntactic Agree-Copy. Agree-Link establishes a syntactic

relation between the probe and the goal. Post-syntactic Agree-Copy copies the

case values from the probe onto goal. Note that the fact that the success of case

agreement depends on the morphological form and not the abstract Case features

strongly suggests that at least part of the case dependency must be post-syntactic.

The assumption that Agree cannot be entirely post-syntactic is confirmed by the

fact that the case matching effects do not disappear if the covert category in parasitic

gap or free relative constructions is not in a surface c-command relation with its

antecedent. This is exemplified in (34) with a free relative in German. Even though,

in some cases, case matching is not required, there are cases where a mismatch

seems impossible. The relevant example is repeated in (34).

(34) Hans
Hans

vertrautdat
trusts

[ *wenacc/*wemdat
who

(auch immer)
ever

Maria
Maria

magacc].
likes

‘Hans trusts whoever Maria likes.’
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Changing the tense to past9 shows that the free relative can actually be extraposed.

Since, in German, DPs cannot be extraposed, it must be the CP that is moved,

leaving behind the covert D head. But then, the D head no longer c-commands the

wh-phrase. Still, a mismatch is not possible. Assuming that a mismatch is the result

of an unsuccessful Agree relation and that Agree requires c-command, it follows that

Agree must take place before CP-extraposition.

(35) Hans
Hans

hat
has

vertrautdat
trusted

[DP D;
who

tCP
ever

]
Maria

[CP
likes

*wenacc/*wemdat

(auch immer) Maria magacc].

‘Hans trusted whoever Maria likes.’

Thus, there is evidence that case agreement takes place quite early in syntax as

well as evidence that it applies post-syntactically. These facts fit in well with the

theory proposed in Arregi and Nevins (2012) where it is argued that Agree is not one

operation but needs to be split up in a search operation Agree-Link and a valuation

operation Agree-Copy. In chapter 12, I will develop a formal definition of these Agree

operations.

There are two conditions that govern successful Agree: one concerning the posi-

tions of the probe and the goal and one concerning the properties of the probe and

the goal. The first of these conditions applies to the syntactic Agree-Link and is

defined in (36) (adapted from (Haegeman 1994: 147)).

9Note that past tense is usually realized as perfect tense with the auxiliary haben in German.
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(36) C-Command

A node A c-commands node B if neither A dominates B nor B dominates A

and if the first branching node that dominates A also dominates B.

Given this condition, the direction in which Agree applies does not play a role: either

the probe c-commands the goal or the goal c-commands the probe. Hence, there

is upward as well as downward agreement for case features (see Baker (2008b);

Zeijlstra (2012); Toosarvandani and van Urk (2014) for further instances of upward

Agree).This assumption will receive further attention in part III, where I discuss the

advantages of a bidirectional Agree operation.

The second condition is a matching condition that concerns Agree-Copy. Concretely,

I assume that Agree-Copy is only successful if the case feature value of probe and

goal do not conflict. Obviously, a conflict cannot arise if one of the two features is

still unvalued. Thus, if a probe Agrees with two goals, the second Agree relation can

potentially fail if the probe bears a feature value that the second goal cannot match.

The final point about Agree concerns the order of Agree operations. As Agree-

Link applies in syntax, the order of Agree-Link operations is governed by Earliness

(Pesetsky (1989); Řezáč (2004b)). Post-syntactic Agree-Copy cannot rely on Earliness

because the structure is already built. Therefore, I would like to propose that the

order is determined by the syntactic structure, which is still present at the stage

when Agree-Copy applies (see Arregi and Nevins (2012)). Concretely, case probes

that are lower in the structure receive their case features first, that is, Agree-Copy

proceeds bottom-up. If a category probes twice for case features, which happens in

free relative and parasitic gap constructions due to the additional Agree relation,
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4.4. Variation

the order is free.10 With these assumptions in place, we can now turn to the origin

of variation in case matching.

4.4. Variation

The constraints on Agree and Case assignment proposed above hold cross-linguisti-

cally. What can vary, however, is the configuration of probe and goal in the additional

Agree relation in sharing constructions. In section 4.2, I proposed the idea that

there is an additional case agreement relation in parasitic gap and free relative

constructions between the overtly shared element and the covert category that I

assume to be present in these categories. Because of this additional case agreement

relation, case features must in principle be able to probe twice: once to receive case

from a functional (verbal) head, such as v or T, and once to match their value against

the case value of the second category in sharing constructions. This situation is

abstractly depicted in (37).11

10Note that this assumption will also be revised in section 5.2. For the simplified pattern, however,

no further restriction is needed.
11Note that this creates an instance of Multiple Agree Hiraiwa (2001). This, in turn, does not mean

that case features are in general capable of Multiple Agree. In part II, we will see that the second

Agree relation actually results from the derivation of these specific sharing constructions.
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4. Analysis

(37) a. Parasitic gaps

vP

v′

v′

vVP

Adjunct

;Op ohne tOp anzusehen v

VP

geküssttDP

DP

die Frau

Hans

b. Free relatives

v′

vVP

magDP

CP

C′

Maria twen hasst v

wen

;D

In this example of a German parasitic gap constructions in (37-a), the antecedent

agrees with both matrix v and the operator in the embedded clause. The operator

agrees with the embedded v. Similarly, in the free relative configuration in (37-b),

the wh-phrase agrees with the embedded v and the covert D head. The D head
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receives case from matrix v.

Now, in order to derive the differences in case matching between German and

Polish, I assume that the focus of the variation lies in this additional Agree relation:

It can vary between constructions and, as I would like to suggest, also between

languages. Concretely, the difference between German and Polish is whether the

overt element or the covert element triggers case agreement in free relatives and

parasitic gaps: In German, case agreement is triggered by the overt element, that is,

the antecedent of a parasitic gap or the wh-phrase in free relatives.12 In Polish, on

the other hand, the case probe sits on the covert item.

This means that in German, the case feature of the overt item in a parasitic gap or

free relative construction has a double probe property: it probes for a case feature on

a case assigning head and it probes for the case value of the empty element in these

configurations. In Polish, it is the covert item that probes for the case assigning head

and the case feature of its antecedent. Henceforth, this double probe property will

be depicted as [∗c:_∗]. “_” stands for “I need a value”, while “∗ ∗” stands for “I want

to probe a second time” (see Sternefeld (2006) for the notation ∗ ∗). Intuitively, in

these structures case features need to be valued and additionally checked.

The proposed parameter leads to the four possible configurations shown in (38).

Each configuration corresponds to one of the four patterns discussed in chapter 3.

12See section 5.2 for a more elaborate analysis of German.
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(38)

a. German PG b. Polish PG c. German FR d. Polish FR

...

...
;

[c:dat]

α

[∗c:acc∗]

∗

...

...
;

[∗c:dat∗]

α

[c:_]

3

...

...
α

[∗c:dat∗]

;

[c:_]

3

...

...
α

[c:dat]

;

[∗c:acc∗]

∗

The structures show the case features at the time when the case feature on α/;

undergoes post-syntactic Agree-Copy a second time. α stands for the overt element,

while ; is the covert item in the structure.

In German parasitic gap constructions (38-a), the overt antecedent is higher up

in the structure than the empty operator. Therefore, the empty operator receives

all its case values before the antecedent. Furthermore, we have downward Agree

between the two categories because, in German, the antecedent probes for the case

value of the empty operator. This brings us to a conflict in configurations where the

two cases are not identical. In (38-a), the empty operator has received dative case

from the embedded verb, its antecedent has received accusative case from the matrix

verb. At the point when the antecedent wants to copy the case value of the empty

operator, the matching condition on Agree is violated. Therefore, the case feature of

the antecedent cannot be checked a second time and the derivation crashes.

In Polish (38-b), on the other hand, we have upward Agree in this configuration

because the empty operator is the probe. At the time, the empty operator probes

for the case value of the antecedent, the antecedent has not received a case value
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yet. Thus, matching is trivially fulfilled as seen in (38-b). The result of this upward

Agree operation is empty valuation on the empty operator. Later on, the antecedent

receives its case value, but this value comes too late to cause a problem with Agree

between antecedent and operator. Thus case mismatches show up on the surface.

Turning to free relatives, we see that the direction of Agree is reversed with respect

to parasitic gaps. The reason for this is that in the structure of free relatives, the

covert category (the D head) is higher in the structure. Therefore, it is the overt

category that receives its case value first. Thus, in German free relatives (38-c) –

because the overt item is the probe – we have upward Agree. Like in Polish parasitic

gap structures, upward Agree leads to empty valuation with the result that case

mismatches can be tolerated. In Polish free relatives, however, we have downward

Agree since in Polish, the empty category is the probe.

In sum, the main idea of the analysis is that if the lower of the two elements is the

probe, we have upward case agreement that results in empty valuation because the

higher goal has not received its case features yet. Consequently, the case feature

value of the higher goal will not count for matching and mismatches are allowed. If,

on the other hand, the higher of the two elements is the probe, the lower element has

already received its case feature value. In this case, both the case feature value of

the higher probe and the lower goal will count for matching and strict case matching

is required.
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4.5. Derivations

In order to fully understand why downward Agree leads to strict case matching while

upward Agree makes mismatching possible, the four types of derivations established

in (38) are exemplified. We start with German parasitic gaps.

4.5.1. German Parasitic Gaps

To see how the proposed system works, (40)–(42) shows the crucial steps in the

derivation of an example with matching case. The relevant example is repeated in

(39).

(39) weil
because

Hans
Hans

dieacc
the

Frau
woman

[ ohne
without

anzusehenacc
to.look.at

] küssteacc
kissed

The structure in (40) shows how the syntactic Agree-Link relations are established.13

(40) Syntactic Agree-Link
vP

v′

v′

v[c:acc]VP

Adjunct

;Op[c:_] ohne tOp anzusehen v[c:acc]

VP

küsstetDP

DP
die Frau

[∗c:_ ∗]

Hans

1

2

3

13For convenience, only the Agree-Link relations relevant for case matching are shown in this

structure.
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At first, the covert operator ;Op in the embedded clause Agrees with the embedded

v and moves to the left periphery of the clause. In the matrix clause, the antecedent

Agrees with the matrix v head. Afterwards, the antecedent die Frau is scrambled to

matrix Spec-vP, where it c-commands ;Op. In this configuration a third Agree-Link

relation can be established between the die Frau and ;Op.

In the post-syntactic component, Agree-Copy applies and the case features of the

antecedent and the operator are valued. This valuation proceeds bottom-up with the

lowest probe being valued first. For case agreement, this means that, in parasitic gap

structures, ;Op receives its accusative from the embedded v before the antecedent

die Frau receives a value. This step is shown in (41).

(41) Step I: ;[c:_] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[c:acc]

Next, the case feature of the antecedent is valued. Since its case feature is a double

probe, there are two possible orders of case assignment. Both orders lead to the

same result, as shown in (42). (Note that α stands for the antecedent.)

(42) Step II: α[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:acc]: α[∗c:acc∗]

or α[∗c:_∗] −→ ;[c:acc]: α[∗c:acc∗]

Step III: α[∗c:acc∗] −→ ;[c:acc]: α[c:acc]

or α[∗c:acc∗] −→ v[c:acc]: α[c:acc]

In the first option, the antecedent receives accusative case from matrix v and checks

it afterwards against the accusative case value of ;Op. Since there is no mismatch,

Agree-Copy applies successfully both times.
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In the alternative order, the antecedent first receives accusative from ;Op and

Agrees with matrix v afterwards. Again, since all the relevant case values are

identical, Agree between the antecedent and the operator is possible.

Next, we see that if the two relevant cases are not identical, Agree between the

antecedent and the operator in German parasitic gaps fails. The example that

illustrates this configuration is repeated in (43).

(43) weil
because

Hans
Hans

*derdat/*dieacc
the

Frau
woman

[ anstatt
instead.of

zu
to

helfendat
help

]

behinderteacc
hampered

The syntactic derivation of (43) works as in 44. The difference lies in the cases being

assigned. In the derivation of (43), ;Op receives dative case in the embedded clause.

For concreteness, dative case is assigned by an empty applicative head Appl in the

derivation in (44). Alternatively, dative can be assigned by an empty preposition or

some other functional head. Nothing hinges on that.

(44) Syntactic Agree-Link
vP

v′

v′

v[c:acc]VP

Adjunct

;Op[c:_] anstatt tOp ... Appl[c:dat]

VP

behindertetDP

DP
die Frau

[∗c:_ ∗]

Hans

1

2

3
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The difference in the post-syntactic derivation is that one of the Agree-Copy opera-

tions cannot apply due to a violation of the matching condition on Agree. The two

possible orders of the relevant Agree-Copy operations are shown in (45).

(45) Step I: ;[c:_] −→ Appl[c:dat]: ;[c:dat]

Step II: α[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:acc]: α[∗c:acc∗]

or α[∗c:_∗] −→ ;[c:dat]: α[∗c:dat∗]

Step III: α[∗c:acc∗] −→ ;[c:dat]:  

or α[∗c:dat∗] −→ v[c:acc]:  

In the first step, the ;Op receives dative case in the embedded clause. Afterwards,

the antecedent (Hans) probes for the matrix v head and the ;Op. If it gets accusative

case from v first, as shown in the highest row in (45-Step II), a mismatch arises when

it tries to Agree a second time with the dative bearing ;Op. Reversing the order as

in the lower rows does not help either because after receiving dative case from ;Op,

the antecedent can no longer Copy the accusative value v due to a violation of the

matching condition.

In sum, the fact that in the final Agree-Copy operation, both the probe and the goal

bear a case value, requires identity of the values. Otherwise the matching condition

is violated.

4.5.2. Polish Parasitic Gaps

The difference between Polish and German is illustrated with the example in (46).
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(46) To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

którąacc
which

Jan
Jan

tolerowałacc
tolerated

zanim
before

polubiłacc.
liked.

The syntactic derivation of parasitic gaps in Polish is basically the same as in

German. The crucial difference between Polish and German is that, in Polish, ;Op

bears the case feature that probes twice. Thus, we have upward agreement in

parasitic gap constructions in Polish. This is shown in (47).

(47) Syntactic Agree-Link
CP

...

v′

VP

Adjunct

;Op[∗c:_ ∗] zanim tOp polubił v[c:acc]

VP

tolerowałtDP

v[c:acc]

DP
która

[c:_]

1

2

3

The two possible orders of post-syntactic Agree-Copy operations are given in (48).

(48) Step I: ;[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[∗c:acc∗]

or ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:_]: ;[c:_]

Step II: ;[∗c:acc∗] −→ α[c:_]: ;[c:acc]

or ;[c:_] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[c:acc]

Step III: α[c:_] −→ v[c:acc]: α[c:acc]
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At first, ;Op copies the value from the embedded v and the antecedent która. Inde-

pendent of the order between the two Agree-Copy operations, the ;Op ends up with

an accusative case value from the embedded v because która does not bear a value

at this point. In the final step, która receives accusative case from matrix v.

The difference between German and Polish becomes obvious if we look at parasitic

gap structures where the cases assigned in the matrix and in the embedded clause

are not identical. The relevant example from section 3.2 is repeated in (49).

(49) To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

którąacc/ *którejdat
which

Jan
Jan

lubiłacc
liked

zanim
before

zaczął
started

pomagaćdat.
help.

In contrast to German, a mismatch in case features is tolerated in Polish parasitic

gaps. This results from the the probe in the α-; agreement relation being lower

than the goal, as shown in (50).

(50) Syntactic Agree-Link
CP

...

v′

VP

Adjunct

;Op[∗c:_ ∗] zanim tOp polubił Appl[c:dat]

VP

tolerowałtDP

v[c:acc]

DP
która

[c:_]

1

2

3
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In the post-syntactic component, upward Agree will result in empty valuation and

the matching condition is trivially fulfilled. The Agree-Copy steps are shown in (51).

(51) Step I: ;[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:dat]: ;[∗c:dat∗]

or ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:_]: ;[c:_]

Step II: ;[∗c:dat∗] −→ α[c:_]: ;[c:dat]

or ;[c:_] −→ Appl[c:dat]: ;[c:dat]

Step III: α[c:_] −→ v[c:acc]: α[c:acc]

The derivation in (51) is basically the same as in (48), the only difference being that

;Op receives dative from an applicative head. Crucially, however, since która receives

its accusative case feature in Step III after Agree with ;Op, it cannot conflict with

the dative feature on ;Op. Thus, a violation of the matching condition is prevented

by upward Agree.

4.5.3. German Free Relatives

After having shown explicitly how variation in case matching in parasitic gap

constructions is derived, the next two derivations show how case matching effects in

free relatives come about. The first example in (52) is from German.

(52) Hans
Hans

magacc,
likes

wenacc
who

Maria
Maria

hasstacc.
hates

‘Hans likes who Maria hates.’

The syntactic derivation is summarized in the tree in (53).
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4.5. Derivations

(53) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

v[c:acc]VP

magDP

CP

C′

Maria twen hasst v[c:acc]

wen[∗c:_ ∗]

;D

[c:_]

3

1
2

At first, the wh-phrase wen is merged as the object of the embedded clause where it

establishes an Agree relation with the embedded v. Once the entire relative clause is

built, wen moves up to the embedded Spec-CP position. After the D head is merged,

wen, being overt, probes upward for the D head. Finally as the structure-building

continues, the D head Agrees with matrix v.

The crucial difference to parasitic gaps in German is that, this time, the overt

item is lower in the structure. Since, by assumption, the overt item carries the probe

property in German, it is the overt item that probes for the covert item.

Turning to the post-syntactic part of Agree, we see that (54) is highly reminiscent

of the derivation of parasitic gaps in Polish: The lower of the two categories, this

time the overt one, probes for the higher category. Thus, we have upward Agree,

which results in empty valuation. The derivation is shown in (54).
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(54) Step I: α[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:acc]: α[∗c:acc∗]

or α[∗c:_∗] −→ ;[c:_]: α[c:_]

Step II: α[∗c:acc∗] −→ ;[c:_]: α[c:acc]

or α[c:_] −→ v[c:acc]: α[c:acc]

Step III: ;[c:_] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[c:acc]

First, wen receives accusative from the embedded v. Since the D head does not

bear a case value yet, wen ends up with accusative case from v after Step II. After

wen has received its case feature values, the accusative case value on the D head is

copied from matrix v (Step III).

That German free relatives allow case mismatches, just like Polish parasitic gaps,

is shown with the example in (55).

(55) Hans
Hans

magacc,
likes

*wenacc/wemdat
who

Maria
Maria

vertrautdat.
trusts

The derivation of (55) is the same as in (53), but this time, the wh-phrase wem

receives dative case from an applicative head in the embedded clause.

(56) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

v[c:acc]VP

magDP

CP

C′

Maria twem vertraut Appl[c:dat]

wem[∗c:_ ∗]

;D

[c:_]

3

1
2
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As in (51), the reason why this dative case value on wem does not conflict with the

accusative case on the D head is that Agree-Copy between wem and D applies before

D receives its value in Step III. That is, at the point where the matching condition of

Agree applies, no conflict is given.

(57) Step I: α[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:dat]: α[∗c:dat∗]

or α[∗c:_∗] −→ ;[c:_]: α[c:_]

Step II: α[∗c:dat∗] −→ ;[c:_]: α[c:dat]

or α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:dat]: α[c:dat]

Step III: ;[c:_] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[c:acc]

Being the lower of the two probes, the overt wh-phrase in the embedded clause,

receives dative case from Appl first. Agree-Copy between the wh-phrase and the D

head does not change that since no value is copied in this step. In the final step, the

D head receives accusative case from the matrix v head. Again, the reason why the

case mismatch here is tolerated, is that the matching condition of Agree between

the covert and the overt item applies before both items have received a case value.

4.5.4. Polish Free Relatives

Finally, the derivation of Polish free relatives resembles the derivation of German

parasitic gaps. An example for a Polish free relative is repeated in (58).

(58) Jan
Jan

lubiacc
likes

kogokolwiekacc
whoever

Maria
Maria

lubiacc.
likes
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In contrast to German free relatives, the probe of the additional case agreement

relation between the covert D head and the wh-phrase is the covert D head, which is

higher in the structure than the wh-phrase. This is shown in (59).

(59) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

VP

DP

CP

C′

Maria tk lubi v[c:acc]

kogokolwiek[c:_]

;D

[∗c:_ ∗]

lubi

v[c:acc]

3
1

2

The derivation in (59) works just like the one in (53) for German. The wh-phrase

kogokolwiek merged as the object of lubi in the embedded clause enters into Agree-

Link with the embedded v. Afterwards, it is moved to the Spec-CP position. When

the D head is merged, a second Agree-Link relation between kogokolwiek and the D

head is established. In contrast to German, the covert D head is the probe. Thus,

the difference between German and Polish is that there is downward Agree between

the D head and the wh-phrase. Otherwise, just as in (53), the D head has another

Agree relation with the matrix v head.

The fact that there is downward Agree instead of Upward Agree in Polish leads to

a different postsyntactic derivation, as shown in (60).
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(60) Step I: α[c:_] −→ v[c:acc]: α[c:acc]

Step II: ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:acc]: ;[∗c:acc∗]

or ;[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[∗c:acc∗]

Step III: ;[∗c:acc∗] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[c:acc]

or ;[∗c:acc∗] −→ α[c:acc]: ;[c:acc]

In (61), kogokolwiek receives accusative from the embedded v first. Afterwards, the

D head gets case values from kogokolwiek and the matrix v. This is unproblematic

as all the case values are the same.

However, if the cases assigned to ;D and the wh-phrase differ, the case mismatch

will violate the matching condition. This is the case for the example in (61).

(61) Jan
Jan

lubiacc
likes

*kogokolwiekacc/?*komukolwiekdat
whoever

dokuczadat.
teases

The derivation in (62) shows why this is the case. In contrast to (59), an applicative

head Appl Agrees with the wh-phrase in the embedded clause.

(62) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

VP

DP

CP

C′

Maria tk ... Appl[c:dat]

komukolwiek[c:_]

;D

[∗c:_ ∗]

lubi

v[c:acc]

3
1

2
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The relevant Agree-Copy operations in the postsyntactic derivation are shown in

(63).

(63) Step I: α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:dat]: α[c:dat]

Step II: ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:dat]: ;[∗c:dat∗]

or ;[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[∗c:acc∗]

Step III: ;[∗c:dat∗] −→ v[c:acc]:  

or ;[∗c:acc∗] −→ α[c:dat]:  

First, komukolwiek receives dative case from the embedded applicative head. Then,

the D head, being a double probe, has to decide, whether its first case value comes

from komukolwiek or from the matrix v. If the first option is chosen, the D head

receives dative case from komukolwiek, but cannot receive accusative case from

matrix v anymore, due to a mismatch. On the other hand, if it receives accusative

first, it cannot match the dative case of komukolwiek. This is reminiscent of the

derivation of parasitic gaps in German.

4.5.5. Interim Summary

So far, we have seen that the case matching condition is subject to variation be-

tween constructions and between languages. Concretely, we have seen that German

parasitic gap constructions and Polish free relative constructions adhere to the

matching condition, while German free relatives and Polish parasitic gaps do not

require matching. In this chapter, I have shown that this pattern can be derived

if Agree applies in two steps and if the directionality of Agree is not restricted.
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With these assumptions in place, the variation we have seen can be reduced to one

parameter: the position of the probe of case agreement in parasitic gap and free

relative. In cases where the position of the probe leads to downward Agree, case

mismatches will inevitably violate the matching condition while, in instances of

upward Agree, the matching condition applies before a case mismatch is established.

4.6. Bidirectional Agree and Opacity

The analysis developed in the previous sections gives rise to opacity in the sense

of Kiparsky (1973, 1976): At the surface, both the overt category and the covert

category bear case feature values. But only in some of the examples, conflicting

case values cause a violation of the matching condition. These structures therefore

involve opaque interactions of Agree operations.

There are four basic kinds of opaque interaction: feeding, bleeding, counter-

feeding, and counter-bleeding. A feeding interaction is given if the application of one

operation O1 creates the context for the application O2. In a bleeding interaction,

the application of O1 destroys the context of O2. If the application of O1 could feed

O2 but does not feed it actually, this interaction is called counter-feeding. Finally,

the term counter-bleeding describes an interaction where the application of O1 could

bleed O2 but does not do so.

In the analysis above, the opacity of case matching is resolved by ordering the

Agree-Copy operations. In all derivations there are three Agree-Copy relations that

are important: (i) the relation between the lower element Y and a case assigning

head C1, (ii) the relation between the higher element X and another case assigning
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head C2 and (iii) the relation between X and Y. If the first two Agree-Copy relations

result in feature valuation, the third relation is only successful if the two case values

are identical. Otherwise, the matching condition of Agree would be violated. Thus,

Agree between X or Y and C1/2 can bleed Agree between X and Y. This bleeding

configuration is illustrated in (64) and (65).

(64)

. . .

C1[c:val1]Y[c:_]

X[∗c:_ ∗]

C2[c:val2]

IIIIII

(65) Step I: Y[c:_] −→ C1[c:val1]: Y[c:val1]

Step II: X[∗c:_∗] −→ C2[c:val2]: X[∗c:val2∗]

Step III: X[∗c:val2∗] −→ Y[c:val1]:  

In the first two steps, X and Y receive case values independently from each other.

Afterwards, X and Y cannot Agree because the matching condition is violated. This

is what happens in German parasitic gap and Polish free relative constructions.

In the counter-bleeding configuration in (66) (67), X and Y Agree, before both have

a case values. Thus matching is trivially fulfilled for Agree between X and Y. This is

the case for Polish parasitic gap and German free relative constructions.
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(66)

. . .

C1[c:val1]Y[∗c:_ ∗]

X[c:_]

C2[c:val2]

IIIIII

(67) Step I: Y[∗c:_∗] −→ C1[c:val1]: Y[∗c:val1∗]

Step II: Y[∗c:val1∗] −→ X[c:_]: Y[∗c:val1∗]

Step III: X[c:_] −→ C2[c:val2]: X[c:val2]

In the second Agree-Copy operation in (67), the goal X does not bear a value. There-

fore, the matching condition is trivially fulfilled.

The order of Agree-Copy operations, that is whether we have a bleeding or a

counter-bleeding interaction, is determined by the position of the probe in the X-

Y-Agree operation. Since lower probes are valued before higher probes due to the

bottom-up nature of the post-syntactic derivation, Y will receive its case feature

value first because it is lower in the structure than X. On the other hand, if Y is the

probe in the X-Y-Agree operation, it copies the case from X before X actually receives

a value, which results in empty feature valuation and trivially fulfills the matching

condition independent from the case value X receives later. Thus, if there is upward

Agree between X and Y, the matching condition is counter-bled (cf. Georgi (2014)).

On the other hand, if there is downward Agree, that is, if the higher head X is the

probe, Agree between X and Y will inevitably lead to a non-trivial application of the

matching condition. Thus, a case mismatch between X and Y results in a bleeding

configuration.
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The pattern described and analyzed in chapter 4 is just the simplified version of an

even more complex pattern of case matching. In this chapter, the entire complexity of

the pattern is revealed and analyzed. Overall, there are three aspects that contribute

to the increase of complexity: (i) the facts that syncretic forms do not cause a case

mismatch effect, (ii) the fact that there are case hierarchy effects in German free

relatives but not in parasitic gap construction, and (iii) the assumption that the

languages vary as to where the probe in case agreement positions sit. In what

follows, I turn to each of these aspects, culminating in a typology of case matching

effects.

5.1. Syncretisms

In all four configurations discussed above, syncretic forms can remedy a violation

of case matching. Thus, it seems that it is the morphological form and not the

abstract case feature that is crucial for the matching effects. The split of Agree into

a syntactic Agree-Link operation and a post-syntactic Agree-Copy operation can

capture this fact without invoking a lot of special assumptions.

The examples in (68) repeat the syncretism effects in Polish free relatives. The
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free relative clause in (68-b) should be ungrammatical due to a mismatch between

accusative and genitive case. But since the wh-phrase kogokolwiek has a case form

that matches both the accusative and the genitive, the matching violation is repaired.

(68) a. To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

którejgen/dat
which

Jan
Jan

się
REFL

bałgen
fear

zanim
before

zaczął
started

pomagaćdat.
help.
‘This is the girl Jan was afraid of before he started to help.’

b. Jan
Jan

lubiacc
likes

kogokolwiekacc/gen
whoever

Maria
Maria

nienawidzigen.
hates

‘Jan likes whoever Maria hates.’

Similarly, in the German example (69-a), a syncretic form can help with a case

mismatch in parasitic gap constructions.

(69) a. weil
because

Hans
Hans

dergen/dat
the

Verstorbenen
dead.one

[ anstatt
instead.of

ein
a

Gedicht
poem

zu
to

widmendat
dedicate

] in
in

einer
a

Gradrede
eulogy

gedachtegen
commemorate

‘because Hans commemorated the dead one in a eulogy instead of dedi-

cating a poem to her’

b. Hans
Hans

magacc
likes

wasacc/nom
what

Maria
Maria

zur
to

Weißglut
rage

treibtnom.
drives

‘Hans likes whatever infuriates Maria.’

(69-b) also shows the use of a syncretic case form in German free relatives. The

wh-phrase was is ambiguous between a nominative form and an accusative form.

Again, the mismatch is fine.
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In order to integrate these facts into the system developed in chapter 4, the

question as to how syncretisms can be handled in general, must be answered.

In the framework of Distributed Morphology, syncretic forms result from special

morphological rules that alter the morphosyntactic features before the phonologically

exponents are inserted via Vocabulary Insertion rules. For example, syncretisms

can be due to language-specific feature changing syncretism rules (cf. Noyer (1992:

129)).14 Relevant examples for such rules in Polish are given in (70).

(70) Syncretism rules in Polish

a. [c:acc] → [c:gen]/[anim:+]

b. [c:dat] → [c:gen]/[rel:+], [g:fem]

At a certain point in the post-syntactic derivation, these rules apply and change the

case features left of the arrows to the feature right of the arrow. Crucially, these

rules apply only in a certain context. As for the rule (70-a), the accusative case

feature becomes a genitive case feature if the head bearing this case feature is also

animate. As for the rule (70-b), the dative becomes a genitive, if the head bearing

the dative is a feminine relative pronoun. Thus, rule (70-a) applies in the example

(68-b) and the rule (70-b) applies in the example (68-a).

Next, the point of the derivation where these rules apply must be specified. Proba-

bly the most intuitive assumption is that they apply as soon as their contexts are

given. This point is reached once the case featues are valued by applying Agree-Copy.

The consequence for the derivations of parasitic gap and free relative constructions

14Note that it might be possible to reduce these special rules to impoverishment rules.
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is that the syncretism rules apply before the last of the three Agree-Copy operations

applies. In that sense, the syncretism rules must apply early (see Trommer (2002);

Keine (2010) for similar conclusions).

Furthermore, the condition under which agreement fails must be refined as follows:

Agree-Copy always adds a value to a probe feature. The matching condition is then

defined in a way that a feature must not bear differing case values. Thus, only

if a mismatch between two values cannot be repaired by a syncretism rule, the

derivation fails. Put differently, the syncretism rules can feed Agree-Copy.

The derivation in (71) shows the interaction of Agree-Copy and syncretism rule

(70-a) for Polish.

(71) Derivation of (68-b)

Step I: α[c:_][anim:+] −→ Appl[c:gen]: α[c:gen][anim:+]

Step II: ;[∗c:_∗][anim:+] −→ α[c:gen][anim:+]: ;[∗c:gen∗][anim:+]

or ;[∗c:_∗][anim:+] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[∗c:acc∗][anim:+]

[c:acc] → [c:gen]/[anim:+]: ;[∗c:gen∗][anim:+]

Step III: ;[∗c:gen∗][anim:+] −→ v[c:acc]: ;[c:gen,acc][anim:+]

[c:acc] → [c:gen]/[anim:+]: ;[c:gen,gen] = ;[c:gen]

or ;[∗c:gen∗][anim:+] −→ α[c:gen][anim:+]: ;[c:gen,gen][anim:+]

= ;[c:gen][anim:+]

Being a single probe, the overt wh-phrase receives genitive case first. Afterwards,

the ;D receives a value from either the wh-phrase or the matrix v. If it Agrees with

the wh-phrase, it receives genitive. When receiving the accusative case feature from
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matrix v in Step III, the context for the syncretism rule is given15 and the accusative

value is changed into genitive, which prevents a conflict on the case feature.

The other possibility is that the D head first receives accusative case from matrix

v. The context for the syncretism rule is given at this point, so the accusative feature

is immediately changed into a genitive feature. Then, Agree between D and the

wh-phrase in Step III does not lead to a violation of the matching condition.

As for German, the following syncretism rules are needed.

(72) Syncretism rules in German

a. [c:gen] → [c:dat]/[g:fem][n:sg]

b. [c:acc] → [c:nom]/[g:neutr]

The result of including the rule (72-a) in the derivations of German parasitic gap

constructions is shown in (73).

(73) Derivation of (69-a)

Step I: ;[c:_][g:fem][n:sg] −→ Appl[c:dat]: ;[c:dat][g:fem][n:sg]

Step II: α[∗c:_∗][g:fem][n:sg] −→ ;[c:dat][g:fem][n:sg]: α[∗c:dat∗][g:fem][n:sg]

or α[∗c:_∗][g:fem][n:sg] −→ Appl[c:gen]: α[∗c:gen∗][g:fem][n:sg]

[c:gen] → [c:dat]/[g:fem][n:sg]: α[∗c:dat∗][g:fem][n:sg]

Step III: α[∗c:dat∗][g:fem][n:sg] −→ Appl[c:gen]: α[c:gen,dat][g:fem][n:sg]

[c:gen] → [c:dat]/[g:fem][n:sg]: α[c:dat,dat][g:fem][n:sg]

= α[c:dat][g:fem][n:sg]

or α[∗c:dat∗][g:fem][n:sg] −→ ;[c:dat][g:fem][n:sg]: α[c:dat,dat][g:fem][n:sg]

= α[c:dat][g:fem][n:sg]

15By assumption, ; and α are valued alike for features such as animacy and gender. This assumption

is further justified in part II.
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This derivation works just as the derivation in (71). The rule (72-a) applies as soon as

the overt antecedent receives genitive case, changing it to dative case. This prevents

a violation of the matching condition.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the syncretism rules also apply in the deriva-

tions that involve upward Agree, that is, in the derivations of German free relatives

and Polish parasitic gaps. Here, these rules have the same effects as in the deriva-

tions in (71) and (73). But since case mismatches are tolerated in these derivations

anyway due to the different order of Agree operations, the syncretism rules do not

matter for the case matching effects. They only influence the phonological exponent

chosen for the heads.

In sum, the syncretism effects of case matching can be derived by assuming that

the morphological rules that are responsible for syncretism can interact with Agree.

This is possible because there is a morphological component of Agree, namely the

operation Agree-Copy. A purely syntactic approach to Agree would have to invoke

an additional mechanism to capture these effects.

5.2. Case Hierarchy Effects

This section contains a discussion of case hierarchy effects that can be observed

with case matching in free relatives, but not in parasitic gaps. Assuming that both

types of case matching involve the same mechanisms of case assignment and case

agreement, it is puzzling that a difference can be observed at all.

At first, I will describe the case hierarchy effect in German and will then go on

to adapt the analysis of case matching effects in order to capture this effect. I will
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conclude with the main claim of this chapter: The absence of hierarchy effects with

parasitic gaps cross-linguistically is a systematic gap.

5.2.1. Case Hierachy Effects in German Free Relatives

The hierarchy effects in German are exemplified in the data below. In the examples

in (74), the matrix clause assigns nominative case to the free relative, that is, the

free relative is the subject of the matrix clause.16

(74) a. Uns
us

besucht,
visitsnom

wer
whonom

Maria
Maria

mag.
likesnom

b. Uns
us

besucht,
visitsnom

wen
whoacc

Maria
Maria

mag.
likesacc

c. Uns
us

besucht
visitsnom

wem
whodat

Maria
Maria

vertraut.
trustsdat

d. Uns
us

wird
will

nützen
be.usefulnom

wessen
whogen

Maria
Maria

sich
self

gestern
yesterday

entledigt
got.rid.ofgen

hat.
has

As can be seen in (74-a) through (74-d), any case combination is tolerated here, that

is, the wh-phrase can receive nominative, accusative, dative, or genitive case in the

embedded clause. The next examples in (75) illustrate the case combinations if the

free relative is the accusative object of the matrix clause.

(75) a. *Ich
I

lade ein,
inviteacc

wer
whonom

Maria
Maria

mag.
likesnom

b. Ich
I

lade ein,
inviteacc

wen
whoacc

Maria
Maria

mag.
likesacc

16The data in (74)–(77) are either taken directly from or based on the observations of Vogel (2001).
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c. Ich
I

lade
inviteacc

ein,
whodat

wem
Maria

Maria
trustsdat

vertraut.

d. Ich
I

kann
can

gebrauchen
useacc

wessen
whogen

Maria
Maria

sich
self

gestern
yesterday

entledigt
got.rid.ofgen

hat.
has

In this case, the only possible cases assigned in the embedded clause are accusative,

dative, and genitive case. A case mismatch with nominative is not possible. Turning

to dative case, (76) shows what happens if the free relative is assigned dative case

from the matrix verb.

(76) a. *Ich
I

vertraue,
trustdat

wer
whonom

Maria
Maria

mag.
likesnom

b. *Ich
I

vertraue,
trustdat

wen
whoacc

Maria
Maria

mag.
likesacc

c. Ich
I

vertraue,
trustdat

wem
whodat

Maria
Maria

vertraut.
trustsdat

d. *Der
the

Mann
man

ähnelt,
resemblesdat

wessen
whogen

Maria
Maria

gestern
yesterday

in
in

ihrer
her

Rede
speech

gedacht
commemoratedgen

hat.
has

If this is the case, nominative, accusative and genitive case are not possible in the

embedded clause. Only dative case is allowed (76-c). Finally, (77) illustrates the

effects with genitive case.

(77) a. *Maria
Maria

gedenkt,
commemoratesgen

wer
whonom

vor
ago

zehn
ten

Jahren
years

bei
at

dem
the

Anschlag
attack

ums Leben kam.
diednom

b. *Maria
Maria

gedenkt,
commemoratesgen

wen
whoacc

die
the

Terroristen
terrorists

vor
ago

zehn
ten

Jahren
years

bei
at

dem
the

Anschlag
attack

töteten.
killedacc have
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c. *Maria
Maria

gedenkt,
commemoratesgen

wem
whodat

die
the

Terroristen
terrorists

vor
ago

zehn
ten

Jahren
years

bei
at

dem
the

Anschlag
attack

Schmerzen
pain

zugefügt
causeddat

haben.
have

d. Maria
Maria

bedarf,
needsgen

wessen
whogen

ich
I

mich
self

gestern
yesterday

entledigt
got.rid.ofgen

habe.
have

Similar to the dative case examples in (76), a genitive case assigned in the ma-

trix clause can only be matched against a genitive case assigned in the embedded

clause.17

The data in (74)–(77) yield the pattern in (78).

(78)

M

FR
Nom Acc Dat Gen

Nom 3 3(acc) 3(dat) 3(gen)

Acc * 3 3(dat) 3(gen)

Dat * * 3 *

Gen * * * 3

As in section 3.3, the rows show the cases assigned in the matrix clause, while the

17Note that the syncretisms observed between genitive and dative case in German do not apply

here. The syncretism is only given in the context of a feminine singular phrase. However,

singular phrases are not possible wh-phrases in German free relatives, not even if there is no case

mismatch.

(i) *Maria
Maria

hilft,
helpsdat

welcher
whichdat

Frau
woman

Tom
Tom

vertraut.
trustsdat
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columns display the cases assigned in the embedded clause. Summarizing both

dative case and genitive case under oblique case, as in (79), an even clearer picture

shows of what the case hierarchy effect in German actually is.

(79)

M

FR
Nom Acc Obl

Nom 3 3(acc) 3(obl)

Acc * 3 3(obl)

Obl * * 3

The pattern shows a hierarchy between the cases insofar as the nominative case

in the matrix clause allows more combinations than the accusative clause, which

in turn allows more combinations than the oblique cases. This hierarchy can be

summarized as in (80).

(80) Case Hierarchy

NOM À ACC À DAT / GEN

The empirical constraint for case matching effects in German free relatives is the

following (cf. Pittner (1991, 1995); Vogel (2001); Grosu (2003)): if the case assigned

by the matrix clause is higher on the hierarchy than the case assigned within the

embedded clause, the wh-phrase in the free relative may bear the case assigned to

it inside the embedded clause. Importantly, if a case mismatch is allowed, the case

marker on the wh-phrase must be the case assigned within the embedded clause.
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5.2.2. Analysis

So far, the system developed in chapter 4 does not capture the case hierarchy

effects. In order to achieve this, the conditions of Agree must be revised and the

representation of case features needs to be refined.

5.2.2.1. The Representation of Case

In the derivations below, the case hierarchy is not a primitive concept or constraint

but rather comes out as the result of decomposing the cases such that the cases are

ordered in subset-superset relations (cf. Caha (2009), Béjar and Řezáč (2009)). I will

assume the following decomposition of cases:

(81) a. Nominative: [c:{nom}]

b. Accusative: [c:{nom,acc}]

c. Dative: [c:{nom, acc, dat}]

d. Genitive: [c:{nom, acc, gen}]

As shown in (81), the cases are represented as features that can bear sets of case

feature values. Consequently, some cases are subsets of other cases. Ordering the

cases according to their subset relations, as in (82), indicates that the decomposition

of cases represents the case hierarchy.

(82) Case Hierarchy

{nom} ⊂ {nom,acc} ⊂ {nom, acc, dat}/{nom, acc, gen}
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In the next section, I will develop a revised definition of the Agree operation that

is able to deal with this representation of case and that derives the case hierarchy

effect in German free relatives.

5.2.2.2. Agree (revised)

The first point about Agree that needs to be revised affects the asymmetry of Agree.

In section 4.2, I have established that Agree operations are asymmetric: there is

one probe and one goal. In order to capture the case hierarchy effects, I would

like to propose a further possibility: In addition to asymmetric Agree, there is

also symmetric Agree, where both categories involved in Agree, probe for each

other. As for Agree-Copy, the two probes in a symmetric Agree relation are valued

independently from each other. The two different types of Agree are shown in (83).

(83) a. Asymmetric Agree

X[F:_] −→ Y[F:v]

b. Symmetric Agree

X[F:_] ←→ Y[*F:v*]

I further assume that variation in symmetry affects Agree between an argument

and a case assigning functional head as well as Agree between the overt and the

covert category in parasitic gap and free relative constructions. For German, Agree

between an argument and a functional head is asymmetric and Agree in parasitic

gap and free relative constructions is symmetric. Note that this deviates from the

analysis in section 4.3, where I made the assumption that the latter kind of Agree
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relation in German was asymmetric in order to derive a simplified version of the

full pattern of case matching effects in German. In the next section, by looking at

Modern Greek, I will show that asymmetric Agree in these constructions does exist.

A second point about Agree that needs refinement concerns the order of Agree-

Copy operations. So far, I have assumed that the order of valuation of features

that participate in more than one Agree operation is not determined and that it can

proceed in any order. In the derivations below I will, however, assume that the order

in these derivations is determined by the order in which Agree-Links have been

established. Technically, this can be achieved by ordering the pairs of probes and

goals in an ordered list. Leaving conceptual details aside, it suffices to assume that

a feature can keep track of the order in which it has found its goals.

Finally, the matching condition of Agree is refined. In section 4.3, I have proposed

that the matching condition of Agree says that Agree is only successful if the feature

value of probe and goal do not conflict. The absence of a feature conflict is trivially

given if one of the two features is still unvalued. If the probe and the goal are both

already valued, a conflict arises under the following conditions:

(84) Matching Conditions for Agree in case features

a. G ⊆ P: Agree between a DP and a case assigning functional head F fails

if both probe and goal bear case values and if the case values on the goal

are a superset of the case values on the probe.

b. G = P: Agree between α and ; in a free relative or parasitic gap con-

struction fails if both bear cases and if the cases are not identical.
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Intuitively, (84-a) boils down to the condition that every case value on the goal has

to have a matching case value on the probe. This condition also prevents cases from

being changed throughout the derivation, a condition which must be established

independently in a system that allows agreement with more than one goal. The

difference between (84-a) and (84-b) is that the conditions for case agreement in

sharing constructions are stricter than in normal case assignment relations. This

emphasizes the close relation between the overt and the covert category in these

constructions.

In a nutshell, the idea of the analysis is that the case hierarchy effects come about

if the final Agree-Copy relation is subject to a subset matching condition, or put

differently, if the final Agree-Copy relation is between an argument and a functional

head. Since in parasitic gap constructions the final Agree-Copy relation is subject to

a strict identity matching condition, case matching effects in parasitic gaps cannot

be restricted by the case hierarchy.

The following section shows in detail why German free relatives show case hier-

archy effects and why German parasitic gap constructions do not show the same

effects.

5.2.3. Derivations

The first derivation in (85) to (88) shows why there are case hierarchy effects in

German free relatives. (85) repeats the syntactic structure that I assume for free

relatives in German. In the section 5.2.2.2, I have proposed that Agree between

the covert D head and the wh-phrase in German is symmetric, which means that
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Agree happens in two steps. Other than that, the structure in (85) is the same as

the structure in section 4.5.3.

(85) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

vVP

magDP

CP

C′

Maria twen vertraut Appl

wem

;D

4
1

2
3

The derivation in (86) shows the order of the post-syntactic Agree-Copy operations

that result from the syntactic structure in (85).

(86) FR: ;[acc], α[dat]

Step I α[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step II α[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[∗c:_∗]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step III ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step IV ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}] (v ⊆ ;)

In the first step, the wh-phrase receives dative case from the embedded applicative

head. According to the case decomposition in section 5.2.2.1, dative case is repre-

sented as the feature set consisting of the case values [dat], [acc], and [nom]. In
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the second step, the wh-phrase Agrees with the D head. Since the D head has not

received a case value at this step, the matching condition of Agree is trivially fulfilled.

Afterwards, because Agree between the wh-phrase and the D head is symmetric, the

D head copies the case values from the wh-phrase. Thus, the D head bears dative

case as well. In the final step, the D head Agrees with the matrix v head. Since

both the probe and the goal bear values now, the matching condition of Agree is only

fulfilled, if the case value of the goal is a subset of the case value of the probe (see

(84-a)). Since this is the case, Agree is successful despite a case mismatch between

the matrix verb and the embedded verb.

In the derivation in (87) and (88), the verbs are switched. Thus, the matrix verb

assigns dative case and the embedded verb assigns accusative case. Due to the

subset condition that that applies here such a case mismatch should be ruled out.

(87) Syntactic Agree-Link
Appl′

ApplVP

vertrautDP

CP

C′

Maria twen mag v

wem

;D

4
1

2
3
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(88) FR: ;[dat], α[acc]

Step I α[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step II α[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[∗c:_∗]: α[c:{acc,nom}]

Step III ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step IV ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]:  (Appl 6⊆ ;)

The Agree operations proceeds in the same way as in (85) and (86). The difference

lies in the case values: The wh-phrase and the D head bear accusative case from

the embedded v head. In the final Agree relation between the dative assigning Appl

and the D head, the matching condition (84-a) is violated and the derivation crashes

because dative case is a superset of accusative case.

These examples show that, in general, case mismatches in free relatives are not

tolerated if the case assigned in the matrix clause is a superset of the the case

assigned in the embedded clause. If it is a subset, a case mismatch is fine. Due to

subset/superset relations between the cases, the picture in (89) is emerges.

(89)

M

FR
{nom} {acc,nom} {dat/gen,acc,nom}

{nom} 3(⊆) 3((⊆)) 3((⊆))

{acc,nom} *(⊃) 3(⊆) 3((⊆))

{dat/gen,acc,nom} *(⊃) *(⊃) 3(⊆)

The subset and superset relations in (89) directly correspond to the case hierarchy

effects in (79).
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The next two derivations show why there are no case hierarchy effects in parasitic

gap constructions in German. (90) shows the structure of a parasitic gap construction.

As in the derivations of free relatives, the Agree relation between the covert element

– here the empty operator – and the overt element – here matrix object die Frau – is

symmetric.

(90) Syntactic Agree-Link
vP

v′

v′

vVP

Adjunct

;Op anstatt tOp zu helfen Appl

VP

behindertetDP

DP

die Frau

Hans

1

2

3
4

(91) summarizes the Agree-Copy relations that result from the syntactic structure

in (90).

(91) PG: ;[dat], α[acc]

Step I ;[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step II ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ α[∗c:_∗]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step III α[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step IV α[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}]:  (α 6= ;)
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Being low in the structure, the empty operator receives its case value first. Now,

the order in which it receives values from the embedded applicative head and the

scrambled matrix object is determined by the order in which the Agree-Links were

established in the syntax. Thus, ;Op first gets dative case from Appl and than

Agrees with the overt phrase die Frau, which does not bear a case value at this point.

Afterwards, the die Frau receives its case value. The order in which Agree-Copy

proceeds for this higher case probe here is different from the order for the D head

in free relative constructions. This difference is the direct result of the structural

differences between the two constructions: Before the operator can Agree with the

scrambled object die Frau, the object has already established an Agree-Link in its

base position. Consequently, Agree-Copy between the scrambled object and the

matrix v (Step III in (91)) applies before Agree between the scrambled object and the

operator (Step IV in (91)). But in Step IV, both the probe and the goal of the Agree

relation already bear a case value. Since this last Agree relation requires the stricter

matching condition (84-a), the case mismatch between accusative and dative case is

not tolerated.

Obviously, this case mismatch can not be resolved either if dative and accusative

case are reversed as in (92), where accusative is assigned in the embedded clause

and dative case is assigned in the matrix clause.
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(92) PG: ;[acc], α[dat]

Step I ;[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step II ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ α[∗c:_∗]: ;[c:{acc,nom}]

Step III α[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step IV α[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[c:{acc,nom}]:  (α 6= ;)

Again, this case mismatch violates the matching condition (84-b) and the derivation

crashes because of it.

To sum up the advantage of the system proposed in this section, is that the

distribution of the case hierarchy effects results from the structural differences

between free relative and parasitic gap constructions. The rules of case assignment

and case agreement do not have to be construction-specific.

5.3. More Patterns

The analysis of case matching effects developed so far is able to derive the fact that

case matching effects can differ between constructions, that case matching effects

differ between languages and that the case hierarchy plays a role in case matching

effects in free relatives but not in parasitic gap constructions. In the theory, this

empirical variation is based on three parameters, which are repeated in (93).

(93) a. Symmetry case Agree F – argument?: symmetric vs. asymmetric

b. Symmetry case Agree α – ;?: symmetric vs. asymmetric

c. (if (93-b) asymmetric) Probe on α or ;? α vs. ;
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These parameters follow the Borer-Chomsky-Conjecture (Borer (1984); Chomsky

(1995); Baker (2008a)) that cross-linguistic variation concerns lexical items only:

In all the parameters for Agree relations in (93), the variation is reduced to the

question if a category is a probe or not. consequently, the parameters can be reduced

to the following in (94).

(94) a. F[∗case∗:val] vs. F[case:val]

b. α[∗case∗:_] vs. α[case:_]

c. ;[∗case∗:_] vs. ;[case:_]

These three binary parameters lead to eight possible combinations, two of which are

excluded if the agreement relation between α and ; is seen as an essential property

of free relative and parasitic gap constructions. If such a combination were possible,

there should exist languages in which both constructions allow case mismatches. To

my knowledge, such a case has not been reported in the literature.

This leaves us with six patterns. For five of these six patterns, examples can be

found in the literature. The table in (95) summarizes the patterns and provides

examples. In the rest of this section, I will discuss each of these patterns and show

how the analysis deals with them.
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(95) Typology of Case Matching

F α ; mismatch mismatch Pattern

[∗c∗]? [∗c∗]? [∗c∗]? FR? PG?

4

4

4 * * German 2, Polish 2 (sec. 5.3.1)

* 4 * Greek (sec. 5.3.3)

*
4 * 4 Polish 1 (sec. 5.3.2)

* – – –18

*

4

4 hierarchy * German 1 (sec. 5.2)

* 4 * Greek (sec. 5.3.3)

*
4 hierarchy 4 ??? (sec. 5.3.4)

* – – –18

5.3.1. German 2, Polish 2

In section 5.2, the German pattern described in section 3.1 is analyzed. This pattern,

however, is only available to one group of German speakers. There is a second group

of German speakers for whom (non-syncretic) case mismatches in free relatives are

not acceptable (see Riemsdijk (2006)). For these speakers, case mismatches are

excluded in both free relative and parasitic gap constructions. In the table in (95),

this variety of German is called German 2, in contrast to German 1 in sections 3.1

and 5.2.1. An example of German 2 is given in (96).

(96) Hans
Hans

magacc,
likes

*wenacc/(*)wemdat
who

Maria
Maria

vertrautdat.
trusts

‘Hans likes whomever Maria trusts.’

18These combinations are excluded if α or ; have to Agree.
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For speakers of German 2, the wh-phrase in (96) has to match the dative case of the

embedded verb vertrauen as well as the accusative case of the matrix verb mögen.

This conflict cannot be resolved.

A similar split between speaker judgments can be observed in Polish. There is

a group of Polish speaker who do not allow for non-syncretic case mismatches in

parasitic gap constructions (Bondaruk (1996)). The stricter variety is called Polish 2

here, in order to distinguish it from the variety described in section 3.2. An example

that illustrates the judgments in Polish 2 is given in (97).

(97) To
this

jest
is

dziewczyna,
girl

*którąacc/ *którejdat
which

Jan
Jan

lubiłacc
liked

zanim
before

zaczął
started

pomagaćdat.
help.

Similar to German 2, the case conflict between accusative and dative case cannot be

resolved for these speakers.

Both German 2 and Polish 2 can be derived under the assumption that, for these

speakers, Agree is always symmetric. Put differently, the strict varieties in both

languages have the probes of German 1 and the probes of Polish 1.

The derivation in (98) and (99) shows why non-syncretic case mismatches are not

allowed in these varieties. Note that the basic syntactic structures of free relatives

in German 2/Polish 2 is the same as in German 1 (see (85)). The only difference

concerns the number of Agree operations.
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(98) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

vVP

magDP

CP

C′

Maria twen vertraut Appl

wem

;D

5
6

1
2

3
4

These syntactic Agree-Link relations lead to the following order of post-syntactic

Agree-Copy operations in (99).

(99) FR: ;[acc], α[dat]

Step I Appl[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ α[∗c:_∗]: Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II α[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III α[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[∗c:_∗]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step IV ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step V ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}] (v ⊆ ;)

Step VI v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}]:  (; 6⊆ v)

Being the lowest of the case probes, Appl checks its case feature first against the

unvalued case feature of the wh-phrase (Step I). Next, the case probe of the wh-

phrase is satisfied. Due to the order, in which the Agree-Links have been established
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for the wh-phrase, it first receives dative case from Appl (Step II) and then probes

again for the unvalued case feature of the D head (Step III). The third probe to

be valued is the D head. Starting with Agree-Copy that targets the wh-phrase,

the D head receives dative case first (Step IV) before checking this case against

the accusative case of the matrix v (Step V). The outcome of Agree at this point is

successful, because the respective matching condition (84-a) is fulfilled. The reason

why the derivation fails is to be found in Step VI: This Agree operation between the

matrix v and the D head is subject to the same matching condition (84-a). However,

in this case, the subset condition is not given and Agree fails.

Thus, the additional Agree relations that German 2 has in contrast to German 1

leads to a stricter case matching condition for free relatives.

For the same reason, case mismatches are not tolerated in parasitic gap construc-

tions. This is illustrated for Polish 2 in (100) and (101).

(100) Syntactic Agree-Link
CP

...

v′

VP

Adjunct

;Op[∗c:_ ∗] zanim tOp polubił Appl[c:dat]

VP

tolerowałtDP

v[c:acc]

DP
która

[c:_]

1
2

3
4

5
6
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(101) PG: ;[dat], α[acc]

Step I Appl[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[∗c:_∗]: Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ α[∗c:_∗]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step IV v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ α[∗c:_∗]: v[c:{acc,nom}]

Step V α[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step VI α[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]:  (α 6= ;)

The reason why this case mismatch leads to a crash of the derivation is the same as

in (90): After the case feature of both the relative pronoun ktora and the operator

;Op has been valued, the two enter into an Agree-Copy-relation. Due to a mismatch

in the values, the matching condition (84-b) is violated and Agree fails.

In sum, case matching in German 2 and Polish 2 is strict all case features are

probes in these varieties. This leads to configurations where case values always have

to be identical between probe and goal and case mismatches are hence not tolerated.

5.3.2. Polish 1

The next pattern that needs to be looked at under the revised system of case agree-

ment is exemplified by Polish 1. In Polish 1, case mismatches are ungrammatical for

free relatives but not for parasitic gaps (see section 3.2 for details).

As summarized in the table in 95, case agreement in Polish is symmetric for

relations between an argument and a functional head but asymmetric for case

agreement in free relatives and parasitic gap constructions, with the covert element

being the probe in these relations.
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These assumptions derive that (i) case mismatches are not allowed in free relatives

and that (ii) case mismatches may occur with parasitic gaps, but do not follow the

case hierarchy here. The following four derivations show why this is the case. We

start with free relatives.

(102) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

VP

DP

CP

C′

Maria tk dokucza Appl[c:dat]

komukolwiek[c:_]

;D[∗c:_∗]

lubi

v[c:acc]

4
5

1
2

3

In the structure in (102), the embedded applicative head would assign dative case to

the embedded wh-phrase and the matrix v would assign accusative case to the D

head. The example that this structure is based on is, however, ungrammatical (see

section 3.2, example (24)). (103) shows why.

(103) FR: ;[acc], α[dat]

Step I Appl[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ α[c:_]: Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step III ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step IV ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}] (; 6⊆ v)

Step V v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}]:  (; 6⊆ v)
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The reason, why Agree in Step V fails is the same as in (99): Due to symmetric Agree

between functional heads and arguments, the cases of the D head and of the case

assigning functional head in the matrix clause have to be identical. Otherwise, the

subset condition will not be fulfilled either at Step IV or at Step V.

Therefore, even if the v head and the applicative head switch their positions in

the structure in (103), the outcome has to be ungrammatical. This is shown in the

derivation in (104).

(104) FR: ;[acc], α[dat]

Step I v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ α[c:_]: v[c:{acc,nom}]

Step II α[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[c:{acc,nom}]

Step III ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step IV ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ Appl[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]:  (Appl 6⊆ ;)

Turning to parasitic gaps, in (105)–(107) show why case mismatches are fine and

why the case hierarchy does not play a role for Polish parasitic gaps either.

(105) Syntactic Agree-Link
CP

...

v′

VP

Adjunct

;Op[∗c:_ ∗] zanim tOp polubił Appl[c:dat]

VP

tolerowałtDP

v[c:acc]

DP
która

[c:_]

1
2

3
4

5
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(106) PG: ;[dat], α[acc]

Step I Appl[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[∗c:_∗]: Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ α[c:_]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step IV v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ α[c:_]: v[c:{acc,nom}]

Step V α[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[c:{acc,nom}]

The derivation in (106) is successful because the Agree-Copy relation that made

the mismatch impossible in (101) is missing here. This basically means that, at

the point, the step where the matching condition ((84-b)) would rule out the case

mismatch does not apply. This is independent of which cases are concretely chosen.

As can be seen in the derivation in (107), also a different constellation of cases does

not cause a conflict.

(107) PG: ;[acc], α[dat]

Step I v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[∗c:_∗]: v[c:{acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ α[c:_]: ;[c:{acc,nom}]

Step IV Appl[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ α[c:_]: Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step V α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

To sum up, free relatives show strict case matching in Polish 1 because of two reasons:

First, case agreement between arguments and functional heads is symmetric and,

thus, requires identity of case values in order to be successful. Second, this identity

is required at a point when all case features are already valued. Thus, the matching
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condition cannot be counter-bled. Parasitic gaps, on the other hand, do not require

strict matching because the agreement between arguments and functional heads

applies before all the respective case features are valued. So, in parasitic gaps in

Polish 1, we have a counter-bleeding interaction between the different Agree-Copy

operations. This counter-bleeding also leads to the absence of case hierarchy effects.

5.3.3. (Modern) Greek

A different pattern of case matching effects can be observed in free relatives in

Modern Greek. All the following data are taken from Daskalaki (2011). In the

examples in (108), the external predicate assigns nominative to the free relative.

(108) a. Ta
will

se
you

voiTísi
helpnom

ópjos
whonom

se
you

ayapá
lovenom

‘Whoever loves you will help you.’

b. ÍrTan
camenom

ópji
whonom

/
/
*ópjus
*whoacc (you)

káleses.
invitedacc

‘Whoever you invited came.’

c. Me
me

efχarístisan
thankednom

ópji
whonom

*(tus)
*(CLgen)

/
/

*ópjon
*whogen (I)

íχa
had

Dósi
givengen

leftá.
money

‘Whoever I had given money to thanked me.’

As can be seen in (108), all combinations are possible, similarly to German 1, but,

unlike German 1, the wh-phrase in Greek must realize the case assigned by the

matrix predicate; the realization of the embedded case leads to ungrammaticality.

(109) shows examples where the matrix predicate assigns accusative case.

(109) a. Efχarístisa
I thankedacc

ópjus
whoacc

/
/

*ópji
*whonom

me
me

voíTisan.
I helpednom

‘I thanked whoever helped me.’
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b. Kálesa
I invitedacc

ópjus
whoacc

íDa.
I sawacc

‘I invited whoever I saw.’

c. Γnórisa
I metacc

ópjon
whoacc

*(tu)
*(CLgen)

/
/

*ópju
whogen

éDosan
gavegen

tin
the

ipotrofía.
scholarship

‘I met whoever they gave the scholarship to.’

In contrast to the German 1 examples (75), Greek allows all case mismatches, as

long as the wh-phrase bears the accusative case form. Finally, (110) shows examples

where the matrix case is the genitive.

(110) a. ÉDosa
I gavegen

leftá
money

ópju
whogen

me
me

voíTise.
helpednom

‘I gave money to whoever helped me.’

b. ?Tilefónisa
I phonedgen

ópju
whogen

íχa
I had

Dósi
givengen

leftá.
money

‘I phoned whoever I had given money to.’

Again, mismatches are fine as long the wh-phrase bears the case assigned by the

matrix clause, which is genitive in the examples in (110). Summarizing these data

in a table as in (111), the pattern of case matching effects in Modern Greek becomes

apparent.

(111)

M

FR
Nom Acc Gen

Nom Nom Nom Nom (+ Cl)

Acc Acc Acc Acc (+ Cl)

Gen Gen Gen Gen
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The empirical generalization for Modern Greek seems to be the following:

(112) Case Matching in free relatives in Modern Greek

The wh-phrase in free relatives has to bear the case assigned by the matrix

clause.

This means that case mismatches are fine in free relatives in Greek and that there

are no case hierarchy restrictions.

This pattern emerges if the overt wh-phrase in free relatives is the case probe and

if the D head is not a case probe. Note, that in this case the symmetry of the Agree

relation between arguments and functional heads does not matter. The tree in (113)

shows the structure of a free relative in Greek. The dashed lines stand for Agree

Links where a functional head probes for the case features.

(113) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

VP

DP

CP

C′

top jus T me voíTisan

opjus

;D

efχarístisa

v

3

1

2
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In the structure in (113), the wh-phrase opjus is the subject of the embedded verb

voíTisan (“help”) and Agrees with the embedded T head. The free relative clause is

the object of the matrix verb efχarístisa (“thank”) and Agrees with the matrix v. This

structure leads to the following Agree-Copy relations in (114).

(114) FRs: ;[acc], α[nom]

( T[∗c:{nom}∗] −→ α[∗c:_∗]: T[c:{nom}])

Step I α[∗c:_∗] −→ T[c:{nom}]: α[∗c:{nom}∗]

Step II α[∗c:{nom}∗] −→ ;[c:_]: α[c:{nom}]

Step III ;[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{acc,nom}]

( v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[c:acc,nom]: v[c:{acc,nom}] (; ⊆ v))

If Agree between functional heads and arguments is symmetric, the embedded T

head first checks its case feature against the unvalued case feature of the wh-phrase.

Next, the wh-phrase is valued first by T with nominative and then checked by the D

head. Both Agree operations are unproblematic since there is no conflict between

goal and probe. Afterwards, the D head receives accusative case from the matrix

v. And even, if v checks its case feature at the end, no conflict arises. Thus, case

mismatches are allowed in Greek free relatives. Note that this derivation resembles

the derivation of parasitic gaps in Polish 1 (106).

The derivations in (113) and (114) raise the question why the wh-phrase overtly

realizes the case of the matrix clause. Following Spyropoulos (2011) (see also Alexi-

adou and Varlokosta (1997, 2007)), I assume that (113) is the right structure for free

relatives in Greek (but see Daskalaki (2011) for a different analysis). Consequently,
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the concrete case realization in Greek free relatives must be due to a different

operation that applies later in the post-syntactic derivation.

One possibility to account for the unexpected case realization would be context-

sensitive vocabulary insertion rules. In the system of Arregi and Nevins (2012) these

rules apply after Agree-Copy, thus, they should not affect case matching. The schema

in (115) illustrates how these rules could work.

(115) [wh, {nom}, ...] ↔ opjus / [D, {acc,nom}] _

Due to this rule, the wh-phrase bearing nominative case is realized with an ac-

cusative form if it linearly follows a D head bearing accusative case.

There are two arguments that speak for this solution. First, the decision whether

the matrix case or the embedded case is realized is determined by further factors

in Greek: As noted by Spyropoulos (2011), the realization of the case depends on

whether the case is inherent or not. This is illustrated in the contrast between

(116-a) and (116-b) ((Spyropoulos 2011: 31f.)).

(116) a. *Ta
fut

traGuDísun
sing-3PLnom

ópji
whonom

/
/

ópjus
whoacc

kerásame
treat-PST.1PLacc

sfinákia
shots

‘Those we treated (with) shots will sing.’

b. to
the

vravío
price

Ta
FUT

to
CL

pári
takenom

ópjos
whonom

/
/

*ópjon
whoacc

epiléksume
choose-1PLacc

‘The price will be awarded to whoever we choose.’

In both examples, the case assigned by the matrix clause is nominative and the case

assigned by the embedded clause is accusative. However, in (116-a) the case conflict
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cannot be resolved, while in (116-b), the structure is grammatical with nominative

case on the wh-phrase. In the present system, this difference can be reduced to

vocabulary insertion rules that distinguish between inherent and non-inherent cases,

such as (117).

(117) [wh, {acc,nom}noninh, sg, ...] ↔ opjos / [D, {nom}] _

Independent of the concrete formulation, these rules would not be available to

inherent cases.

A second argument for context-specific vocabulary insertion rules comes from

linearization. In Greek, it can be observed that the realization of the case also

depends on whether the free relative is in its base position or whether it has been

moved to the left periphery. The difference can be seen in (118-a) and (118-b).

(118) a. to
the

vravío
price

Ta
FUT

to
CL

pári
take3SGnom

ópjos
whonom

/
/
*ópjon
whoacc

epiléksume
choose-1PLacc

‘The price will be awarded to whoever we choose.’

b. ópjos
whonom

/
/
ópjon
whoacc

epiléksume
choose-1PLacc

Ta
FUT

to
take-3SGnom

pári
the

to
price

vravío

‘Whoever we may choose, he will get the price.’

While in (118-a), only nominative case is possible, both nominative and accusative

case are possible for the sentence-inital wh-phrase in (118-b). Assuming that move-

ment of the free relative can optionally strand the D head, the linear adjacency

between the wh-phrase and the D head can be disturbed by movement. In these

cases, the context-sensitive vocabulary insertion rule in (117) does not apply and the
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wh-phrase realizes the accusative case of the embedded verb. If the D head is moved

along, the rule in (117) applies and nominative case shows up overtly.

(119) a. [CP ópjonacc epiléksume ] Ta to pári [DP ;D tCP ] to vravío

b. [DP ;D ópjosnom epiléksume ] Ta to pári tDP to vravío

In sum, the analysis so far assumes that the realization of the matrix case on the

wh-phrase is a language-specific pecularity of Greek and not caused by a different

structure for free relatives.

Turning to parasitic gaps in Greek, the prediction that the theory makes is that

case mismatches in Greek are ungrammatical. This is so because case agreement

between α and ; is downward Agree. Again, the symmetry of Agree between

functional heads and their arguments does not affect this outcome. This prediction

seems to be true according to data such as (120).

(120) a. pion
which

andhraacc
man

pandreftikeacc
married

horis
without

na
to

agapaacc
love.acc

‘Which man did she marry without loving?’ Iatridou (1995)

b. *pion
which

andraacc
man

voithiseacc
helped

horis
without

na
to

dosigen
give

hrimata
money

‘Which man did she help without giving money to?’

Artemis Alexiadou, p.c.

In the example in (120-a), the cases assigned by the embedded verb and the matrix

verb are identical and the antecedent of the parasitic gap pion andhra (“which man”)

receives accusative. Even though this construction is marked for some speakers

(Androulakis (2001)), it seems to be fine for, at least some speakers. The example
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in (120-b) shows a case mismatch. The embedded verb assigns genitive to the

antecedent, while the matrix verb assigns accusative.19

The derivation in (121) and (122) shows why case mismatches in Greek parasitic

gaps are not grammatical.

(121) Syntactic Agree-Link
CP

...

v′

VP

Adjunct

;Op[∗c:_ ∗] ... tOp Appl[c:gen] ...

VP

voithisetDP

v[c:acc]

DP

pion andra

[c:_]

1

2

3

19Note that inserting a clitic in the position of the parasitic gap remedies the violation of the case

mismatch, as shown in (i). Assuming that the clitic construction is different from the parasitic

gap construction, this difference is expected.

(i) pion
which

andra
man

voithise
helped

horis
without

na
to

tu
CL-gen

dosi
give

hrimata
money

‘Which man did she help without giving money to?’ Artemis Alexiadou, p.c.

A comparison of the parasitic gap construction to the free relative constructions above shows that

in free relatives, the mismatch between accusative and genitive also requires a mismatch, see

for example ((109-c)). However, the clitic in ((109-c)) does not occur in the position of the covert

D head but inside the embedded clause, assuming that the wh-phrase is also part of the clause.

The situation is different in (i). Here, the clitic tu is inside the parasitic gap clause, where it can

replace the gap.
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The structure in (121) is reminiscent of the structure of parasitic gaps in Polish 1

(106), the only difference being that Agree between the antecedent of the parasitic

gap and the operator is downward Agree. As in (113), the dashed lines indicate case

Agree triggered by functional heads. The post-syntactic derivation is summarized in

(122).

(122) PG: ;[gen], α[acc]

Appl[∗c:{gen,acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[c:_]: Appl[c:{gen,acc,nom}]

Step I ;[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{gen,acc,nom}]: ;[c:{gen,acc,nom}]

v[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ α[∗c:_∗]: v[c:{acc,nom}]

Step II α[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step III α[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ ;[c:{gen,acc,nom}]:  (; 6=α)

Independent of whether functional heads are case probes, the derivation crashes

because of the final downward Agree relation in Step III. At this point, both the

wh-phrase and the operator have received a case value. If these values are not

identical, the matching condition relevant for Agree in sharing constructions is

violated. This rules out case mismatches in parasitic gaps in Greek.

5.3.4. The Unknown Pattern

The combination of parameters also predict a fifth possible pattern, the existence

which is yet to be confirmed by empirical data. In this pattern, only the covert

elements of sharing constructions, but not functional heads and not overtly shared el-

ements trigger additional case agreement relations. In this pattern, case mismatches
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should be possible in free relatives, as long as they follow the case hierarchy, and

case mismatches should be also be possible in parasitic gaps without any restrictions.

In this way, this pattern also combines a property of German 1 (for free relatives)

and Polish 1 (for parasitic gaps. Therefore, this pattern is called German 2′ or Polish

2′ respectively. (123) and (124) illustrates this pattern for German examples with

fictitious judgments.

(123) a. weil
because

Hans
Hans

*derdat/dieacc
the

Frau
woman

[ anstatt
instead.of

zu
to

helfendat
help

]

behinderteacc
hampered
‘because Hans hampered the woman instead of helping her’

b. weil
because

Hans
Hans

derdat/*dieacc
the

Frau
woman

[ anstatt
instead.of

zu
to

behindernacc
hamper

]

halfdat
helped
‘because Hans helped the woman instead of hampering her’

(124) a. Hans
Hans

magacc
likes

[ *wenacc/wemdat
who

(auch immer)
ever

Maria
Maria

vertrautdat
trusts

].

‘Hans likes whoever Maria trusts.’

b. Hans
Hans

vertrautdat
trusts

[ *wenacc/*wemdat
who

(auch immer)
ever

Maria
Maria

magacc].
likes

‘Hans trusts whoever Maria likes.’

In (123), case mismatches in parasitic gap structures are fine, as long as the overt

phrase bears the case of the matrix clause (cf. the Polish data in (23)). In (124),

the pattern of German 1 for free relatives is repeated: If the case assigned by the

matrix clause is higher on the hierarchy than the case assigned within the embedded

clause, the wh-phrase in the free relative may bear the case assigned to it inside the

embedded clause.
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Now, assuming the distribution of probes for this pattern as in table (95), the

derivation of a parasitic gap construction in German 2′/Polish 2′ would proceed as in

(125) and (126).

(125) Syntactic Agree-Link
vP

v′

v′

vVP

Adjunct

;Op anstatt tOp zu helfen Appl

VP

behindertetDP

DP

die Frau

Hans

1

2
3

This derivation has only three Agree-Links: one between the operator and the

embedded applicative head, one between the direct object die Frau (“the woman”) in

the matrix clause and and the matrix v head, and one between the operator and die

Frau. This leads to the order of Agree-Copy operations in (126).

(126) PG: ;[dat], α[acc]

Step I ;[∗c:_∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step II ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ α[c:_]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step III α[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[c:{acc,nom}]
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As shown in (126), all Agree relations trivially fulfill the matching condition since

either the probe or the goal is unvalued. Therefore, case mismatches are fine in

German 2′/Polish 2′ parasitic gap constructions independent of the concrete cases

that α and ; receive (see (127)).

(127) PG: ;[acc], α[dat]

Step I ;[∗c:_∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step II ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ α[c:_]: ;[c:{acc,nom}]

Step III α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

As for free relatives, the derivation in (128) and (129) shows, why case hierarchy

effects are expected in this pattern.

(128) Syntactic Agree-Link
v′

vVP

magDP

CP

C′

Maria twen vertraut Appl

wem

;D

4
1

3

(129) FR: ;[acc], α[dat]

Step I α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}] (v ⊆ ;)
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Crucially, the case hierarchy plays a role because Agree with functional heads is

asymmetric. Symmetric Agree would lead to an identity requirement. And due

to downward Agree between the D head and the wh-phrase, the D head bears the

dative case of the embedded applicative head (Step II). Thus, the constellation of the

embedded case and the matrix case has to follow the case hierarchy restrictions for

free relatives (Step III). Based on this, a configuration where the cases are reversed

is expected to be ungrammatical. This is shown in (130).

(130) FR: ;[dat], α[acc]

Step I α[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[c:{acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{acc,nom}∗] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]:  (Appl 6⊆ ;)

5.3.5. Interim Summary

In this chapter, I have reviewed and discussed a number of different case matching

patterns, extending the basic system of chapter 4 further. There have been five

adjustments: First, syncretism rules where included to derive the syncretism effects

of case matching (section 5.1). Second, the case values where decomposed in order to

represent the case hierarchy (section 5.2.2.1). Third, the number of possible probes

has been increased, including case assigning functional heads (section 5.2.2.2).

Fourth, the matching condition of Agree has been refined, defining the issue of

feature conflict between probe and goal exactly (section 5.2.2.2, (84)). And finally, the

optionality concerning the order of Agree-Copy operations was eliminated (section

5.2.2.2). Leaving cross-linguistic variation to the question, whether a case feature
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is a probe or just the goal of Agree, this extended system makes the prediction

that there are five language types with respect to case matching in free relatives

and parasitic gaps. So far, I was able to find examples for four of these types. The

summary of the patterns is repeated in (131).

(131) Typology of Case Matching

F α ; mismatch mismatch Pattern

[∗c∗]? [∗c∗]? [∗c∗]? FR? PG?

4

4

4 * * German 2, Polish 2 (sec. 5.3.1)

* 4 * Greek (sec. 5.3.3)

*
4 * 4 Polish 1 (sec. 5.3.2)

* – – –

*

4

4 hierarchy * German 1 (sec. 5.2)

* 4 * Greek (sec. 5.3.3)

*
4 hierarchy 4 ??? (sec. 5.3.4)

* – – –

Even though the system developed so far is intricate and based on very specific

conditions for Agree, it is empirically superior insofar as it is able to derive the

fact that case hierarchy effects in case matching are virtually absent in parasitic

gap constructions cross-linguistically and that the similarities in case matching

between free relatives and parasitic gaps as well as the cross-linguistic variation

is not a coincidence but is due to the fact that both constructions follow the same

mechanisms of case assignment and case agreement.

In the second part of this thesis, I will provide further evidence that parasitic
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5. Complicating the Pattern

gaps and free relatives can be analyzed alike and I will provide a closer look at the

construction specific agreement relation between the overt and the covert phrase.

Before turning to these points, I will discuss possible theoretical alternatives to

the agreement-based approach developed in this part of the thesis.
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The final question about the adequacy of the present approach is whether there are

any alternatives accounts. The number of possibilities to analyze sharing construc-

tions is limited. In principle, there are three strategies: First, there are agreement

approaches like the present account: The main assumption these analyses are based

on is that the structure of sharing constructions contains an covert category ad-

ditional to the overt shared category and that the two categories communicate in

some way – usually by some form of agreement (Chomsky (1982); Engdahl (1983);

Chomsky (1986); Cinque (1990); Nissenbaum (2000); Kuroda (1968); Bresnan and

Grimshaw (1978); Groos and Riemsdijk (1981); Hirschbühler and Rivero (1981);

Harbert (1983); Suñer (1984); Grosu and Landman (1998); Grosu (2003); Caponigro

(2002); Gračanin-Yuksek (2008)).

The second type of approach can be summarized as identity approach: Here, the

shared category is the only category and the additional syntactic dependendency

between the shared category and the matrix clause (in case of free relatives) or the

embedded clause (in case of parasitic gaps) is modeled differently. Such approaches

can be multidominance accounts such as Riemsdijk (2006); Kasai (2008); Citko (2005,

2013) or movement accounts (Huybregts and van Riemsdijk (1985); Bennis and
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Hoekstra (1985); Williams (1990); Nunes (2004); Rooryck (1994); Caponigro (2003);

Donati and Cecchetto (2011); Ott (2011))).

Finally, the third possible type of approach is a reanalysis strategy. The core idea

in this type of approach is to treat free relatives and parasitic gaps differently in

different languages. For example, in some languages, an agreement approach is

suitable for a certain sharing construction but not for another one.

The present analysis of case matching effects is an example for how agreement

approaches can deal with the patterns discussed in this part. In this section, I will

discuss how the two alternative types of approaches can handle the data.

6.1. Reanalysis

In what follows, the reanalysis strategy is discussed on the basis of two examples for

this strategy. The concrete problems of this example do not translate to all analysis

of this strategy but there is a general issue that all reanalysis accounts face.

6.1.1. A Hybrid Account

The first example for reanalysis is a possible analysis based on the discussion above.

In this approach, strict matching is due to identity: there is only one element that

has to satisfy the case requirements of two verbs. These requirements can only be

met, if the cases assigned by the two verbs are identical. The absence of matching

effects, on the other hand, arises in structures where a second, covert, category is

involved. Such an approach uses both identity and non-identity and can hence be

called a hybrid account. The structures in (132) sketch this idea for free relatives,
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6.1. Reanalysis

the structures in (133) show this for parasitic gaps.

(132) Free relatives

a. 4case mismatch b. *case mismatch

DP

CP

. . .

α

;

DP

CP

. . .

α

(133) Parasitic Gaps

a. 4case mismatch b. *case mismatch

...

Adjunct

. . .;. . .

. . .

α . . .

Adjunct

. . . . . .

. . .

α

The trees in (132-a) and (133-a) show structures that allow case mismatches. Here,

the overt α and the covert element ; receive cases independently. Since in this

approach they do not agree in case, case mismatches should be fine. In the trees in

(132-b) and (133-b), there is only α that receives two cases by two different functional

heads. Depending on how matching is defined, this should either result in strict case

matching or in case hierarchy effects.

This solution to variation is very simple but requires additional evidence that

the parasitic gaps and free relatives really have different derivations in different
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languages. As for Polish and German, there seem to be no major differences con-

cerning parasitic gaps and free relatives. First, comparing the property of island

sensitivity (cf. Kayne (1983); Chomsky (1986)) in parasitic gaps in (134) and (135),

both languages behave alike.20

(134) German

a. Welchen
which

Artikel
article

hast
have

du
you

[isl ohne
without

pg zu
to

lesen]
read

t abgeheftet?
filed

‘Which article did you file without reading?’

b. *Welchen
which

Artikel
article

hast
have

du
you

[isl ohne
without

den
the

Autor
author

zu
to

kennen
know

[isl der
who

pg geschrieben
written

hat]]
has

t abgeheftet?
filed

‘Which article did you file without knowing the author who wrote?’

The German example in (134-b) is ungrammatical because the parasitic gap and its

antecedent are separated by an additional relative clause. Assuming some sort of

locality requirement between the antecedent and the parasitic gap (or the operator

respectively), the parasitic gap cannot be licensed due to a lack of locality.

Examples similar to (134-b) can be found in Polish as well (Bondaruk 1996: 112).

(135) *Kogo
who

polubiłeś
like-2SG.PST

t [isl po tym jak
after

rozmawiałeś
talk-2SG.PST

z
to

mȩżczyzna̧
man

[isl który
who

znał
knew-3SG

pg ] ]

‘Who did you like after you were talking to the man who knew (him)?’

20In chapter 8, I will go through all the properties of parasitic gaps discussed here, in detail. For now,

the main point is that German and Polish are similar in these respects.
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Thus, island sensitivity is a property which parasitic gaps in German and Polish

have in common.

The next crucial property of parasitic gaps to look at are categorial restrictions

(Postal (1993)). In both German and Polish, adverbial phrases seem to be ruled out

as antecedents for parasitic gaps.

(136) a. *... dass
that

Hans
Hans

laut
loudly

[ anstatt
instead.of

pg ein
a

Lied
song

zu
to

pfeifen
whistle

] t ein
a

Lied
song

gesungen
sung

hat
has

‘that Hans loudly sang a song instead of (loudly) whistling a song’

b. *Jak
how

głośno
loudly

Janek
Janek

śpiewał
sang

t [ zanim
before

zagrał
played

pg ]?

‘How loudly did Janek sing before playing (loudly)?’

(Bondaruk 1996: 114)

In both the German (136-a) and the Polish (136-b), loudly can only be interpreted as

an adverb to the matrix verb. A parasitic gap reading is excluded.

A third property that both languages have in common and that is a typical property

of parasitic gaps is the anti-c-command condition (Engdahl (1983)). This conditions

bans subjects from licensing parasitic gaps. Illustrated by the examples in (137),

this condition is active in both German and Polish.21

21Note that in German parasitic gaps can only occur in infinite adjunct clauses. In these clauses the

subject is controlled by the matrix subject, represented as PRO in (137-a). If the subject were to

license the object parasitic gap additionally to controlling the subject PRO, a reflexive reading

would arise (cf. Kathol (2001)). As (137-a) shows, this reflexive reading is not possible, which

means that a subject in German cannot license a parasitic gap. Even though this specific case

might be reduced to a different constraint active in control structures, the empirical observation
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(137) a. *... dass
that

Hans
Hans

[ anstatt
instead.of

PRO pg zu
to

waschen
wash

] Parfüm
perfume

versprüht
sprayed

hat
has
‘that Hans has sprayed some perfume instead of washing (himself)’

b. *Jakich
which

materiałów
materials

t zabrakło
were.lacking

[ żeby
in.order.to

użyć
use

pg do
to

pisania
write

artykułu?
paper

]

‘Which materials were lacking to be used to write a paper?’

(Bondaruk 1996: 119)

These three comparisons of German and Polish parasitic gaps show that they both

exhibit essential structural properties of parasitic gaps. Therefore, an approach

that treats this construction differently in the two languages solely on the basis of a

difference in the case matching property appears to be uncalled-for. The similarities

seem to be strong and should not be treated as a coincidence.

As for free relatives, typical properties are less salient, but still, German and

Polish seem to be strikingly similar.

A first major property of free relatives especially highlighted by Caponigro (2003)

is that, in free relatives, the relative pronoun is replaced by a wh-phrase. As seen

throughout this part of the thesis, this is the case for Polish and German as well.

Two simple examples are given in (138).

(138) a. Hans
Hans

mag
likes

[FR wen
who

/*die
/*rel

Maria
Maria

t hasst
hates

].

‘Hans likes whoever Maria hates.’

b. [FR Kto
who

/*którzy
/*rel

ciȩżko
hard

pracuje
works

] czuje
feels

siȩ
self

zmȩczony
tired

ale
but

szczȩsliwy.
happy

‘He who works hard feels tired but happy.’ (Caponigro 2003: 27)

is, nevertheless, the same for Polish and German.
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These examples also illustrate a second major property of free relatives: the relative

clause contains a gap ((Bresnan and Grimshaw 1978: 331)). In both (138-a) and

(138-b), the base position of the direct object is not filled by a clitic or a resumptive

or any other overt element.

Finally, it should be noted that free relatives should be replaceable by a truth-

conditionally equivalent DP or PP (Donati and Cecchetto (2011)). This property can

be seen in (139).

(139) a. Hans
Hans

mag
likes

[DP die
the

Personen,
people

die
that

Maria
Mary

t hasst].
hates

‘Hans likes the people that Mary hates.’

b. [DP Ludzie
people

którzy
rel

pracuja̧
hard

ciȩżko
work

] czuja̧
feel

siȩ
self

zmȩczeni
tired

ale
but

szczȩsliwi.
happy

‘People who work hard feel tired but happy.’ (Caponigro 2003: 27)

Again, the two languages behave alike with respect to the basic properties of free

relatives. Thus, a reanalysis strategy would have to capture these similarities

differently.

The tables in (140) and (141) summarize the facts presented above.

(140) Parasitic Gaps

Property German Polish

island sensitivity 3 3

categorial restrictions 3 3

anti-c-command-condition 3 3

tensed environments * 3
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(141) Free Relatives

Property German Polish

wh-phrase instead of relative pronoun 3 3

clause with gap 3 3

truth-conditionally equivalent DP or PP 3 3

Judging from the similarities between German and Polish, there seems to be no

motivation for analyzing the two constructions differently in the two languages.

6.1.2. Citko (2013)

A different kind of reanalysis approach is presented in Citko (2013) for Polish

sharing constructions. The main idea of this account builds on multidominance:

Strict matching occurs when a DP is subject to multidominance. The case feature,

which is located on D, is shared between two verbs. Therefore, it has to match the

requirements of both verbs. This configuration is sketched in (142).

(142) vP

VP

DPaccV

vacc

vP

VP

V

vacc

Mismatching occurs if an NP is dominated by two DPs with one case feature each.

Consequently, the two case features can receive two different values and the absence

of matching effects is predicted. This is shown in (143).
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(143) vP

VP

DP

NPDacc

V

vacc

ApplP

VP

DP

Ddat

V

Appldat

The analysis faces the same problem that the hybrid account faces: German parasitic

gaps have to have a different structure than Polish parasitic gaps and German free

relatives have to have a different structure than Polish free relatives. In Polish

parasitic gaps structures, only an NP is shared between two clauses, while in free

relative contexts, the entire DP with only one case feature is shared. In German,

parasitic gaps require sharing of a DP and free relatives sharing of an NP. Again,

there is no independent evidence that confirms these major structural differences.

The absence of a derivation of the cross-linguistic similarities of these constructions

can thus be seen as a general problem of the reanalysis strategy.

A further, more specific problem to the account in Citko (2013) concerns case con-

cord inside the DP. Morphologically, case is also realized on nouns. Thus, NPs must

also bear a case feature. If the NP is shared between two D heads with conflicting

case features, the single case feature on the NP cannot meet the requirements of

both D heads. Consequently, the violation of matching is expected to occur on the

NP level. Hence, the analysis does not solve the problem of matching, it just shifts

the problem to a different area.

6.2. Identity

There are two kinds of identity approaches: multidominance approaches and move-

ment approaches.
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6.2.1. Multidominance

Multidominance can be depicted as in (144) and (145): The overt category is shared

between two verbs and is, thus, dependent on the case requirements of both verbs.

(144) Free Relatives

VP

V

CP

. . .

α

(145) Parasitic Gaps

v′

vVP

Adjunct

tα V

VP

V

α

Such multidominance or grafting approaches have a problem explaining the variation

in case matching illustrated in chapter 5. The cross-linguistic variation can be

handled by assuming that in one language a certain case matching condition holds

while in another language, there is no case matching condition or the case matching

conditions are defined differently. However, taking that abstractly, free relatives and

parasitic gaps are derived by the same theoretical means, namely multidominance,

both constructions are predicted to behave alike in a certain language: They should

either show case matching effects or not. The only way out would be to assume

that case the matching condition varies from construction to construction – for some

construction case matching is obligatory, for some it is subject to the case hierarchy,

and for some constructions, no case matching condition holds.
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There are two potential problems with this reasoning. First, this line of thoughts

amounts to a reanalysis strategy and therefore might face the same general problem

as the accounts discussed in section 6.1. Second, the assumption of construction-

specific case matching conditions predicts that there should be languages which do

not show matching effects in any of the two constructions. As far as the literature

goes, this pattern does not exist. In any case however, the agreement approach

argued for in this thesis and multidominance approaches do make different empirical

predictions.

6.2.2. Movement

In movement approaches, the overt category is merged in the embedded clause,

where it receives case. Afterwards, it moves to the respective argument position

in the superordinate clause, before it reaches its target position. In the higher

clause the case features received in the embedded clause have to match the new case

requirements. The abstract derivation is shown in (146) and (147).

(146) Parasitic Gaps

. . .

Adjunct

. . . tα. . .

VP

. . . t′α. . .

α

(147) Free Relatives

DP

CP

. . . tα. . .

t′α

α

The account faces the same problems as the multidominance account when it comes

to the matching effects because the abstract derivation of the two constructions is
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the same. Again, construction specific case conditions might have to be invoked in

order to derive the observed variation.

6.3. Agreement

So far, we have seen that the reanalysis and the identity strategy show certain

empirical problems and might also face conceptual issues. An agreement approach,

therefore, seems to be the most promising strategy, since it is flexible enough to

capture variation in case matching, but also rigid enough to derive structural simi-

larities between languages.

Even though the present system of case matching follows the agreement strategy,

it is based on a very specific concept of agreement, which is a bidirectional two-step

Agree operation. It is therefore only fair to compare this specific understanding of

agreement to alternative theories of agreement. In the following discussions, I will

challenge the assumptions that Agree is bidirectional and that Agree applies in two

steps, concluding that the present approach is superior to alternative approaches

that do without these assumptions. Note that the alternatives are also based on the

assumption that agreement results from an operation Agree. First, I will look at two

alternative analyes that are based on a unidirectional Agree operation. Afterwards,

I will look at an account based on a single Agree-operation.

6.3.1. Only Upward Agree

The first alternative to bidirectional Agree is an approach where Agree applies only

upward with the goal c-commanding the probe. Downward Agree is impossible (see
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Zeijlstra (2012).) The approach is schematized in (148).

(148) a.

...
Probe

[F:_]

Goal

[F:val]

b.

...
Goal

[G:val]

Probe

[F:_]

X

In such an approach, case assignment from functional heads would be analyzed as

Agree between a probing argument and the case assigning head (see also Pesetsky

and Torrego (2007)).

As for case agreement in parasitic gap and free relative constructions, it might

not be possible to reduce this process to the operation Agree. If case agreement

were Agree, it would always have to apply upward. But then, the difference in case

matching between the constructions could not be derived. because both constructions

in all languages would abstractly have the same derivation, as depicted in (149).

(149) a. Free relatives b. Parasitic gaps

DP

CP

. . .

α

; ...

Adjunct

. . .;. . .

. . .

α
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Alternatively, case agreement in sharing constructions have to be derived by a differ-

ent operation. A promising version of this idea is that case assignment is syntactic

upward Agree and that case agreement is a postsyntactic rule. The difference be-

tween strict case matching, case hierarchy effects and the absence of case matching

can then be derived as exemplified in (150) for a free relative, where the wh-phrase

receives dative case and the D head receives accusative case.

(150) a. Strict case matching

Syntax α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

;[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{acc,nom}]

Morphology α[c:{dat,acc,nom}] ←→ ;[c:{acc,nom}]:  (α 6⊆ ;)

b. Case hierarchy effect

Syntax α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

;[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{acc,nom}]

Morphology α[c:{dat,acc,nom}] −→ ;[c:{acc,nom}]: 4 (; ⊆ α)

c. Absence of case matching

Syntax α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

;[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{acc,nom}]

Morphology α[c:{dat,acc,nom}] ;[c:{acc,nom}]: 4

In (150), the matching condition for post-syntactic case agreement between α and

; is the subset condition, where the case value of the goal of agreement has to

be a subset of the probe. Strict case matching arises in (150-a) because this case

agreement is symmetric, meaning that the subset condition has to hold both ways. In

(150-b) the agreement is asymmetric, which results in case hierarchy effects. Finally

in (150-c), the agreement relation is completely absent and case matching effects
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do not result. In order to derive the different patterns of case matching effects in

table (95), the post-syntactic agreement relations have to apply in one of the three

possible ways according to the empirical facts.

So far, these assumptions in a unidirectional Agree approach could derive the

empirical facts but there are two major issues that this account raises: First, similar

to the identity strategy, this account predicts the existence of a language, where

neither free relatives nor parasitic gaps show case matching or case hierarchy effects.

Second, the assumption of a bidirectional agreement relation is shifted to another

Agree-like process.22

This second problem is aggravated by the fact that case agreement in sharing

constructions shows some of the core properties of the Agree operation. First, c-

command between α and ; has to be given at some point of the derivation. This can

be seen in parasitic gap constructions. If the antecedent of the parasitic gap stays

in-situ, not creating c-command by movement, the construction is ungrammatical,

as shown in (151) for English and German. This is also known as the ban on in-situ

licensing of parasitic gap (Engdahl (1983)).

(151) a. *I forget who filed which articles1 [ without reading pg1 ]?

(Engdahl 1983: 114)

b. *... dass
that

Hans
Hans

[ anstatt
instead.of

pg2 zu
to

singen
sing

]
a

ein
song

Lied2
whistled

gepfiffen
has

hat.

‘ that Hans whistled a song instead of singing (it)’

22Alternatively, case matching effects could be due to a genuinely different morphosyntactic pro-

cess. However, having excluded movement and multidominance as alternatives, since these

processes are to rigid to account for variation, it is unclear which morphosyntactic process could

be responsible for case matching.
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A second similarity between Agree and case agreement is locality: Agree relations

usually do not cross certain absolute boundaries, such as finite clauses or islands

(see Brattico (2009); Vainikka and Brattico (2014)). The Finnish examples in (152)

((Vainikka and Brattico 2014: 104,89)) show that temporal adjuncts are islands

(152-a) and that accusative case assignment in a temporal adjunct is not influenced

by properties of the matrix clause (152-b).

(152) a. *?Kenet
who.ACC

lähditte
went.2PL

kotiin
home

heti
immediately

[ Maijan
Maija.GEN

löydettyä
found.ESSA.PST

t

pihalta
yard.ABL

]?

[lit.] ‘Who did you went home after Maija found in the backyard?’

b. [ Maijan
Maija.GEN

löydettyä
find.ESSA.PST

sisko-n
sister-ACC

/ *sisko
*sister

] meidän
we.GEN

täytyi
must.PST.3SG

lähteä
leave.A

kotiin.
home

‘After Maija found you/the sister, we had to go home.’

This condition on absolute locality also applies to parasitic gap configurations in

German. Examples, such as (153), where the empty operator and the antecedent are

separated by a relative clause boundary are ungrammatical despite case matching.

This follows if Agree cannot apply across a relative clause boundary.23

(153) *weil
because

Hans
Hans

dieacc
the

Frau
woman

[ anstatt
instead.of

einen
a

Freund
friend

zu
to

treffen
meet

[ Opacc

der
who

tOp unterstützenacc
support

könnte
could

]] behinderteacc
hampered

‘because Hans hampered the woman instead of meeting a friend who could

help (her)’

23Note that locality is also a property of other syntactic operations such as movement. Therefore,

these data also follow from different assumptions. Still, the point is that locality does play a role

in the relation between an operator and its antecedent in parasitic gap constructions.
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6.3. Agreement

The last crucial property of Agree that also plays a role in parasitic gap constructions

is intervention. An example for intervention in case assignment is given in (154)

from Japanese (Ura 2007: 9f).

(154) a. Taro-wa
Taro-TOP

[ Hanako-o
Hanako-ACC

utsukushi-i
beautiful-be

to
COMP

omot-ta.
consider-PST

]

‘Taro considered that Hanako was beautiful.’

b. Boku-wa
I-TOP

[CP John-ni
John-DAT

sono
the

koto-ga
task-NOM

/ *koto-o
task-ACC

deki-soo-da
able-likely-be.PRES

to
COMP

] omow-u.
think-PRES

‘I think that John is likely to be able to do the task.’

The accusative case on the embedded subject in (154-a) comes from the matrix verb

omota. This accusative case assignment to the embedded object is blocked in (154-b)

since the embedded T, which assigns nominative case, is also a case assigner and

closer to the object. Due to the intervention property of Agree, the object must receive

the closest case possible.

A similar intervention effect can also be observed in parasitic gap configurations

in German, as shown in (155) (Heck and Himmelreich (2017)).24

(155) a. dass
that

Hans
Hans

der
the

Mariadat
Maria

das
the

Buchacc
book

[ ;Opacc ohne
without

tOp

durchzulesen
through.to.read

] zurückgibt
back.gives

‘that Hans returns the book to Maria without reading (it) through’

24Note that this is a case of opaque intervention where linear order is not responsible for the

intervention effect. Opaque intervention arises, if intervention is given at the relevant point in

the derivation, but disappears on the surface due to subsequent movement steps (see Heck and

Himmelreich (2017) for details). The data in (155) show that intervention does play a role in these

constructions. The full picture will be discussed in section 6.3.4.
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b. *wenn
if

jemand
someone

der
the

Anettedat
Anette

das
the

Buchacc
book

[ ;Opdat ohne
without

tOp zu
to

vertrauen
trust

] ausleiht
lends

‘if someone lends Anette the book without trusting her’

In (155-a), the operator can have the same case as the direct object das Buch (“the

book”) since there is no other phrase that intervenes. In (155-b), on the other hand,

das Buch intervenes between der Anette and the operator. Therefore, dative case

agreement is blocked here.

In conclusion, the problems of an account based on unidirectional upward Agree,

on the one hand, is that it shifts the bidirectionality of case agreement in sharing

constructions to a different process and and, one the other hand, that it cannot

capture the striking similarity between Agree and case agreement.

6.3.2. Only Downward Agree

In an approach where Agree may only apply downwards, case assignment must be a

process different from Agree (see e.g. Chomsky (2001)), since arguments (the case

probes) are in most cases c-commanded by their respective case assigners. Case

agreement in free relatives and parasitic gap constructions are genuine cases of

Agree in this approach. The empirically strongest version of this alternative account

is very similar to the account proposed in this part: Agree is a two-step operation

with Agree-Link and Agree-Copy working as described above. There are only two

differences: First, arguments get their case features valued as a reflex of φ-Agree

with a functional head and, second, Agree-Links can only be established in the

syntax if the probe c-commands the goal. The three possibilities for case matching
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are then derived as shown in (156) for a free relative with a dative-accusative case

mismatch. Note that only the post-syntactic Agree-Copy operations are shown in

(156).

(156) a. Strict case matching

Step I α[c:_] ←− Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] ←− v[c:{acc,nom}]:  (α 6= v)

b. Case hierarchy effect

Step I α[c:_] ←− Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] ←− v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}] (v ⊆ ;)

c. Absence of case matching

Step I α[c:_] ←− Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] ←− v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

(no requirement)

The derivations already show a major problem of this account: the difference between

strict case matching and case hierarchy effects can only be derived if the matching

condition of Agree is language-specific. In a language with the pattern of German 1,

the D head can get a case value from the matrix v, if the subset condition is fulfilled,

in a language with the Polish 1 pattern, the identity condition is imposed, and in

a Greek-like language, no requirement needs to be met. This does derive all the

variation for free relatives, but taking parasitic gaps into the picture, a problem

shows: In order to rule out case hierarchy effects for parasitic gaps, the matching
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condition for parasitic gaps can only be identity of case values. Strict case matching

emerges if this condition is active in a language and case matching is missing if the

identity condition is missing. All these assumptions, however, amount to a mere

restatement of the empirical findings. The distribution of case matching effects in

a language is coincidental and it is further predicted that a language should exist

where no case matching is required at all (cf. the discussion in section 6.2.1).

In sum, both versions of a theory based on unidirectional Agree face problems that

the bidirectional Agree approach argued for in this thesis does not have. Therefore,

case matching can be seen as an argument for bidirectional Agree.

6.3.3. Only Syntactic Agree

The next two alternative agreement approaches I would like to discuss are based

on the assumption that there is only one Agree operation. The first possibility is

to assume that Agree is entirely syntactic. In section 4.3, I have already noted one

problem for such an approach, namely the syncretism effect, illustrated by the Polish

example in (157).

(157) Jan
Jan

lubiacc
likes

kogokolwiekacc/gen
whoever

Maria
Maria

nienawidzigen.
hates

‘Jan likes whoever Maria hates.’

The argument goes as follows: Assuming that the morphological form does not

count for narrow syntax, the case matching condition cannot be a principle of

narrow syntax. If case matching is reduced to the matching condition of Agree, the

matching condition of Agree cannot be a condition in narrow syntax, and therefore
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the operation Agree cannot be a strictly syntactic.

A second problem for such a syntactic Agree approach emerges from the order of

Agree application. Assuming that Agree is syntactic, all Agree operations have to

apply throughout the derivation and the order is different from the order in a two-

step-Agree approach. (158) shows the derivations for all patterns of free relatives

and (159) shows the derivations for parasitic gaps.

(158) a. Strict case matching

Step 1 α[c:_] −→ Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] ←− v[c:{acc,nom}]:  (α 6= v)

b. Case hierarchy effect

Step I α[c:_] ←− Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[∗c:_∗] −→ α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] ←− v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{dat,acc,nom}] (v ⊆ ;)

c. Absence of case matching

Step I α[c:_] ←− Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II ;[c:_] ←− v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{acc,nom}] (no requirement)

(159) a. Strict case matching

Step I ;[∗c:_∗] ←− Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗]

Step II α[c:_] −→ v[c:{acc,nom}]: α[c:{acc,nom}]

Step III ;[∗c:{dat,acc,nom}∗] ←− α[c:{acc,nom}]:  (α 6= ;)

b. Absence of case matching

Step I ;[c:_] ←− Appl[c:{dat,acc,nom}]: α[c:{dat,acc,nom}]

Step II α[c:_] ←− v[c:{acc,nom}]: ;[c:{acc,nom}] (no requirement)
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Similar to the identity approaches and the upward Agree approach, this approach

can only derive the absence of case matching with the total absence of Agree. This

would predict a language where case matching should be absent both in parasitic

gap constructions and free relatives. Furthermore, the difference between strict case

matching and case hierarchy effects must be due to a language specific matching

condition of Agree.

Because of these two issues, a strictly syntactic definition of Agree seems to be

problematic for deriving the case matching effects.

6.3.4. Only Post-Syntactic Agree

A different version of a single Agree approach would be to assume that Agree is only

post-syntactic. This has the consequence that movement can bleed Agree relations

and with them the case matching condition if it destroys the c-command relations.

As argued in section 4.3, movement does not bleed case matching. Otherwise the

case matching effects for German parasitic gaps should differ between base position

and extraposed position, contrary to fact.

(160) Hans
Hans

hat
has

vertrautdat
trusted

[DP D; tCP ] [CP *wenacc/*wemdat
who

(auch immer)
ever

Maria
Maria

magacc].
likes

‘Hans trusted whoever Maria likes.’

Assuming that c-command is not important for post-syntactic Agree does not help

either because this would make a wrong prediction for parasitic gaps: The ban on

in-situ licensing should not exist (but see (151)).
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Finally, a strictly post-syntactic Agree operation would also make wrong predic-

tions for the intervention effects in German parasitic gaps. The full picture is given

in (161).

(161) a. dass
that

Hans
Hans

der
the

Mariadat
Maria

das
the

Buchacc
book

[ ;Opacc ohne
without

tOp

durchzulesen
through.to.read

] zurückgibt
back.gives

‘that Hans returns the book to Maria without reading (it) through’

b. dass
that

Hans
Hans

das
the

Buchacc
book

der
the

Mariadat
Maria

[ ;Opacc ohne
without

tOp

durchzulesen
through.to.read

] zurückgibt
back.gives

‘that Hans returns the book to Maria without reading (it) through’

c. *wenn
if

jemand
someone

der
the

Anettedat
Anette

das
the

Buchacc
book

[ ;Opdat ohne
without

tOp zu
to

vertrauen
trust

] ausleiht
lends

‘if someone lends Anette the book without trusting her’

d. *wenn
if

jemand
someone

das
the

Buchacc
Anette

der
the

Anettedat
book

[ ;Opdat ohne
without

tOp zu
to

vertrauen
trust

] ausleiht
lends

‘if someone lends Anette the book without trusting her’

As shown in (161), the intervention effect is not linear. The generalization is that if

both the indirect and the direct object are scrambled in front of the adjunct clause,

the operator can only Agree with the direct object. In Heck and Himmelreich (2017),

this generalization is derived by assuming that at the point in the derivation where

Agree with the operator applies, the direct object intervenes between the indirect

object and the operator. Thus, Agree is blocked here. Assuming that this is the

correct approach, Agree has to be, at least to some degree, syntactic.
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Concluding from the arguments brought forward in this and the last section, Arregi

and Nevins’s (2012) idea of splitting Agree into a syntactic Agree-Link operation

and a post-syntactic Agree-Copy operation is crucial to derive the full picture of case

matching effects in free relatives and parasitic gaps.
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In this part, I have provided an in-depth study of case matching effects that occur

with free relatives and parasitic gaps. Starting from a simplified pattern that was

used to illustrate the idea of how variation in this domain can be derived, I have

developed a more fine-grained typology of case matching patterns.

The first observation is that Polish and German are mirror images of each other

when it comes to case matching effects with free relatives and parasitic gaps: Polish

free relatives and German parasitic gaps require strict matching, while German free

relatives and Polish parasitic gaps allow case mismatches.

The account developed throughout this part builds on the order of Agree operations

and the bidirectionality of Agree. Both in free relatives and parasitic gap construc-

tions, there is an overt item α and a covert item ; which have to Agree in case

features additionally to their normal case relations with case assigning functional

heads. The main idea to derive the first observation is that if Agree between α and

; is upward agreement, it applies early and will not have an effect on other case

assignment relations. If it applies late, it can potentially bleed other case assignment

relations, leading to case matching effects.

The more fine-grained observation is that there are three types of case matching
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for free relatives – strict case matching, case hierarchy effects and the absence of

case matching – but only two types for parasitic gaps: strict case matching and

absence of case matching. Possible combinations of these types are not free, but can

be reduced to five patterns, four of which could be proven to exist.

This distribution follows from the interaction of Agree operations, the decomposi-

tion of case features, and the definition of two matching conditions: one for general

case assignment (the subset condition) and one specific for sharing constructions,

specifically free relatives and parasitic gaps (the identity condition). The three tables

in (162)–(164) summarize the derivations for each pattern.
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(162) Patterns of case matching

PG

FR
Strict Hierarchy Absence

Strict German 2/ German 1 Greek

Polish 2

Absence Polish 1 ??? –

(163) Patterns of Agree-Link

PG
FR Str. Hier. Abs. .

Str. SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

Abs. SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

(164) Patterns of Agree-Copy

PG
FR Str. Hier. Abs. .

Str. SL FR SL FR SL FR
V2 → ; V2 → α ; → V2 α → V2 ; → V2 α → V2

; → V2 α → V2 ; → α α → ; α → V1 α → ;

; → α α → ; α → V1 ; → α α → ; ; → V1

V1 → α ; → α α → ; ; → V1

α → V1 ; → V1

α → ; V1 → ;

Abs. SL FR SL FR SL FR
V2 → ; V2 → α ; → V2 α → V2 ; → V2 α → V2

; → V2 α → V2 ; → α ; → α α → V1 ; → V1

; → α ; → α α → V1 ; → V1

V1 → α ; → V1

α → V1 V1 → ;
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A major success of this approach is that the absence of case hierarchy effects in

parasitic gaps could be shown to fall back on the specific syntactic structure of

this construction. There is no need to impose special constraints on Agree in this

construction.

Finally, I have discussed in detail how alternative approaches to case matching

in sharing constructions could deal with the empirical facts, concluding that the

proposed system is the least problematic one. This conclusion also means that case

matching can be seen as an argument for the bidirectionality of Agree and the split

of Agree in Agree-Link and Agree-Copy.

Based on these conclusions, part II of this thesis further explores the question

of how the additional Agree relation in free relatives and parasitic gaps arises and

why it is special. In doing so, I will also review the two constructions in more detail

showing that Agree is also able to derive general properties of them.

The last part, part III, will contain a more general look at Agree. I will deal with

possible consequences that follow from this very specific understanding of Agree.
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The Emergence of Agree in Free

Relatives and Parasitic Gap

Constructions
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8. Agree in Parasitic Gap Constructions

In part I, I proposed a structure for parasitic gaps based on the assumption that

the shared category agrees with a covert category. This is one possible answer to

the question as to how one dislocated syntactic category can be traced back to two

different base positions in two different clauses.

In this chapter, I will argue that the agreement approach is essentially correct

as it is able to capture the idiosyncratic properties of parasitic gap constructions. I

will further show that the empty element in these structures is not an operator but

is created from the antecedent phrase throughout the derivation due to a fission-

like operation. This fission is ultimately also the reason why the overt phrase and

the empty element have to Agree. Under this approach, no use of concepts like

interarboreal movement (Nunes (1995, 2001, 2004)) or empty operator movement

(e.g. Chomsky (1986); Nissenbaum (2000)) is necessary. Theories which make use of

these syntactic means are shown to make wrong empirical predictions.

In order to show that this approach to parasitic gaps makes the right predictions,

I will discuss four properties of parasitic gap constructions that are, for one thing,

defining of the construction and, at the same time, challenging for derivational

analysis. Concretely, I will respond to the following questions:
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(165) a. Why are parasitic gaps only selectively sensitive to islands?

b. Why can complex antecedents only be reconstructed into the real gap

but not the parasitic gap?

c. Why are certain properties of the antecedent only important for its

relation to the real gap but not to the parasitic gap?

d. Why can parasitic gaps only be licensed from certain positions?

In order to answer these questions, I will start in section 8.1 by presenting a detailed

derivation of the syntactic structure of parasitic gaps. Afterwards, in section 8.2, I

will go through each of the questions separately. Finally, in section 8.3, I will review

alternative accounts in the light of the data discussed before.

8.1. An Analysis of Parasitic Gaps

In order to answer the general questions what a parasitic gap is, I suggest a new

approach that is based on a new operation Create-Dep that creates covert elements

out of existing overt ones. The difference from a simple copy operation is that Create-

Dep also creates a dependency between the two items. As a result, the covert and the

overt element in parasitic gap constructions are merged separately and are targeted

by different syntactic operations. The only syntactic dependency between the two

items comes about by Agree. Thus, the overt and the covert item share certain

properties but not others.

In this section, I will show how Create-Dep is integrated into a standard minimalist

framework. I will begin by clarifying the assumptions the analysis is based on.
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Afterwards, I will define the operation and go through a detailed derivation of a

parasitic gap sentence.

8.1.1. Assumptions

8.1.1.1. Syntactic structure

I assume a standard clause structure like (166) with three functional heads above

the VP in a transitive clause: v, T and C. The v head assigns accusative case to the

complement of V, T assigns nominative case and also bears a φ-probe that is respon-

sible for subject-verb-agreement. Nominal categories are headed by a functional

head D (Abney (1987)). In clauses with dative objects (166-b), an applicative head

Appl is part of the structure and assigns dative case.

(166) a. [CP C [TP DPSub j T [vP DPSub j v [VP V DPOb j ]]]]

b. [CP C [TP DPSub j T [vP DPSub j v [ApplP Appl [VP DPindOb j V DPOb j ]]]]

Finally, adverbial clauses that can host parasitic gaps are taken to be adjuncts to VP.

8.1.1.2. Assumptions about derivation

Following a standard Chomskyan system (Chomsky (1995, 2000, 2001, 2008)), I

assume that syntax is strictly derivational and obeys the Strict Cycle Condition

(Heck and Himmelreich (2017), adapted from (Chomsky 1973: 243)) in (167), and

that derivations do not allow look-ahead.25

25For a discussion of whether derivations of parasitic gap structures require look-ahead, see section

8.1.3.
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(167) Strict Cycle Condition

If Σ is the root of the current phrase marker, then no operation can take

place exclusively within Ω, where Ω is dominated by Σ.

The structure-building operation is called Merge and is triggered by features [•F•].

The feature-checking operation is called Agree and triggered by features [*F*]

(Sternefeld (2006); Heck and Müller (2007); Müller (2010)). Movement is understood

as a special type of Merge. This means that features [•F•] can also be checked by

“dislocating” subconstituents of the structure. If movement applies to check a feature

[•F•], the category bearing [•F•] has to c-command the category that checks [•F•].

This means that there is only upward movement. As argued in part I, Agree is

possible if a probe feature [*F*] c-commands a matching feature [F] or vice versa

(see also Koopman (2006); Baker (2008b); Riedel (2009)).

Spell-out of syntactic structure is cyclic, proceeding in phases with designated

phase heads v, C and D (Chomsky (2000, 2001); see Svenonius (2004), Heck and

Zimmermann (2004) for D) and successive-cyclic movement is enabled by edge

features [•X•] (Chomsky (2000)) which can be added to phase heads whenever the

edge feature condition is met.

As for the edge feature condition, I adopt the version proposed in Müller (2010:

42), defined as in (168).

(168) Edge Feature Condition

An edge feature [•X•] can be assigned to the head γ of a phase only if (a)

and (b) hold:

a. γ has not yet discharged all its structure-building or probe features.

b. [•X•] ends up on top of γ’s list of structure-building features.
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Note that this definition is based on the assumption that all structure-building

features on a head are organized in a stack. Adding an edge feature on top of the

stack means that the edge feature has to be discharged before the final operation-

triggering feature is checked. For derivations, this means that successive-cyclic

movement always targets an inner specifier, never the outermost specifier. This

property of successive cyclic movement is summarized in the Intermediate Step

Corollary (ISC) in (169) (Heck and Himmelreich (2017), adapted from (Müller 2011:

176)).

(169) Intermediate Step Corollary (ISC)

Intermediate movement steps to specifiers of X (triggered by edge features)

must take place before the final specifier is merged within XP.

A final point to note about derivations is that the process of argument scrambling in

languages like German is taken to be edge feature movement as well (see Heck and

Himmelreich (2017) for a discussion). Thus, scrambling of objects to the vP always

tucks-in below the subject in Spec-vP.

8.1.2. Create-Dep

The background of the operation Create-Dep is that lexical items consist of syn-

tactic, phonological and possibly semantic features. As for the syntactic features,

two main groups can be distinguished: features that engage in argument licens-

ing (arg features) and operator features (op features) that are not involved in the

predicate-argument relation. Abstractly, a lexical item LI can be represented as a
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set of features, as done in (170).

(170) LI = {arg1, arg2, arg3, . . . , op1, op2, op3, . . . , phon1, phon2, phon3,

. . . , sem1, sem2, sem3, . . . }

Assuming that syntactic structures can also be represented as sets (Chomsky (1995)

et seq.), it is reasonable to assume that parts of lexical items can be subject to

syntactic operations in the same way as parts of syntactic structures are targeted

by syntactic operations such as movement and Agree. However, given that, at some

point, some constraint on lexical integrity holds, a part of a lexical item cannot be

subject to operations after a certain point. Again, this assumption is reasonable

since such a principle also exist for parts of syntactic structures, namely the Phase

Impenetrability Condition (PIC), as defined in (171) (adapted from Chomsky (2001)).

(171) Phase Impenetrability Condition

In phase XP with a head X, the domain of X is not accessible to operations

outside of XP, but only X and its edge.

I would like to suggest that lexical items constitute a phase as soon as they are

merged with another lexical item. That is, lexical integrity only holds for the

syntactic operations Move and Agree that build on preceding applications of Merge.

Therefore, operations that affect a part of a lexical item LI have to apply before any

application of Merge that involves LI.

Now, the main challenge of deriving sharing constructions in general, and of para-
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sitic gap constructions in particular, is that, on the surface, two heads are licensing

one and the same argument, which should not be possible assuming a standard look

on the properties of argument licensing, such as agreement, subcategorization, and

case assignment. This challenge can be overcome, assuming that the head of the

argument that carries the relevant argument licensing features can (temporarily)

“borrow” these features, thereby creating a dependency between the affected LI and

the set of borrowed features. This process is reminiscent of movement in the copy

theory of movement. The resulting dependency with the set of borrowed features

intuively resembles the dependency that we find in standard Agree relations, where

certain features of a lexical item also depend on the features of another lexical item.

Keeping in mind the variation concerning case matching effects, the locus of the

dependent features can vary between languages.

With this background in mind, the operation Create-Dep can be defined as in

(172).

(172) Create-Dep(endent)

a. {f1, ..., fm, fm+1, ..., fn} →

{∗f1∗, ..., ∗fm∗, fm+1, ..., fn }, {f1, ..., fm}

b. {f1, ..., fm, fm+1, ..., fn} →

{f1, ..., fm, fm+1, fm+1, ..., fn }, {∗f1∗, ..., ∗fm∗}

c. {f1, ..., fm, fm+1, ..., fn} →

{∗f1∗, ..., ∗fm∗, fm+1, ..., fn }, {∗f1∗, ..., ∗fm∗}
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For parasitic gap constructions (and free relative constructions), the element to

share is the head of a phrase with movement-triggering features such as the wh-

movement feature [wh]. The features that are needed to be shared in order to fill

two argument positions are the categorial feature for Merge, e.g. [D], the φ-features

for φ-agreement [φ], and the case feature for case assignment [c]. According to (172),

Create-Dep leads to one of the three pairs of items in (173).

(173) a. {D, φ:3sg, c:_, wh, phon1, phon2, phon3,. . . , sem1, sem2, sem3, . . . } →

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗, wh, phon1, phon2, phon3,. . . , sem1, sem2, sem3,

. . . }, {D, φ:3sg, c:_}

b. {D, φ:3sg, c:_, wh, phon1, phon2, phon3,. . . , sem1, sem2, sem3, . . . } →

{D, φ:3sg, c:_, wh, phon1, phon2, phon3,. . . , sem1, sem2, sem3, . . . },

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗}

c. {D, φ:3sg, c:_, wh, phon1, phon2, phon3,. . . , sem1, sem2, sem3, . . . } →

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗, wh, phon1, phon2, phon3,. . . , sem1, sem2, sem3,

. . . }, {∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗}

In (173-a), Create-Dep creates an additional set of features consisting of [D], [φ], and

[c]. The probe features that create the dependency between the two items remain

on the original item. In (173-b), the same happens as in (173-a), the only difference

being the location of probe features on the new item. Finally, in (173-c), both items

carry probe features. What (173) also shows is that the true reason for variation lies

in the operation Create-Dep. Languages can vary as to which of the three options is

chosen.
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Adding the operation Create-Dep to the inventory of syntactic operations, the

following facts about parasitic gap constructions can be captured: First, the reason

why covert categories in parasitic gap constructions are actually covert is that

phonological features are not affected by the operation Create-Dep, simply because

they are not relevant for an item’s status as a potential argument. Second, it provides

a reason for the observed intimate relation between the empty item in parasitic gaps

and the antecedent of the gap: They are tied together by various Agree relations.

Finally, letting Agree be a result from Create-Dep also captures the fact that the

relation between the covert item and its antecedent shows crucial properties of Agree

relations, such as locality, intervention, and structural requirements.

Finally, note that in order for the two items created in (173-a-c) to engage in

argument licensing, the probe features themselves must be able to satisfy the

licensing features on the verbal functional heads.

To sum up, the sharing in parasitic gap constructions comes about by agreement

between an covert item that is the argument of the embedded adjunct clause and

a overt item that is an object in the matrix clause. The special assumption about

parasitic gaps in this approach is that the covert item is not part of the lexicon, but

emerges throughout the syntactic derivation.26

26I first proposed this idea in Assmann (2010), where a version of the present theory was presented.

The approach outlined here differs from Assmann (2010) in two points. First, the prederivational

operation that applies in parasitic gap constructions was called duplication. Second, duplication

introduced a new type of feature [�F�] into the grammar. This additional feature type has been

dismissed and replaced by normal probe features [*F*], thereby simplifying the theory. I would

like to thank Fabian Heck and Gereon Müller for this suggestion. I would like to note further

that this idea of creating a depedent item has also been explored in depth by Agbayani (1998). In
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This idea, however, also raises a number of questions as to how the application of

the operation is constrained. So far, I only assumed that Create-Dep has to apply

early in the derivation. But what triggers the application of the operation? Or, put

differently, what happens if Create-Dep applies in a non-sharing construction?

As it turns out, Create-Dep can apply freely without a certain trigger. Thus, it

might also apply in configurations other than parasitic gaps. But since Create-Dep

creates an additional item that needs to be merged in the structure, it can only be

successful in derivations that at some point have an open spot for this additional

item, that is, a spot that is not filled by a lexical item.

This restriction, imposed by the need that all items in a structure are combined

under a single root (Single Root Condition, see (Partee et al. 1990: 441f)), rules

out all unnecessary applications of Create-Dep. Still, it is possible that Create-Dep

applies, for example, in a simple transitive clause, so that one argument can fill both

the object and the subject position. This is abstractly shown in (174).

(174) vP

v′

VP

V∗arg∗

v

arg

his theory, however, the respective operation applies inside the derivation. Agbayani and Ochi

(2007) discuss how this idea can be used to describe parasitic gaps. However, the operation I am

proposing differs from the one of Agbayani and Ochi (2007) and also makes different predictions

(cf. section 8.2).
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There are two ways to deal with such cases: The structure is ruled out, because two

arguments in one clause cannot Agree, presumably due to different θ-roles. (This can

be encoded in a θ-feature, if necessary.) Second, such structures are allowed, which

might give a new perspective on the derivation of reflexive structures (cf. Hornstein

(1999)).

A second, related, question is how the features to engage in Create-Dep are chosen.

Again, assuming that Create-Dep applies freely, unwanted derivations have to be

filtered out. For example, operator features of the shared item in parasitic gap

constructions should not be duplicated. This falls out, assuming that operator

features, which trigger movement to operator positions, should be checked at some

point. This assumption is not special to parasitic gaps or Create-Dep but is necessary

to rule out operators in non-operator positions in general. For example, a relative

pronoun with a operator feature [rel] should eventually occur in an operator position.

Merging relative pronouns in derivations that do not involve a relative clause with

such a position available to the relative pronoun have to be ruled out in general.

Thus, this filter is not special to Create-Dep, but most likely can be reduced to general

properties of movement. Finally, note that assuming that phonological features do

not play a role in syntax, they are expected not to undergo Create-Dep. Thus, the

covert category really has to be covert.

In the rest of this chapter, I will show how the special behavior of parasitic gaps27

can be derived on the basis of Create-Dep.

27See e.g. Postal (1993) about the differences between parasitic gap constructions and across-the-

board movement. See also section 8.2.
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8.1.3. A Sample Derivation

In this section, I will integrate the operation Create-Dep introduced above into the

general framework outlined in section 8.1.1. In doing so, I will go through a detailed

derivation of the German example in (175).

(175) (das
(the

Buch),
book)

das1
which

ich
I

[ ohne
without

pg1 zu
to

mögen
like

] gekauft
bought

habe
have

‘(the book) which I bought without liking’

The shared item in (175) is the relative pronoun das. If the derivation of (175) should

converge, das has to undergo Create-Dep. The derivation in (176) starts out with the

two items mögen and das in the workspace.28 This step is shown in (176) vs. (177).

(176) WORKSPACE:

mögen das

{V, •D•, ...} {D, φ:3sg, c:−, rel, . . . }

The relative pronoun das has all the argument licensing features listed above, and

additionally, it has an operator feature [rel] for movement to Spec-CP. In (177),

Create-Dep applies to das. Since this is the derivation of a German parasitic gap

clause, the double probe option of Create-Dep (172-c) is chosen (cf. 95).

(177) WORKSPACE: Create-Dep

mögen das ;das

{V, •D•,...} {∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗, rel, . . . } {∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗}

28I will not go into a detailed discussion of the concept of workspace. In general, if syntactic operations

apply, the affected items have to be available for the operations. This availability is enabled by

putting all items in a workspace. I will also not deal with the question of how lexical items

are moved from the lexicon into the workspace. This is a question that every derivation in this

Chomskyan system faces and is thus orthogonal to the question of how to deal with parasitic gaps.
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In (177), the D feature, the φ-features and the case feature are copied and constitute

a new item ;das. The probe properties of the features follow from the parameters

set for German. Importantly, the feature [rel] is not copied. (See section 8.1.2.)

In the next step, the verb mögen and the newly created ;das are merged. This step

checks the selectional feature [•D•] of the verb. The relative pronoun das remains

in the workspace until it can be merged in its target argument position.

(178) WORKSPACE: Merge
VP

mögen

{V, •D•, ...}

;das

{*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*}

das

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗, rel, ...}

After this first application of Merge, several steps of Merge and Agree operations

apply in order to build the embedded ohne-clause. These steps are summarized in

the structure in (179).

(179) WORKSPACE: Merge*/Agree*
CP

C′

TP

TvP

v′

v′

v
{•X•,c:acc}VP

mögent;das

t;das

PRO

ohne
{•X•}

;das
{*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*}
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As soon as v merges with VP, ;das and v establish an Agree-Link for case (and

φ-features). In (180), ;das scrambles to Spec-vP, under the subject PRO. For the

sake of concreteness, I assume that infinitival adjunct clauses contain a PRO that is

controlled by the matrix subject. PRO receives nominative case from T (not indicated

in (179)). Finally, ;das is moved to Spec-CP due to edge feature movement.29 Next,

the matrix VP is built, as shown in (180).

(180) WORKSPACE: Merge*
VP

habeVP

gekauft

{V, •D•, ...}

das

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, *c:_*, rel, ...}

The final relevant part of the derivation of the example in (175) is shown in (181).

(181) WORKSPACE: Merge*/Agree*
vP

v′

v′

vVP

VP

habeVP
gekauft

{V, •D•, ...}
tdas

CP

C′

...

;das

{*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c_*}

das;

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, *c:_*, rel, ...}

ich

29I assume that scrambling to Spec-CP is an option in these adjunct clauses. The question about the

restrictions on edge feature movement is an independent issue and not specific for parasitic gap

constructions. Here, it suffices to assume that C in ohne-clauses allows movement to its specifier.
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First, the ohne-clause adjoins to the VP. Next, the matrix v is merged and Agrees

with das in case. Finally, das scrambles to Spec-vP. In this position, c-command

between das and ;das is given and the licensing of the parasitic gap applies via

Agree between the two items. This establishes the final two Agree-Links relevant

for the case matching derivations in section 5.2.1.30

The derivation sketched above raises two further questions. First, what happens

if the base-merge positions of das and ;das are switched? Such a derivation would

crash, because the relative pronoun has to be moved to the edge of the matrix clause.

If it is not, the matrix C could not check its feature [•rel•]. If the relative pronoun

were to be merged in the adjunct clause, it could not move out of the adjunct island

into the matrix clause. One way to derive this concrete island effect, would be to

assume that VP in German is a phase (cf. Müller (2010, 2011)) and that phase edges

are not defined recursively. The reasoning is as follows: The adjunct clause is the

last phrase to be merged in VP. Thus, there can be no successive-cyclic movement

into Spec-VP. Since edges are not recursive, the element in the embedded Spec-CP

position is not available for movement into the next phase, the matrix vP.

The next question is why das and ;das have to Agree with each other. First,

following the logic of the argument below (174), each of them cannot Agree with

another DP in their respective clauses. But since parasitic gaps can also occur with

ditransitive constructions, it might be possible that, for example, ;das Agrees with

the indirect instead of the direct object. Not filtering out such a case per se by an

30Note that the derivation in (181) continues after this step. The matrix T and C are merged, and

the relative pronoun is moved to Spec-CP. However, these steps do not influence the licensing of

parasitic gaps.
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additional constraint, intervention effects are predicted to occur, which is the case in

German (see section 6.3.4 for a detailed discussion).

If one wanted to rule out these cases, the following assumption could be added

to the approach: Features encoding referential indices exist and are affected by

Create-Dep as well. For example, following Browning (1987); Reuland (2001); Řezáč

(2004a), the φ-features of a nominal category are linked to its referential index.

Under this assumption, the referential index together with the φ-features would

be present on both items, and thus, Agree can only be successful, if the two indices

match. This assumption would ensure that there is only one possibility for ;das to

Agree.

Having shown, how parasitic gaps are derived in general, I will turn to properties

of parasitic gaps and their derivation in this approach in the next section.

8.2. Deriving the Behavior of Parasitic Gaps

8.2.1. Question I: Why are Parasitic Gaps ‘Selectively’ Sensitive to

Islands?

Parasitic gaps show a paradoxical property in that the antecedent of a parasitic

gap can be separated from the gap by one island but not by more than one island

(Kayne (1983, 1984); Bennis and Hoekstra (1985); Longobardi (1984); Koster (1986);

Chomsky (1986); Manzini (1994); Nunes (1995, 2001, 2004)) This shown in (182) for

German.31

31This property of parasitic gap constructions can be observed in other languages as well, most

notably in English.
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(182) a. Welchen
which

Artikel
article

hast
have

du
you

[isl ohne
without

pg zu
to

lesen]
read

t abgeheftet?
filed

‘Which article did you file without reading?’

b. *Welchen
which

Artikel
article

hast
have

du
you

[isl ohne
without

den
the

Autor
author

zu
to

kennen
know

[isl der
who

pg geschrieben
written

hat]]
has

t abgeheftet?
filed

‘Which article did you file without knowing the author who wrote?’

In (182-a), welchen Artikel (“which article”) is separated from the parasitic gap by one

adjunct island while in (182-b) there are two islands between them. The difference

in grammaticality falls out form the approach above: In order for a phrase to license

a parasitic gap, Agree has to apply. In (182-b) ;w and welchen Artikel are separated

by a finite clause boundary. This is shown in (183). Assuming that Agree obeys

absolute locality restrictions, such as clause boundaries or island constraints, probe

and goal are two far away from each other in (182-b) to enter into an Agree relation.

(183) [vP du [DP welchen Artikel] [*c*] [CP ohne den Autor zu kennen [CP ;w[*c*]

der t; geschrieben hat]] tDP abgeheftet?

(183) shows the derivation at the point when welchen Artikel tries to Agree with

;w. At this point, the two categories are separated by two CPs, which makes Agree

impossible. In the derivation of (182-a) (cf. section 8.1.3), probe and goal are only

separated by one CP boundary.32

(i) a. What did you read t [isl before buying pg]?

b. *What did you read t [isl after expecting me to call the editor [isl before buying pg]]?

32 Note that this only sketches the rough idea as to how island effects are derived in this approach.

The solution is the same as in empty operator approaches such as Chomsky (1986). Island effects

are influenced by language specific constraints as well, which makes it difficult to propose a
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8.2.2. Question II: Why Can Complex Antecedents Only be Reconstructed

Into the Real Gap But Not the Parasitic Gap?

Binding data as in (184) suggest that the position of the parasitic gap cannot host a

complex DP in contrast to the real gap.

(184) a. [Which books about himself1]2 did John1 file t2 before Mary read pg2?

b. *[Which books about herself1]2 did John file t2 before Mary1 read pg2?

Kearney (1983)

In (184), the complex wh-phrase contains an anaphor which must be bound by

an antecedent that agrees with the anaphor in gender. Having two potential base

positions in two different clauses, the anaphor inside the wh-phrase has two potential

antecedents, namely the subjects of the respective clauses, of which, however, only

one agrees with the anaphor in gender. In this context, the following asymmetry

can be noticed: in (184-a), binding of the anaphor himself is possible but in (184-b),

binding of the anaphor herself fails.

The present approach offers a principled explanation for this binding asymmetry.

condition about locality that holds for all languages. For example, an structure of the type (182-b)

would be grammatical in Korean (see (i)), which indicates that Korean has a different locality

restriction (Lee 1988: 194).

(i) [[ ney-ka
I-NOM

pg1 mal-ul
speak

kelepoki
to

ceney
before

] ne-eykey
you-DAT

cenwhahaci
telephone

anhko
not

] t1 intebyuw
to

hakiro
interview

kyelcenghan
decide

salam1
man

[lit.] ‘the man who I decided to interview without calling you before I spoke to’
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In (184), Create-Dep would apply to the D head of the complex wh-phrase which.

This creates the following two items.33

(185) which [D, φ, c:_, wh, •N•, SEM, PHON, . . . ]

a. which [*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*, wh, •N•, SEM, PHON, . . . ]

b. ;which [*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*]

Note that only one part, namely which, has the feature [•N•] which enables it to

merge with the NP books about him/herself.34 The resulting DP which books about

him/herself is merged in the matrix clause where the anaphor can be bound by the

subject John. But the subject of the adjunct clause Mary cannot bind the anaphor

since it does not c-command it from its position inside the adjunct clause. Thus, the

only antecedent available for the anaphor is the matrix subject but not the embedded

subject. The configuration is shown in (186).

33Even though case differences are often invisible in English, English seems to be of the type German

2. Thus, it shows strict case matching (modulo syncretism effects) for parasitic gaps and free

relatives (cf. Levine et al. (2001)). This is because both items, which are created by Create-Dep,

bear probe features.
34Applying Create-Dep to [•N•] is in principle possible. However, this would demand that at least

the noun book undergoes Create-Dep as well. This would create Agree features which could not be

checked later since both book and ;book never get into a c-command configuration.
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(186) v′

v′

v′

VP

CP
before Mary

read

VP
file which1 book

about himself/*herself

v

DP

which1. . .

John

X

X X

The tree in (186) shows that the anaphor in the matrix clause can under no circum-

stances be bound by the subject of the adjunct clause. However, in case of gender

agreement, it can be bound by the matrix subject. Since the matrix subject John

is masculine, only the masculine anaphor himself, but not the feminine anaphor

herself, can be bound. Hence, the anaphor herself is never bound and the sentence

in (184-b) is expected to be ungrammatical.

8.2.3. Question III: Why are Certain Properties of the Antecedent Only

Important For Its Relation to the Real Gap But Not to the Parasitic

Gap?

With respect to certain properties, the real and the parasitic gap have to behave

alike. One example of this comes from categorial restrictions about parasitic gaps.

Standardly, it is assumed that parasitic gaps can only be licensed by DPs (Cinque

(1990)). (187), where the parasitic gap licenser is not a DP, is a standard example
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that this generalization holds. However, examples as (188) can be found that show

that, for example PPs can be antecedents of parasitic gaps.

(187) *How did Deborah cook the pork t after cooking the chicken pg?

(Postal 1993: 736)

(188) [PP Till
To

himlen]
heaven

är
it

det
is

inte
not

säkert
certain

att
that

[NP alla
everyone

[S′ som
who

längtar
longs

[PP

pg/dit]]]
−−/there

kommer
get

[PP t ].

‘It is not certain that everyone who longs to (go to) heaven gets to go there.’

(Engdahl 1983: 17)

In any case, the categorial requirements of the real gap and the parasitic gap have

to be identical. This follows in the present approach, since both the covert element

emerges from the antecedent and has to bear the same categorial feature.

With respect to other properties, asymmetries between the real and the parasitic

gap can be observed. Such an asymmetry between the real and the parasitic gap

shows up, for example, in contexts where gap and antecedent are separated by weak

islands such as wh-islands.35 In German, for example, wh-movement is known to be

sensitive to wh-islands, in contrast to other types of movement such as (argument)

topicalization (Fanselow (1987); Müller and Sternefeld (1993)).

(189) a. *Welche
which

Radios
radios

weißt
know

du
you

nicht
not

[CP wie
how

man
one

t repariert]?
repairs

‘Which radios don’t you know how to repair?’

35I would like to thank Gereon Müller for bringing these data to my attention.
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b. ?Radios
radios

weiß
know

ich
I

nicht
not

[CP wie
how

man
one

t repariert].
repairs

‘As for radios, I don’t know how to repair them.’

In (189), the wh-phrase wie creates a weak island from which only non-wh-phrases

can be extracted. Thus, the wh-phrase welche Radios cannot move out of the

embedded clause, but the topicalized non-wh-phrase Radios can.

If wh-islands are combined with parasitic gap constructions, we can observe that

sentences are strongly deviant if the wh-island intervenes between the antecedent

and the real gap (190-a), but not if it intervenes between the antecedent and the

parasitic gap (190-b).36

(190) a. *Welche
which

Radios
radios

weißt
know

du
you

[CP wie
how

man
one

[ ohne
without

pg zu
to

reparieren]
repair

t

verkauft]?
sells
lit.: ‘Which radios do you know how to sell without repairing?’

b. ?Welche
which

Radios
radios

hast
have

du
you

[ ohne
without

zu
to

wissen
know

[CP wie
how

man
one

pg

repariert]]
repairs

t verkauft?
sold

lit.: ‘Which radios did you sell without knowing how to repair?’

Thus, it seems that the wh-property of the antecedent only matters for its relation to

the real but not the parasitic gap.

Such asymmetries concerning operator features simply follow from the fact that

Create-Dep does not duplicate operator features in parasitic gap constructions. The

36Note that the grammaticality judgments here are independent of the presence or absence of the

ohne-clause including the parasitic gap.
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element ; in the derivation of (190) does not have a wh-position to move to, so it

cannot bear a wh-feature. And since it doesn’t bear a wh-feature, it is not sensitive

to weak islands such as wh-islands in German. Hence, we predict that sentences

such as (190-b) should be possible since there is no wh-phrase to cross a wh-island.

On the other hand, sentences such as (190-a) must be ungrammatical because the

wh-phrase cannot move out of the wh-island.37

37There is a second type of this asymmetry in German: It involves scrambling. Scrambling in German

cannot cross a finite clause boundary. However, ; licensed by a scrambled phrase can move across

a finite clause boundary, as shown in (i-b).

(i) a. *dass
that

ich
I

das
the

Radio
radio

glaube
believe

[CP dass
that

man
one

tdR [ ;das ohne
without

t; zu
to

reparieren]
repair

t

verkaufen
sell

kann]
can

‘that I believe that one can sell the radio without repairing it’

b. ?dass
that

ich
I

das
the

Radio
radio

[ ;das ohne
without

zu
to

sagen
say

[CP dass
that

man
one

noch
still

t; reparieren
repair

muss]]
must

t

verkauft
sold

habe
have

‘that I have sold the radio without saying that one still has to repair it’

This is unexpected if scrambling is simply edge feature movement because edge features are

checked by categorial features and these features are affected by Create-Dep. So the features

responsible for scrambling can be found on both ; and the antecedent phrase das Radio in (i). The

issue can be solved if one adopts a special scrambling feature afterall. This assumption, however,

might cause a problem for the analysis in Heck and Himmelreich (2017), where scrambling and

successive-cyclic movement are assumed to be the same process in order to derive intervention

effects with floating quantifiers in German. Independent of how this conflict can eventually be

resolved, the data are not a problem for the account of parasitic gaps, but rather a problem for the

specific account of scrambling.
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8.2.4. Question IV: Why Can Parasitic Gaps only be Licensed from Certain

Positions?

The last question subsumes three different properties of parasitic gaps: First, the

antecedent of parasitic gap has to c-command the gap, which is known in the

literature as ban on in-situ-lincensing (Engdahl (1983)). Second, parasitic gaps

cannot be licensed by a phrase which c-commands the parasitic gap from its base

position. This is known as the anti-c-command condition Safir (1987) of parasitic

gap and is mostly exemplified by cases where a subject tries to license a parasitic

gap. Finally, it is known that parasitic gaps can be licensed by movement types

such as wh-movement, relativization, topicalization or scrambling, which are all

Ā-movement types, but not by movement types such as passive movement or raising,

which are A-movement types (Engdahl 1983: 13).

(191) a. *John was killed t by a tree falling on pg.

b. *Mary seemed t to disapprove of John’s talking to pg.

Interestingly, parasitic gaps cannot be licensed by a passive subject, even if it moves

further to an Ā-position.

(192) *Which house was sold t [before we could demolish pg]?

based on Legate (2003: 511)

The ban on in-situ licensing follows without further ado: the antecedent has to

c-command the parasitic gap in order for Agree to apply. C-command only arises
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throughout the derivation if the antecedent moves.

The anti-c-command condition and the ban on A-movement are both instances of a

more general observation:

(193) After parasitic gap licensing, the antecedent cannot engage in further

argument licensing relations.

This observation is true for anti-c-command cases, where a subject licenses a parasitic

gap in the vP and then enters into φ-agreement, and possibly EPP-movement, in the

TP domain. The observation is also true for A-movement cases, where the licenser is

moved into another argument position. It seems that after licensing the parasitic

gap, the antecedent looses its argument properties.

The present approach offers an interesting solution to these puzzling data. Argu-

ment properties are due to categorial, φ and case features. Licensing of parasitic

gaps is Agree in categorial, φ and case features. The fact that case features need

to be valued throughout the derivation makes it necessary for case features to be

able to play a role both in argument licensing and in parasitic gap licensing (see part

I). Thus, this property of parasitic gaps cannot be reduced to case. However, both

categorial and φ-features do not need to be valued on arguments. Thus, both can

be used to derive the observation in (193): Concretely, I would like to suggest that

categorial and φ-features are no not available as goals for Merge and Agree after they

have acted as probes themselves.38 The idea is illustrated with the configuration in

(194).

38Note that this implies that symmetric Agree-Link between α and ; has to apply in parallel.
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(194) T′

vP

v′

VP

CP

; . . .

VP

v

α[*D*,*φ*]

T[EPP,*φ*]

X

After the subject α in (194) has entered into Agree with ; in the vP phase,its D and

φ features are no longer available as goals for the features on T. In other words,

the derivation in (194) crashes due to a timing problem. Thus, we expect that

if argument licensing of subjects happens before parasitic gap licensing, subjects

should be able to license parasitic gaps. In fact, this prediction is confirmed by data

as in (195-a).

(195) a. a note which [unless we send back pg] t will ruin our relationship

b. *a note which t will ruin our relationship [unless we send back pg]

Haegeman (1984)

Assuming that the adjunct clause in (195-a) precedes the base position of the subject

because it is merged higher in the tree, e.g., as an adjunct to the TP, it follows that

the relative pronoun which moves to the subject position Spec-TP before the adjunct

clause is even merged and thus before which licenses the parasitic gap. In (195-b),
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however, we have the same configuration as in (194), with the result that which

cannot license the parasitic gap in this case.

In sum, the present agreement approach to parasitic gaps based on the operation

Create-Dep provides solutions to the four empirical questions raised above without

invoking to many additional stipulations.

8.3. Alternative Approaches

So far, I have introduced a new approach to parasitic gaps and I have shown how

this approach deals with important questions concerning parasitic gaps and their

properties. I will finish this chapter by comparing the present approach to alternative

approaches to parasitic gaps with respect to the four questions discussed above.

8.3.1. Binding

The binding approach is based on the assumption that parasitic gaps are empty

pronouns which are bound by the antecedent of the real gap (Chomsky (1982);

Engdahl (1983, 1985); Cinque (1990); Postal (1993, 1998); Ouhalla (2001); Munn

(2001)). The configuration which shows this type of analysis is given in (196).

(196) XP

. . .

YPIsl

. . . proi . . .

. . .

. . . tα . . .

αi
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The binding approach is able to explain the reconstruction asymmetries (section

8.2.2) as well as the weak island asymmetries (section 8.2.3): There is only one move-

ment dependency between the antecedent and the real gap. Hence, reconstruction

can only be possible into the real gap and weak islands can only be crossed by the

antecedent moving from the real gap position to its final position.

Nevertheless, the binding approach cannot offer a principled solution to the other

two puzzles discussed in section 8.2. First, there is no reason why an antecedent

could not be able to bind a pronoun from an A-position, i.e., we expect that A-

movement should license parasitic gaps, contrary to fact. Even if such configurational

issues could be solved by stipulating that binding can only take place from an Ā-

position (e.g. Ouhalla (2001)), data as in (197), repeated from (192), where the

passivized subject moves further to an Ā-position cannot be captured.

(197) *Which house was sold t [before we could demolish pg]?

Furthermore, the binding approach cannot solve the island paradox with parasitic

gaps (cf. section 8.2.1) because binding is insensitive to islands in general (Chomsky

(1977); Zaenen et al. (1981); Reuland (2001)). For these reasons, the binding approach

can be considered empirically inferior to the fission approach.

8.3.2. Operator Movement

Another type of approach (see e.g. Contreras (1984); Kiss (1985); Chomsky (1986);

Lee (1998); Nissenbaum (2000)) assumes that an empty operator is merged in the

position of the parasitic gap which moves to a higher position where it is identified
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with the antecedent of the real gap; see (198). This approach structurally resembles

the present approach to parasitic gaps, but does not say anything about the nature of

the covert item. In this sense, the present approach can be seen as an advancement

of the empty operator approach.

(198) XP

. . .

YPIsl

. . .

. . . tOp . . .

Opi

. . .

. . . tα . . .

αi

Since this analysis involves actual movement of the operator from the parasitic gap

position to a higher position, the selective island sensitivity of parasitic gaps can be

explained in the same way as in the present approach: The highest island does not

intervene between the antecedent and the parasitic gap since there is no movement

out of the island. Rather, the operator lands in the left periphery of this island.

Nevertheless, all other islands would have to be crossed by movement.

Furthermore, the asymmetries between the real and the parasitic gap may in

principle be captured since both gaps have different antecedents. For example, if

the empty operator does not bear a feature [wh], it is not sensitive to weak islands,

predicting that wh-islands should not fatally intervene between the antecedent of the

real gap and the parasitic gap. And since the position of the parasitic gap is occupied
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by an empty operator, the antecedent of the real gap cannot be reconstructed into

the parasitic gap, which provides an explanation for the reconstruction asymmetries

in section 8.2.2. Note however, that there is no general filter to rule out a feature

[wh] on the empty operator.

As for the answer to the final data question, it depends on the way licensing of

the empty operator happens: In principle, the approach could involve additional

configurational conditions that prohibit empty operators from being identified with

categories in A-positions, for example by assuming a constraint on the timing of

operator licensing and argument licensing (see section 13.3).

The empty operator approach, however, raises the question why the operator has

to be covert. Unlike in the present approach, there is no general reason for this.

8.3.3. Sideward Movement

Finally, the sideward movement approach (Nunes (1995, 2001, 2004)) suggests that

the antecedent of a parasitic gap construction is base-generated in the position of

the parasitic gap and then moves interarboreally to the position of the real gap, from

where it moves on to its final position.

(199) XP

. . .

YPIsl

. . . tα . . .

. . .

. . . t′α . . .

α
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Within the framework Nunes (2001) assumes, the sideward movement approach

can capture the selective island sensitivity by imposing conditions on the timing

of operations in the derivation such that sideward movement itself can only apply

in very restricted contexts: it may cross exactly one island but never more than

one island. The fact that subjects cannot license parasitic gaps falls out from

invoking additional stipulations about the licensing of traces by heads which define

intervention effects whenever a subject licenses a parasitic gap.

The major problem for the sideward movement approach, however, concerns

asymmetries between the real and the parasitic gap. Since the sideward movement

approach claims that there is no difference between these two gaps, no asymmetries

of any kind should exist. In particular, as the antecedent with all its properties

and possible complexity is generated in both gaps, the antecedent should (i) be able

to reconstruct in both positions to the same extent39 and (ii) be sensitive to weak

islands no matter where they occur. Hence, the data discussed in section 8.2.2 and

8.2.3 strongly argue against the sideward movement approach.

In conclusion, we have seen that the four properties of parasitic gaps which are

39Nunes (2001) discusses data from Munn (1994) which show that reconstruction into the parasitic

gap is possible when the category containing the parasitic gap precedes the real gap, see (i).

Thus, he claims that reconstruction asymmetries do not pose a problem for his account. Note,

however, that the sideward movement approach predicts that there should be no reconstruction

asymmetries at all between the two gaps, contrary to fact.

(i) a. *Which picture of herself did every boy who saw pg say Mary liked t?

b. Which picture of himself did every boy who saw pg say Mary liked t?Munn (1994: 407)
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directly predicted by the present approach are potentially problematic for other

analyses of parasitic gaps. For each of the three types of accounts discussed here,

there is at least one property which cannot be explained. Thus, on empirical grounds,

the present approach is superior to other theories of parasitic gaps.

8.4. Interim Summary

The aim of this chapter was to introduce an operation Create-Dep that is responsible

for the emergence of Agree in parasitic gap constructions: It creates the covert item

in parasitic gap constructions and it introduces probe features which trigger Agree

between the covert and the overt item in this construction. The approach based on

this operation is able to provide answers to the major questions concerning parasitic

gaps. I finished this chapter by evaluating competing approaches and have shown

that the introduction of a new syntactic operation can derive a bundle of different

data.
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In this chapter I will show how the operation Create-Dep can also be used to derive

free relatives. Free relatives, just as parasitic gaps belong to the class of sharing

constructions, the shared item being the wh-phrase. The aim of this chapter is to

show that this operation is also capable of deriving a number of puzzling properties

of free relatives, which result from the ambivalent status of the wh-phrase. The

chapter is structured as follows: In section 9.1, I will go through a derivation

of a free relative clause in detail. Afterwards, in section 9.2, I will review some

interesting observations about free relatives and show how they follow under the

present approach. Finally, in section 9.3, I will compare the approach to previous

analyses of free relatives.

9.1. An Analysis of Free Relatives

The aim of this section is to show that the derivation of a free relative is very similar

to the derivation of a parasitic gap. In both derivations, the missing element is

created by application of Create-Dep. In both derivations, the two elements enter the

derivation independently of each other, and in both derivations, the dependency is

due to Agree. Superficially, the constructions differ because of the position of the two
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elements. I will start by going through a derivation of a free relative. Afterwards, I

will add a few remarks on the semantics of free relatives within the present approach.

9.1.1. The Syntax of Free Relatives

In the following, I go through the derivation of the German free relative in (200).

(200) dass
that

alle
everyone

[FR was
what

ich
I

tue]
do

mögen
like

‘that everyone likes what I do’

The resulting structure of the derivation will be very similar to the analysis first

proposed by Groos and Riemsdijk (1981). (Other versions of this analysis can be

found in Grosu (1996, 2003); Citko (2004).) In this type of analysis, free relatives are

assumed to have a structure as in (201), where a CP is adjoined to a covert D head.

This assumption guarantees that the entire category is a DP which can be merged

in a DP position.40

40Note that there are also free relatives of other categories, e.g., adjectival free relatives (cf. Grosu

(1996, 2003)). A German example is given in (i).

(i) Ich
I

zahle
pay

[FR wie
how

viel
much

du
you

bezahlst
have

hast].
paid.

In the present account, the external head of the free relative results from Create-Dep applying

to the wh-phrase. In this step, the categorial feature of the wh-phrase is also copied. Thus,

the external head of an adjectival free relative is expected to have a feature [A], just like the

wh-phrase in (i) (compare section 8.2.3).
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(201)

DP

CP

Dwh . . .

D;

The main question here concerns the covert D head. In what follow, I assume that the

covert head emerges from the wh-phrase. The feature structure of the wh-pronoun

was in (201) is given in (202).

(202) was = {D, φ:3sg, c:_, wh, ...}

Given the structure in (202), there are various possibilities as to how Create-Dep can

apply to was. There is, however, only one possibility that will lead to a converging

derivation: Creating a new item out of the argument features.

Similar to the derivation of parasitic gaps, the first operation to apply is Create-

Dep. This is illustrated in (204).

(203) WORKSPACE:

tue was

{V, •D•, ...} {D, φ:3sg, c:_, wh, . . . }

(204) WORKSPACE: Create-Dep

tue was ;was

{V, •D•,...} {∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗, wh, . . . } {∗D∗, ∗φ:3sg∗, ∗c:_∗}

Again, deriving a German example, the double probe option of Create-Dep (172-c) is
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chosen (cf. (95)). When the syntactic derivation starts, the embedded clause is built

first. The pronoun was that contains the wh-feature must be merged in this clause

in order for C to check its wh-feature. In its base position, was receives accusative

case from the embedded v. The wh-pronoun moves to Spec-CP through Spec-vP, just

as the relative pronoun das did in the derivation in section 8.1.3.

(205) WORKSPACE: Merge*/Agree*
CP

C′

TP

TvP

v′

v′
v

{•X•,c:acc}
VP

tuetwas

twas

ich

C

{•wh•}

was

{*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*}

The element ;was can now be merged with this CP, obtaining the structure in (201),

see (206). Note that the D head does not contain any phonological features and is

thus covert.
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(206) WORKSPACE: Merge*/Agree*
DP

CP

C′

. . .

{*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*}

{*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*}

In this configuration, a symmetric Agree-Link between the D head and was can be

established. Afterwards, the entire DP is merged as the object of the matrix clause

and the covert D head Agrees in case with the matrix v, see (207).

(207) WORKSPACE: Merge*/Agree*
v′

vVP

mögenDP

CP

C′

. . .

{*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*}

{*D*, *φ:3sg*, *c:_*}

To sum up, Create-Dep creates the covert D head out of the wh-phrase. Agree

between the D head and the wh-phrase is established at the point when the DP is

built.

This approach to free relatives can provide answers to three main questions

raised by this construction: First, the question why a clause can occur in a position

reserved for non-clausal arguments is answered by assuming that the clause is the
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complement of a covert D head. The entire structure is a DP and can therefore occur

in DP positions.

Second, the head of the FR must be covert because it cannot contain any phonolog-

ical features due to Create-Dep affecting only syntactic features.

Third, the close link between the wh-phrase and the covert head arises from the

fact, that the covert head is made up of features from the wh-head and that the two

have enter into Agree.

Before I proceed with the analysis of some of the properties of free relatives, one

question remains to be answered: why must Create-Dep affect the wh-phrase? The

reasons are the following: First, since it is a D item that is actually missing, involving

a non-D category would not bring the required result. Furthermore, choosing some

D item that would later be part of the matrix clause is not an option since the D

head would then have to agree with another argument in the same clause (see

the discussion about (174)). Now, only two potential candidates are left: was and

the subject pronoun ich.41 The candidate ich can be excluded because was would

eventually intervene for Agree between ich and the D head. If further locality

restrictions are imposed on Agree, Agree between D and ich might also fail because

the two are not close enough.

Having excluded all other options, the only possible candidate for a converging

derivation is the wh-item that moves to Spec-CP of the embedded clause for inde-

pendent reasons and is thus close enough for Agree to apply successfully.

In the next part of this section, I will show that the syntactic structure created so

41For the sake of concreteness, I assume that pronouns are simple D heads.
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far is compatible with a standard semantics for free relatives.

9.1.2. Semantics of Free Relatives

The syntactic structure of FRs derived above is compatible with standard semantic

analyses of free relatives. Following Caponigro (2003); Jacobson (1995) (cf. also Grosu

and Landman (1998); Grosu (2003)), I assume that free relatives are semantically like

DPs in that both denote the maximal entity (Link (1983)) described by a predicate.

The maximal entity of a predicate is an entity that is composed of all single entities

that fulfill the property P.

Furthermore, I assume that the semantic type of a lexical item depends on its fea-

tures: wh-phrases, e.g., have a wh-feature and are therefore of type <<e,t>,<e,t>>

(Caponigro (2003)). At this point, the question arises as to what extent the seman-

tics of a lexical item depends on its semantic features and what semantic features

actually are. Following Chomsky (1995: 230), semantic features are to be understood

as descriptive features that constitute the result of a semantic decomposition of the

meaning of the lexical item. Thus, only non-functional elements have true semantic

features. The semantic type and the denotation of functional items, on the other

hand, depend on the formal, i.e, the syntactic features. For the derivation of a free

relative, this means that even though the D head originates from the wh-phrase, it

syntactically behaves like a D head and therefore has the semantics of a D head.

The denotation of the wh-item was is given in (208) (cf. Caponigro (2003)).

(208) J{D, φ:3sg, c:_, wh, }K = λP : P ∈ D<e,t> [ λx : x ∈ De [–anim′(x) ∧ P(x)]]
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Following Caponigro (2003), questions are predicate abstracts. He suggests that the

wh-item was “applies to a set of entities to give back all and only the entities of that

set that are inanimate” ((Caponigro 2003: 58)).

The semantic operator σ that returns the maximal entity of this set is of type

<<e,t>,e>, which is the same type of a D head. Such a D head is indeed available

in the theory above due to Create-Dep: it is the head of the DP dominating the

embedded CP. The denotation of this head is given in (209).

(209) J{D, φ:3sg, c_}K = λP : P ∈ D<e,t> [σx[P(x)]]

The denotation in (209) says that the meaning of the D head is the σ-operator that

takes a set P(x) and returns its maximal entity. With these assumptions in mind,

the meaning of free relatives can be computed compositionally on the basis of the

structure in (210).

(210) DP
e

CP
<e,t>

<e,t>

C′

t

TP
t

. . . ich twas tue. . .

C

λ

e

was
<<e,t>,<e,t>>

D
<<e,t>,e>
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a. JCPK = JwasK([λ y : y ∈ De [speaker does y]])

b. JCPK = λP : P ∈ D<e,t> [ λx : x ∈ De [–anim′(x) ∧ P(x)]] ([λ y : y ∈ De

[speaker does y]])

c. JCPK = λx : x ∈ De [–anim′(x) ∧ speaker does x]

d. JDPK = JDK(λx : x ∈ De [–anim′(x) ∧ speaker does x])

e. JDPK = λP : P ∈ D<e,t> [σz[P(z)]](λx : x ∈ De [–anim′(x) ∧ speaker does

x])

f. JDPK = σx[–anim′(x) ∧ speaker does x]

The crucial point is what happens in the CP and the DP. Movement of was to Spec-CP

has created a λ-abstract [λ y : y ∈ De [speaker does y]]. Now, was applies to the

set described by the λ-abstract (210-c). Finally the D head applies to (210-c) and

returns its maximal entity. The maximal entity is of type e and can be merged in an

argument position.

As shown above, the analysis of Caponigro (2003) is fully compatible with the

syntactic structure of free realtives as proposed here. Furthermore, the emergence

of the σ-operator – a point not explained in Caponigro (2003) – is captured: it is the

result of Create-Dep.42

42Note that the analysis of Caponigro (2003) was assumed here for the sake of concreteness. Since

the resulting syntactic structure of free relatives is a standard one, any other semantic analysis

that is based upon the structure in (201) should be compatible with the syntactic analysis of the

present approach.
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9.2. Deriving the Behavior of the wh-Phrase

The aim of this section is to show that the wh-phrase in free relatives has to meet

the requirements of two clauses at the same time and how this can be derived within

the system developed above. This is done by outlining two types of facts: the first

type suggests that the wh-phrase is part of the matrix clause while the second type

suggests that it is part of the embedded clause.

9.2.1. The wh-Phrase is Part of the Matrix Clause

9.2.1.1. Number Agreement

The first fact that suggests that the wh-phrase is part of the matrix clause involves

number agreement. Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978) observed for English free rela-

tives that a plural wh-phrase in a free relative induces plural number agreement in

the matrix clause. This observation also holds for other languages, e.g., German.

The German example in (211) shows that a plural wh-subject induces plural

number agreement in the clause where it occurs.

(211) Agreement: matrix clause

[Welche
which

Bücher]
book.PL

haben/
have.PL/

*hat
have.SG

dir
you

gefallen?
liked

‘Which books did you like?’

Usually plural wh-phrases that occur in embedded clauses do not affect the num-

ber agreement in the matrix clause. This is exemplified in (212) for an indirect

interrogative clause in subject position.
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(212) Agreement: embedded clause

[SClause Welche
which

Bücher
book.PL

ihm
him

gefallen],
like,

ist/
be.SG/

*sind
be.PL

unklar.
unclear

‘It is unclear which books he likes.’

However, in the case of free relatives, the wh-phrase induces plural agreement, in

contrast to indirect interrogative clauses. Note that, in the sentences in (213), the

entire free relative is the subject of the matrix clause.

(213) Agreement: free relative

?[FR [Rel welche
which

Bücher]
book.PL

ich
I

auch immer
ever

gelesen
read

habe],
have

haben/
have.PL/

*hat
have.SG

mir
me

gefallen.
liked

‘I liked whatever books I read.’

If it is true that number agreement in a matrix clause cannot be induced by a

constituent in the embedded clause, the wh-phrase in (213) must be part of the

matrix clause.

Note that this property can only be shown with complex wh-phrases in German

since simple wh-phrases always induce singular number agreement. But the use

of complex wh-phrases in FRs in German is often considered to be marginal and it

requires the use of the particle auch immer (“ever”), the status of which is not clear.

But as shown in (214) for Spanish, the number agreement property of free relatives

also occurs in languages with simple plural wh-phrases.
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(214) [FR Quienes
who.PL

son
be.PL

del
of.the

sur
south

] son
be.PL

en
in

gran
great

parte
part

bajos.
short.PL

‘Most people from the South are short.’ (Caponigro 2003: 169)

Again, the plural wh-pronoun quienes induces plural agreement in the matrix clause.

Within the present account, the data can be derived as follows: A plural number

feature is part of the φ-features. As such, it is affected by Create-Dep and is present

on both the wh-phrase and the D head. This is shown in (215) for quienes.

(215) WORKSPACE: Create-Dep

... quienes ;quienes

... {∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗, wh, . . . } {∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗}

If the entire DP headed by the plural ;quienes is the subject of the matrix clause,

plural number agreement on the matrix verb is expected.

(216) [TP [DP {φ:3pl,. . . } [CP {{φ:3pl,. . . },{wh}, . . . } . . . T[3pl]. . . ]] T[3pl] . . . ]

Things are more complicated with the complex wh-phrase in German: I would like

to suggest for these cases that the head of the wh-phrase still bears the φ-features

and that number on nouns is a phenomenon of morphological concord, which is a

process different from Agree. This means that the number agreement problem in

complex wh-phrases is treated as an instance of the more general concord problem,

namely that the interaction of agreement within DPs and agreement with DPs is

difficult to derive.
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This problem is usually observed with case. Case values have to be assigned to

entire DPs first, before the case value can be shared among the different constituents

inside the DP, such as adjectives and nouns. This order, however, would violate the

Strict Cycle Condition. But obeying the Strict Cycle Condition leads to the lack of

case concord since no case values are available inside of the DP at first.

The case concord problem can been solved by invoking a new concept such as

feature sharing (see e.g. Frampton and Gutman (2000); Pesetsky and Torrego

(2007)) or by assuming that is is a late process (see e.g. Arregi and Nevins (2012)).

Independent of what solution is the right one, concord phenomena pose a general

problem for all theories of agreement.

9.2.1.2. Extraction

The second fact that suggests that the wh-phrase is part of the matrix clause comes

from extraction data. (Rooryck 1994: 197) observed for English that nothing can be

extracted out of a free relative unless it is part of the wh-phrase.

(217) a. I will eat [FR whatever the chef recommends to that person]

b. *This is the person [RClause to whomi I will eat [FR whatever the chef

recommends ti]]

c. This is the author [RClause of whomi I buy [FR [whatever books ti]] the

NYT recommends to its readers]

In (217-b) movement of a relative pronoun out of a free relative is shown to be

impossible. However, movement becomes better if the relative pronoun is extracted

from the wh-phrase, as shown in (217-c).
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This observation also holds for German (see Ott (2011)). The extraction property

is illustrated for topicalization in German. In general, topicalization in German may

cross a wh-island (Fanselow (1987); Müller and Sternefeld (1993)), see (218-b).43

(218) Extraction: wh-complement clause

a. Ich
I

weiß
know

[OClause welche
which

Bücher
books

Der Spiegel
Der Spiegel

diesen
these

Leuten
people

empfiehlt]
recommends
‘I know which books Der Spiegel recommends to these people.’

b. ?Diesen
these

Leuteni
people

weiß
know

ich
I

[OClause welche
which

Bücher
books

Der Spiegel
Der Spiegel

ti

empfiehlt].
recommends
‘As for these people, I know which books Der Spiegel recommends to

them.’ (based on (Ott 2011: 188f))

However, topicalization out of a free relative results in strong ungrammaticality if

the category is extracted from within the free relative, see (219-b). In contrast, if the

category is a part of the wh-phrase, topicalization is possible, see (219-c).

(219) Extraction: free relative

a. Ich
I

lese
read

[FR welche
which

Bücher
books

von
by

Jostein
Jostein

Gaarder
Gaarder

auch immer
ever

Der Spiegel
Der Spiegel

diesen
these

Leuten
people

empfiehlt]
recommends

‘I read whatever books by Jostein Gaarder Der Spiegel recommends to

these people.’

43Note that topicalization of a PP that originates inside the wh-phrase ((218-b)) is slightly worse.

This might be due to parsing problems since there is a second reading where the PP is interpreted

as a constituent of the matrix clause: Jostein Gaarder is the source of the information of which

books Der Spiegel recommends.
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b. *Diesen
these

Leuteni
people

lese
read

ich
I

[FR welche
which

Bücher
books

von
by

Jostein
Jostein

Gaarder
Gaarder

auch immer
ever

Der Spiegel
Der Spiegel

ti empfiehlt].
recommends

‘As for these people, I read whatever books by Jostein Gaarder Der

Spiegel recommends to them.’ based on (Ott 2011: 188f)

c. ?Von
by

Jostein
Jostein

Gaarderi
Gaarder

lese
read

ich
I

[FR [welche
welche

Bücher
books

ti] auch immer
ever

Der Spiegel
Der Spiegel

empfiehlt].
recommends

‘As for Jostein Gaarder, I read whatever books by him Der Spiegel

recommends.’

Again, these data suggest that the wh-phrase is actually part of the matrix clause.

Under this assumption, the contrast between (219-b) and (219-c) follows immediately:

in (219-b), topicalization is excluded since it involves extraction out of a relative

clause island. In (219-c), however, the topicalized PP is extracted out of an object DP

in the matrix clause which is possible in German as can be seen in (220).

(220) Von
by

Jostein
Jostein

Gaarderi
Gaarder

habe
have

ich
I

schon
already

[viele
many

Bücher
books

ti] gelesen.
read

‘I have already read many books by Jostein Gaarder.’

In those cases where extraction out of a free relative seems to be possible, I claim

that extraction actually proceeds from outside the free relative. This is given, if the

PP complement also has the option of being merged to the covert head outside the

free relative. If it is merged outside the free relative, it can be topicalized.

This option is given under the following two assumptions: First, the PP comple-

ment above is optional. If it is present, the PP is merged with a head H, if H bears a

feature [•P•]. Thus, some Merge features must be optional. If a feature is optional,
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it can be added to an item before this item undergoes Merge.44 This means that

there are two rules that can apply to a lexical item before it is merged with another

item and has to obey lexical integrity: It can “borrow” features (Create-Dep) and it

can receive (optional) features. If these two rules interact, there are three possible

results shown in (221).45

(221) a. WORKSPACE: Adding [•P•]

wh
{D, φ:3pl, c:_, wh, •P•, . . . }

WORKSPACE: Create-Dep

wh ;wh

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗, *•P•*, wh, . . . } {∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗, *•P•*}

b. WORKSPACE: Create-Dep

wh ;wh

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗, wh, . . . } {∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗}

WORKSPACE: Add [•P•]

wh ;wh

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗, •P•, wh, . . . } {∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗}

44This is a slight divergence from Chomsky (1995) who claims that optional features are “added as

the LI enters the numeration”[p.231].
45Note that I assume that [•P•] is added to D heads, not to N heads. The latter option might be

possible as well for other derivations, but D heads must in principle be able to host such a feature.

This is crucial for the derivation. Evidence for this assumption comes from examples such as (i)

where an overt D head das is combined with a von-PP.

(i) Ich
I

habe
have

[DP das
that

[PP von
by

ihm]]
him

gelesen.
read.

‘I have read that one by him.’
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c. WORKSPACE: Create-Dep

wh ;wh

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗, wh, . . . } {∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗}

WORKSPACE: Add [•P•]

wh ;wh

{∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗, wh, . . . } {∗D∗, ∗φ:3pl∗, ∗c:_∗, •P•}

In (221-a), feature adding applies before Create-Dep. Then, the feature [•P•] is

present on both items. This is problematic since it requires creating dependents of

the preposition and the D head inside the PP to undergo Create-Dep as well. The

probe features resulting from these additional applications of Create-Dep cannot be

checked in the derivation because at least the two D heads inside the PP will never

c-command each other. This is shown in (222).46

(222) DP

PP

;D;P

D’

CP

C′

...

whP

PP

DP

wh

;wh

46In light of the discussion around the structure in (174), other potential combinations of probe and

goal, such as wh and ;D are ruled out as well. Note further that the structure shown in (222)

assumes that the CP is closer to the D head than the PP.
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In the options (221-b) and (221-c), feature adding applies after Create-Dep. Both

these options lead to converging derivations, with the result that the PP can be

merged either in the free relative (option (221-b)) or in the matrix clause (option

(221-c)).

9.2.2. The wh-Phrase is Part of the Embedded Clause

Besides the matching effects –such as case matching (see part I), number matching

(see section 9.2.1.1 and categorial matching (see footnote 40) – extraposition shows

that the wh-phrase has to be part of the embedded clause. The observation made by

Groos and Riemsdijk (1981) is that if the free relative is extraposed, the wh-phrase

is extraposed as well, see (223). This is unexpected under the assumption that

the wh-phrase is outside the embedded clause (as in the analysis of Bresnan and

Grimshaw (1978)).

In German, there is a ban on extraposing DPs. (Finite) CPs, on the other hand, are

preferably extraposed. The data in (223-b) and (223-c) suggest that the wh-phrase

was is part of a CP and is not the external D head of the free relative. Otherwise,

(223-c) should be grammatical and (223-b) ungrammatical.

(223) Extraposition: free relative

a. Ich
I

denke,
think

dass
that

ich
I

[FR was
what

ich
I

mag]
like

essen
eat

kann.
can

‘I think that I can eat what I like.’

b. Ich
I

denke,
think

dass
that

ich
I

tFR essen
eat

kann,
can

[FR was
what

ich
I

mag].
like

‘I think that I can eat what I like.’
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c. *Ich
I

denke,
think

dass
that

ich
I

[ was
what

tFR] essen
eat

kann,
can

[FR ich
I

mag].
like

‘I think that I can eat what I like.’

In (224), it can be seen that indirect interrogative clauses in subject position, where

the wh-phrase clearly belongs to the embedded CP, show the same behavior as free

relatives when it comes to extraposition.47

(224) Extraposition: indirect interrogative clause

a. [SClause Was
what

ich
I

mag]
like

ist
is

unklar.
unclear

‘It is unclear what I like.’

b. Es
it

ist
is

unklar
unclear

[SClause was
what

ich
I

mag].
like

‘It is unclear what I like.’

c. *[SClause Was
what

ti] ist
is

unklar
unclear

[ ich
I

mag]i.
like

‘It is unclear what I like.’

On the other hand, as shown in (225), if the wh-phrase is the external head of a

relative clause CP, it cannot be extraposed along with the relative clause.48

47Note that the clause in ((224-a)) can also be understood as a free relative. Under this reading,

the matrix predicate be unclear would predicate over the things I like. The intended reading in

((224-a)) is, however, the reading of the indirect interrogative clause, i.e., the question of what I

like cannot be answered clearly.
48Note that relative clauses headed by wh-phrases are generally considered to be a bit quirky in

German. Nevertheless, (225-a) and (225-c) are grammatical and stand in sharp contrast to (225-b).
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(225) Extraposition: what-headed relative clause

a. ?Wer
who

hat
has

[DP was
what

[RClause das
that

ich
I

gern
gladly

gegessen
eaten

hätte]]
would have

weggeworfen?
thrown away

b. *Wer
who

hat
has

weggeworfen
thrown away

[DP was
what

[RClause das
that

ich
I

gern
gladly

gegessen
eaten

hätte]]?
would have

c. ?Wer
who

hat
has

[DP was
what

ti] weggeworfen
thrown away

[RClause das
that

ich
I

gern
gladly

gegessen
eaten

hätte]i?
would have

Thus, this argument strongly suggests that the wh-phrase in FR is actually part of

the embedded clause.

In the present account, the data follow since Create-Dep does not affect phonologi-

cal features. The result of this restriction is that the newly created D head does not

possess any phonological features. The phonological features are only available on

the wh-item was, that is, all the phonological features are part of the embedded CP.

This in turn means that the wh-phrase must be pronounced within the CP, i.e., if

the CP is extraposed, the wh-phrase must be extraposed as well.

9.3. Alternative Approaches

In this section, I will summarize previous approaches to free relatives. All of them

are deficient in that they cannot derive some of the properties of free relatives

discussed in section 9.2.
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9.3.1. External-Head Accounts

I start this overview with a discussion of one of the oldest formal approaches to

free relatives. Due to facts like the ones presented in section 9.2.1, Bresnan and

Grimshaw (1978) claimed that the wh-phrase is the external head of a relative clause

which contains a pronoun that is bound by the wh-phrase and undergoes a process

of Controlled Pro-Deletion. The rough structure is depicted in (226).49

(226) DP

CP

. . . proi . . .

whi

The main problem with this approach is certainly its conflict with the extraposition

data from languages like German, as first pointed out by Groos and Riemsdijk (1981)

and discussed in section 9.2.2. Within these approaches, it must be possible to

extrapose DPs in order to account for the data. However, DP extraposition is not

attested otherwise in German. Thus, the approach cannot derive the empirical facts

correctly.

9.3.2. Comp Accounts

9.3.2.1. Groos and Riemsdijk (1981)

In order to derive the extraposition data, Groos and Riemsdijk (1981) propose that

the wh-phrase is inside a relative clause that is headed by an empty category.50 The
49See also Bresnan (1973); Daalder (1977); Larson (1987) for other head-external approaches.
50The earliest version of this approach was pursued by Kuroda (1968). Other variants can be found

in Hirschbühler and Rivero (1981); Harbert (1983); Suñer (1984); Grosu and Landman (1998);
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analysis is sketched in (227).

(227) DP

CP

C′

. . . t . . .

wh

Ø

Even though the structure in (227) is identical to the structure of free relatives

in the present approach, former proposals as to how this structure arises lack an

explanation for the special relationship between the covert head and the wh-phrase.

In principle, there are two ways to model this relation: (i) excessive Agree which

basically copies all the necessary features from the wh-phrase onto the covert head

(even the categorial feature) and (ii) the approach developed above where the covert

head emerges directly from the wh-phrase and has the necessary features to begin

with.

In both options, all the data discussed above follow in the same way. However, if

such categories are part of the lexicon, it is unclear why they are always covert and

why they do not bear any features of their own, such as wh-features (see also section

8.3.2). In general, it also seems that leaving the existence of this covert D head to

the lexicon would give rise to much more variation between languages and allow for

various kinds of such covert heads.

As for the first problem, the difference between free relatives and light headed

relatives, for example concerning case matching, does not follow independently. It

Grosu (2003); Caponigro (2002); Gračanin-Yuksek (2008) among others.
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has to be assumed that the lack of phonological features is the reason why Agree

with a wh-phrase is required.

(228) a. *Ich
I

folge
followdat

Ø [FR wem/wen
whodat/whoacc

ich
I

bewundere]
adoreacc

‘I follow who I adore.’

b. Ich
I

folge
followdat

dem
that.one

[Rel den
whodat/whoacc

ich
I

bewundere]
adoreacc

‘I follow the one who I adore.’

In the present account, this difference follows on a more systematic way: the deriva-

tion of a light-headed relative just involves Merge of a D head and a CP. No tight

link between the two is expected. In free relatives, this tight link emerges from the

fact that a free relative is a sharing construction, which requires the application of

Create-Dep.

So, even though the present approach and the approach by Groos and Riemsdijk

(1981) do not differ empirically, the latter approach does not respond to the question

of how agreement in free relatives emerges.

9.3.2.2. Rooryck (1994)

The next approach, which I would like to discuss, was first proposed by Rooryck

(1994) (see also Caponigro (2003)) As in Groos and Riemsdijk’s (1981) account, the

wh-phrase is located inside the embedded CP. In contrast to this approach, however,

the CP is directly merged in an argument position in the matrix clause. The structure

is shown in (229).
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(229) CP

C′

. . . t . . .

wh

Even though, this approach may capture the extraction facts due to a lack of a higher

DP shell, it suffers from an obvious problem: it is unclear why the CP can occur in

positions that are entirely reserved for DPs. On these grounds, this theory does not

constitute an ideal approach to free relatives.

9.3.3. Multidominance

In the grafting approach by Riemsdijk (2006), the wh-phrase is simultaneously part

of both the embedded and the matrix clause. This comes about by grafting, which is

a form of multidominance. The structure is shown in (230).

(230)
VP

V DP

whi

Spec-C

CP

C′

. . . ei. . .

Even though Riemsdijk’s (2006) analysis is intuitively close to the present approach

in that both assume that the wh-phrase is part of two clauses, the grafting approach

faces at least two kinds of problems: First, there are the conceptual problems

related to grafting, and to multidominance more generally. Furthermore, it is not

transparent how extraposition is handled in this account: if extraposition can apply,
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because the free relative is a CP, the CP property should potentially also play a role

for other syntactic properties, such as selectional constraints.

The most urgent problem, however, is that the case matching facts do not follow

(see section 6.2.1).

9.3.4. Derived-Head Accounts

The following summarizes and discusses two recent derived-head accounts: Ott

(2011) and Donati and Cecchetto (2011).51 In this type of theory, the wh-phrase is

base-generated in the embedded CP and moves to a position where it becomes the

head of the clause.

9.3.4.1. Ott (2011)

In Ott’s (2011) analysis, the free relative starts out as a normal CP in which the

wh-phrase is moved to Spec-C. Then, spell-out applies not only to the complement

of C but to the C head as well because it does not bear any interpretable features

(in contrast to, e.g., embedded questions). Since the head of the CP has been sent

to Transfer, only the wh-phrase remains and becomes the head of the phrase. The

important steps of the derivation are shown in (231).

51Other approaches of this kind include, e.g., Hirschbühler (1976); Bury and Neeleman (1999);

Iatridou et al. (2002)
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(231) CP

C′

TP

. . . t . . .

C

wh

=⇒ DP

C′

TP

. . . t . . . ;

C

wh

Similarly to the account by Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978), Ott’s account has a

hard time dealing with the extraposition data, because in order to account for the

facts, the DP should be able to extrapose, contrary to fact. To this end, Ott (2011:

fn.5,p.186) proposes two solutions: The first solution is that extraposition applies

post-syntactically after a process of intonational phrasing that assigns a clausal

intonation to the free relative. The second solution is that CPs are base-generated

in the right periphery and can undergo leftward-movement. Still, both solutions do

not capture the data correctly. If only constituents with a clausal intonation could

undergo extraposition, PPs are not supposed to be able to extrapose, contrary to

fact. The second solution does not tell us anything about the situation in (231). At

the point when the free relative is built, it is already a DP and should thus not be

able to remain in the right periphery. As far as I can see, these problems cannot

be overcome without referring to the syntactic labels “DP” and “CP”, the latter not

being available in this approach.
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9.3.4.2. Donati and Cecchetto (2011)

Finally, there is the reprojection approach by Donati and Cecchetto (2011). The main

idea here is that the wh-phrase is merged inside a CP and moved to Spec-CP. If it is

a simple wh-phrase like was (‘what’) it may reproject as a head and turn the CP into

a DP. The derivation is sketched in (232).

(232) a. C′

. . .

Dwh. . .

C

b. DP

C′

. . .

twh. . .

C

Dwh

Similarly to Bresnan and Grimshaw (1978) and Ott (2011), the category dominating

the wh-phrase is a DP. Therefore, the extraposition data do not follow straightfor-

wardly from this analysis. Furthermore, the analysis bans complex wh-phrases

from occuring in free relatives. Donati and Cecchetto (2011) explicitly discuss this

issue, claiming that free relatives that contain a complex wh-phrase followed by ever

are not free relatives. However, it also remains unclear how, for example, German

free relatives are derived where the wh-phrase is contained in a PP or where it is a

possessor (see also Grosu (1996, 2003)).

(233) a. Ich
I

lade ein
invite

[FR [PP auf
on

wen]
who

sich
self

auch
also

Maria
Maria

freuen
be.happy

würde
would

]

‘I invite whoever Maria would also be happy to meet’(Vogel 2001: 904)
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b. [FR Wessen
whose

Birne
bulb

noch
still

halbwegs
halfway

in
in

der
the

Fassung
socket

steckt]
sticks

pflegt
uses

solcherlei
such

Erloschene
extinct

zu
to

vermeiden
avoid

‘Whoever still has half of his wits tends to avoid such vacant characters’

(Müller 1999: 78)

In sum, the discussion of the previous approaches has shown that all of them lack an

explanation for at least one crucial property of free relatives or lack an obvious way of

deriving certain properties. Most of them even make empirically wrong predictions.

9.4. Interim Summary

The aim of this chapter was to provide a closer look at free relative constructions. I

have shown that free relatives are indeed sharing constructions with the wh-phrase

having to meet requirements of the matrix clause (number agreement, extraction)

and of the embedded clause (extraposition).

I have further shown that these facts follow from invoking the operation Create-

Dep into the derivation of free relatives. The present approach can be seen as a

version of the theory by Groos and Riemsdijk (1981) that assumed that the CP

is headed by a covert D head, which I argued to be the only empirically correct

structure for free relatives. The advantage of the present approach, however, is that

the close link between this covert D head and the wh-phrase can now be explained:

the covert head is created out of the wh-item.
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After having shown in part I of the thesis that parasitic gap and free relative con-

structions involve bidirectional Agree, part II has dealt with the origin of this Agree

relation. I have argued that the reason for Agree is the same in both constructions:

It is possible to create covert items out of existing overt ones with the condition that

the two have to Agree with each other throughout the derivation. This essential

step in the derivation of parasitic gaps and free relatives is an application of a new

syntactic operation Create Dep. The definition is repeated in (234).

(234) Create-Dep(endent)

a. {f1, ..., fm, fm+1, ..., fn} →

{∗f1∗, ..., ∗fm∗, fm+1, ..., fn }, {f1, ..., fm}

b. {f1, ..., fm, fm+1, ..., fn} →

{f1, ..., fm, fm+1, fm+1, ..., fn }, {∗f1∗, ..., ∗fm∗}

c. {f1, ..., fm, fm+1, ..., fn} →

{∗f1∗, ..., ∗fm∗, fm+1, ..., fn }, {∗f1∗, ..., ∗fm∗}

The existence of such an operation is not surprising considering that both lexical
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items and syntactic structure share certain properties, such as integrity. Crucially,

Create-Dep is also one origin of the cross-linguistic variation of case matching

discussed in Part II.

With this background, the main achievement of this part is that the otherwise

unexplained similarities between parasitic gap and free relative constructions, as

well as each of their construction-specific properties could be derived coherently.

This is also a major advantage over previous approaches which have not made the

connection between the two constructions.

The discussion in this part has also laid out the foundations for a new perspective

on other sharing constructions, including across-the-board-movement, right-node-

raising, and maybe cases of control. Even more generally, there is a new perspective

on every phenomenon where one item seems to be placed in more than one position

but where a certain asymmetry concerning the positions can be observed.
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Defining Agree
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11. Introduction

In this last part of the thesis, I will look the assumptions about Agree made so far

from a broader perspective. In doing so I will focus especially on the c-command con-

dition of Agree, concluding that c-command is necessary, but that the directionality

of Agree should not be restricted.

Since the introduction of Agree to the minimalist framework in Chomsky (2000,

2001) there have been discussions about the conditions of Agree. The definition of

Agree as needed to derive all the data presented so far is given in (235).

(235) a. Agree-Link(α[*F*], β[F]) if

(i) α c-commands β or β c-commands α

(ii) α and β are not separated by a (language-specific) barrier for

Agree

b. Agree-Copy(α[F:val1], β[F:val2]) =

(i) α[F:val2] if (235-a) and val1 = ;

(ii) α[F:val1] if (235-a) and val2 = ;

(iii) α[F:val1] if (235-a), val2 6= ;, val1 6= ; and Match(α[F:val1],

β[F:val2])
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The definitions in (235) define two Agree operations Agree-Link and Agree-Copy,

with Agree-Link being a precondition for Agree-Copy. Both operations can only

apply, if certain conditions are met. For Agree-Link, c-command and locality is

important. As for now, the term barrier includes absolute barriers such as islands

and relative barriers such as intervening goals. For Agree-Copy, three different

results are defined, depending on how the feature values of probe and goal look like.

Abstractly, the conditions on Agree in general are the existence of an Agree-

triggering feature, c-command, locality, and matching. So, in its core Agree, is still

the operation first defined in Chomsky (2000).

In the first chapter of this part (chapter 12), I will redefine the Agree as an

algorithm that is part of the more general algorithm for derivations (see also work

by Collins, Epstein, Seel, Kitahara, Graf, Kobele, Michaelis, and others for a related

approach to syntactic operations). This has the advantage that all the conditions can

be part of the algorithm and therefore part of the derivation. In this chapter, I will

also discuss each of these conditions. Afterwards, in chapter 13, I will return to a

more empirical discussion of Agree and show that bidirectional Agree is empirically

superior to unidirectional Agree.
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12.1. A Definition of Agree-Link

An algorithm for Agree-Link is given in (236). This algorithm can be understood as

a program that runs everytime it is triggered. Thus, Agree-Link is split into a bunch

of single steps, each searching for a matching goal.

(236) Agree-Link (X[*F*], [A, B])

//Upward

<1> IF Contains(A,X)

<2> IF Feat(B,F) RETURN (X,B);

<3> ELSE RETURN; //no Goal found

<4> ELSEIF Contains(B,X)

<5> IF Feat(A,F) RETURN (X,A);

<6> ELSE RETURN; //no Goal found

//Sister

<7> ELSEIF A = X

<8> IF Feat(B,F) RETURN (X,B);

<9> ELSE Agree(X[*F*], B);

<10> ELSEIF B = X

<11> IF Feat(A,F) RETURN (X,A);

<12> ELSE Agree(X[*F*], A);

//Rest of C-Command Domain

<13> ELSE

<14> IF Feat(A,F) RETURN (X,A);

<15> ELSEIF Feat(B,F) RETURN (X,B);

<16> ELSEIF A = [C,D] Agree (X[*F*], A);

<17> ELSEIF B = [C,D] Agree (X[*F*], B);

<18> ELSE RETURN; //no Goal found
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(237) Contains([A,B], X)

IF Dominates(A, X) RETURN true;

ELSEIF Dominates(B, X) RETURN true;

ELSEIF A = [C,D] Contains(A, X);

ELSEIF B = [C,D] Contains(B, X);

ELSE RETURN false;

The algorithm in (236) describes the search of a probe for a goal in a structure

[A, B]. I assume that this search is first initiated after the head bearing the probe

feature is merged in the structure. At this point, it is able to look for a goal in its

c-command domain. If no goal has been found in the c-command domain, Agree-Link

has to be executed again until a goal is found. This will create cases of upward

Agree. I will illustrate the workings of the algorithm by four abstract configurations

between a probe P and a potential goal G.

We start with the most simple configuration – Agree under sisterhood – in (238).

(238) Σ

G[F]P[*F*]

At the point when P is merged with G, the Agree-Link(P[*F*], Σ) is triggered.

According to (236), the first condition to be checked is <1> Contains([P,G], P).

According to the definition of the function Contains in (238), this is not true assum-

ing that Dominates is defined non-reflexively. Then, the equivalence condition <7>

is checked. Since P=P, the sister of P, which is G, can be checked for a matching

feature F. This is what the function Feat does. Since G bears F, the Agree-Link P,G

is returned.

The next configuration is the c-command configuration in (239), where P c-

commands G.
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(239) Σ

XP

X′

XG[F]

Y

P[*F*]

We start again with Agree-Link(P[*F*], Σ). The first two conditions <1>/<4> are

not fulfilled. However, the condition <7> (A = X) is true and the sister of P, which is

XP in (239), is checked for F. Since this is not true, Agree-Link applies to P and XP

(<9>). Now, the first conditions <1>,<4>,<7>,<10> do not apply anymore, since P is

not dominated by XP. The result of the operation Agree-Link(P[*F*], [Y, X′]) is

that, because of <17>, Agree-Link(P[*F*], [G[F], X]) applies: Neither Y, nor X′

bears [F] and X′ is complex. Then, if Agree-Link(P[*F*], [G[F], X]) applies, the

Agree-Link (P,G) is established because of <14>.

Next, we turn to a case of upward Agree. The configuration is given in (240).

(240) Σ

WP

Ω

XP

X′

XZ

Y

P[*F*]

W

G[F]

At the point when P is merged, Agree-Link applies to P and Ω. Ω in (240) is the

same structure as Σ in (239), the only difference being the lack of a goal for P. Going

through all the steps as in (239), no condition is fulfilled and Agree-Link stops
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eventually without having found a goal for P (<18>).

When W is merged, Agree-Link applies again to P and WP. What happens now,

is that the condition <4> is fulfilled: Ω dominates P. Thus, the sister of Ω (W) is

checked for a feature F. If this is not the case, Agree-Link stops, again, without a

goal for P.

When G is merged, Agree-Link applies again to P and Σ. Now, conditions <4> and

<5> are fulfilled and the Agree-Link (P,G) is established.

A final configuration, is one where neither P c-commands G nor G c-commands P.

This is shown in (241).

(241) Σ

WP

Ω

XP

X′

XZ

Y

P[*F*]

W

UP

UG[F]

Everything proceeds as in (240). But at the point when Agree-Link applies to P

and Σ, no Agree-Link can be established. Here is why: UP does not bear F. At this

point, the search algorithm stops, even though P has not found goal (<6>). Thus, the

algorithm demands that at some point in the derivation, c-command holds between

P and G.

The intuition behind this way of dealing with the c-command condition is the

following: Some sort of search algorithm for finding goals is needed in any theory
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that adopts Agree. Thus, although explicit, the general idea that Agree involves

some sort of algorithm is not new. The algorithm defined in (236) can be summarized

in three phases:

1. Look at your sister for a goal.

2. Look at everything your sister dominates.

3. Look at every new item merged into your tree.

The first two steps happen as soon as the probe is merged, simply due to earliness

(Pesetsky (1989); Řezáč (2004a)). If the search for a goal hasn’t been successful right

away, the probe has to wait to find a goal. But at this point, the probe does not have

to check the entire tree again but simply looks at every new item (simple head or

complex phrase) that is merged to the root. Note that this solution presupposes that

features project from heads to maximal projections.

In sum, an algorithmic definition of Agree-Link elegantly subsumes the search

condition and offers an easy solution to the configurations where the goal c-commands

the probe: C-command just falls out of the definition of the search algorithm. Note

further that the complexity of this algorith is linear: No structure is searched twice

and the number of applications of Agree-Link is directly proportional to the number

of nodes, by which probe and goal are separated. As such, this bidirectional Agree is

computationally (and conceptually) not more complex than a unidirectional Agree

operation (see (Chandra 2011: 12) for a similar conclusion). The main reason for

this is that Agree-Link is not directly defined between probe and goal, but between a

probe and a complex structure that might or might not contain the goal.

Before continuing with a definition for Agree-Copy, a note on locality is in order.
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First, intervention configurations are excluded by the algorithm without further

assumptions: As the search algorithm goes top down and stops when it has found

a goal, no potential goal can intervene between the probe and the intended goal.

Second, absolute locality restrictions, which I take to be language-specific (cf. footnote

32), might be integrated by including a further variable depth: depth is a counter

that is increased every time Agree-Link starts over. If depth has reached a number

n, Agree-Link returns without a goal. If this solution is pursued, depth has to be

set back at the point when upward Agree starts. The algorithmic approach to Agree

offers an easy solution to include all these language-specific factors.

12.2. A Definition of Agree-Copy

The algorithm for Agree-Copy is a lot simpler and mainly consists of distinguishing

various combinations of feature values.

(242) Agree-Copy(P[\as{F:val1}], G[F:val2])

IF !val1 RETURN P[F:val2];

ELSEIF !val2 RETURN P[F:val1];

ELSEIF val1 = val2 RETURN P[F:val1];

ELSEIF Feat(P,D) AND Feat(G,D) RETURN;

ELSEIF (F = c) AND (val2 < val1) RETURN P[F:val1];

ELSE RETURN;

The algorithm in (242) takes an Agree-Link consisting of probe and goal and returns

a valued probe, that has its probe feature checked. The success of this valuation

depends on various conditions. All these conditions have been established in part I

of this thesis. Of course, the algorithm might be expanded if further construction- or

language-specific requirements need to be fulfilled.
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The first two cases in (242) are trivial: Either the probe or the goal is unvalued.

If the probe is unvalued (!val1), it receives the value of the goal, which might be

empty itself. If the goal is unvalued (!val2), the probe sticks with its value.

The next three cases are given, if both probe and goal are valued, which might

arise in Agree relations in parasitic gap and free relative constructions. If the values

are identical, the probe simply keeps its value. If they are not identical, the two

different matching conditions in (84) are looked at. If probe and goal are both D

elements (Feat(P,D) AND Feat(G,D)), which happens in the sharing constructions,

mismatches are not tolerated. The algorithm stops without valuing the probe feature.

If one of them is not a D element and if the feature to be valued is a case feature, the

subset condition is invoked (val2 < val1). If it is met, Agree-Copy is successful.52

In all other cases, if the subset condition is not met or if the feature is not case, a

mismatch is not tolerated.

This definition of Agree-Copy suffices for all the data analyzed so far. The main

advantage of this approach to Agree-Copy is that specific matching conditions can be

clearly defined and checked. If matching is not given, Agree-Copy fails.

In sum, an algorithmic definition of Agree-Link and Agree-Copy is elegant and

solves a lot of issues resulting from an imprecise definition of Agree.

52There are two options here: Either P simply keeps its value or the value of the goal is added on top,

as suggested in the derivations of the syncretism effects in section 5.1.
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There are three different Agree types with respect to the direction of Agree: The first

type is Downward Agree, which only allows Agree to apply in configurations where

the probe c-commands the goal. This is the type most often found in the literature

(Chomsky (2000, 2001), most recently Preminger (2015); Preminger and Polinsky

(2015)). The second type is Upward Agree. Here the goal always has to c-command

the probe. This idea has been argued for in Zeijlstra (2012) et seq. Finally, the

third type is Bidirectional Agree. This is the type assumed in the present account of

Agree and is also proposed in a lot of other work on Agree (see for example Merchant

(2006); Baker (2008b); Carstens (2016); Abels (2012); Bjorkman (2014)). In this type

the direction of Agree is underspecified. Depending on the concrete analysis, this

underspecification can is given in general, only in some languages, only in some

constructions, or only in some features.

The aim of this chapter is to show that leaving the direction of Agree completely

underspecified is the most promising approach. In order to do so, three steps are

necessary. First, it has to be shown that there are cases where bidirectional Agree

is necessary. This step has already been done in part I of this thesis, where I have

argued that bidirectional Agree is necessary in order to derive case matching effects.
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Next, it has to be shown that there are no conceptual reasons to assume that Agree

is unidirectional. This, I have shown in chapter 12. Now, there is only one step left,

namely to show that suggested counterarguments against bidirectional Agree are

not very strong.

For this final step, it is useful to differentiate between four types of potential

arguments against bidirectional Agree. The first type of argument tries to prove the

existence of downward Agree. The second type tries to prove the existence of upward

Agree. The third type tries to prove a ban on downward Agree. Finally, the last type

tries to prove a ban on upward Agree. I will go through each of these arguments in

turn.

13.1. Yes to Downward Agree

The goal of this type of argument is to show that there must be an Agree operation

that applies downward. A standard argument of this type comes from long-distance

agreement in Tsez (Polinsky and Potsdam (2001), further discussed in Preminger

(2015); Preminger and Polinsky (2015))

(243) a. Eni-r
mother-DAT

[ uz̆i
boy.I.ABS

F-āy-ru-łi
i-arrive-PST.PRT-NMZL

] F-iy-xo.
I-know-PRES

‘The mother knows that as for the boy, he arrived.’

b. Eni-r
mother-DAT

[ uz̆-ā
boy-ERG

magalu
bread.III.ABS

b-āc’-ru-łi
III-eat-PST.PRT-NMZL

]

b-iy-xo.
III-know-PRES

‘The mother knows that as for the bread, the boy ate it.’
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(243) shows that the verb of the matrix clause agrees with the absolutive argument

of the embedded clause in its noun class feature.

The argument for downward Agree goes as follows: If there is no downward Agree,

Agreement in Tsez must be Upward Agree. For this to be true, the goal of agreement

would have to be in the matrix clause. Polinsky and Potsdam (2001) argue explicitly

that there is no process of prolepsis or (c)overt raising that provides such a goal. If

there is no goal in the matrix clause, the matrix verb must agree with the argument

in the embedded clause. This agreement must be downward. Thus, there is a need

for downward Agree.

In order to prove such conclusions wrong, proponents of Upward Agree have to

show that the assumptions of the analysis above are wrong. Not only would this

require a reanalysis of the data in Tsez, but of every other case ever brought forward

in the literature. This is in principle possible, but it appears to be highly unlikely

that all these different reanalyses can be reduced to the same idea and that the

alternative downward Agree approaches can be shown to be wrong.

13.2. Yes to Upward Agree

In this type of argument, it is shown that there must be an Agree operation that

applies downward.

A standard argument of this type comes from concord phenomena, such as se-

quence of tense in Dutch or English (Zeijlstra (2012)).

(244) a. John said Mary was ill
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13. The Direction of Agree

b. Jan
John

zei
said

dat
that

Marie
Mary

ziek
ill

was
was

‘John said Mary was ill’

In (244), the tense of the embedded verb depends on the tense of the matrix verb.

Note that some kind of feature checking/matching process is needed. Therefore, it is

plausible that this dependency is simply an Agree dependency.

The argument for upward Agree goes like this: If there is no upward Agree,

sequence of Tense must be downward Agree. If sequence of tense were downward

Agree, the tense of the matrix verb would depend on the tense of the embedded verb,

which is not the case: it is the higher verb’s tense that makes a semantic contribution

rather than the tense of the lower verb (Kratzer (1998)). Therefore, the direction of

the dependency should not be downward, but upward.

Similar to the first type of argument, proponents of downward Agree would

have to show that all these apparent cases of upward Agree can be reanalysed as

downward or that they are not Agree. This possible, but very cumbersome given that

a bidirectional Agree operation is plausible.

At this point, I would like to mention that there have been proposals as how

probe and goal can be redefined in an Agree relation in order to match directionality

requirements (see for example Bošković (2011); Heck and Himmelreich (2017)).

Such redefining is always possible of course, but it also sacrifices the intuitive

understanding of probe and goal, namely that the probe is dependent on the goal.

Finally, it should be noted that both arguments for the existence of downward

Agree and arguments for the existence of upward Agree can be used to argue for
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bidirectional Agree. Put differently, a bidirectional Agree operation can derive both

cases like long-distance agreement in Tsez and cases like sequence of tense in Dutch.

13.3. No to Upward Agree

This type of argument is different from the two discussed above. The aim of such

arguments is to show that there cannot be an Agree operation that applies upward.

If there were an additional upward Agree operation, the respective data could not be

derived.

A standard argument of this type comes from anti-agreement effects (AAE), as

can be observed in Berber (Ouhalla (1993), recently discussed in Georgi (2014)).

(245) a. zri-n
saw-3PL

imhdarn
students

Mohand
Mohand

‘The students saw Mohand.’

b. man
which

tamghart
woman

ay
C

yzrin/*t-zra
see.PARTCP/3SG.FEM-saw

Mohand
Mohand

‘Which woman saw Mohand?’

c. man
which

tamghart
woman

ay
C

nna-n
said-3PL

qa
that

t-zra
3SG.FEM-saw

Mohand
Mohand

‘Which woman did they say saw Mohand?’

In (245-a), the verb shows full agreement with an argument that it c-commands.

In (245-b), the verb cannot agree with an argument that it is c-commanded by and

that is part of the same clause. In (245-c), the verb shows full agreement with an

argument that it is c-commanded by and that is not part of the same clause.

These data are analyzed in Georgi (2014) based on the following assumptions:

The first assumption is that agreement on the verb is mediated by a φ-feature on
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C. Furthermore, agreement and movement features on C are ordered as in (246).

Finally, there is a distinction between features triggering criterial movement and

features triggering intermediate movement.

(246) [wh] ≺ [φ] ≺ [EF]

Based on these assumption, the argument against Upward Agree goes as follows:

If criterial wh-movement applies in (245-b), the wh-phrase is moved to Spec-CP.

At the time when Agree applies, the wh-phrase is not in the c-command domain

of C. If upward Agree were to exist, agreement between C and the wh-phrase in

Spec-CP would be possible and (245-b) should be grammatical. Since this is not

the case, upward Agree cannot exist. In (245-c), Agree can apply before movement.

Therefore, the wh-phrase is still c-commanded by C when Agree applies. Based

on these assumptions, the conclusion has to be that there is no upward Agree (in

Berber). The structure in (247) depict the difference between (245-b) and (245-c).

(247) a. CP

C′

TP

... twh ...

C

wh

1
**

b. CP

C′

TP

... twh ...

C

wh

2
1

This argument potentially causes a problem for the bidirectional Agree approach. In

order to show that the conclusion of the argument does not hold, I will reanalyze the
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data. Note that in order to prove the conclusion wrong, I only have to provide one

possible analysis that includes upward Agree.

As it stands, the analysis in Georgi (2014) does not provide an explanation for why

subject extraction does not show any properties of movement, such as island effects

(248), weak crossover effects (249) and reconstruction effects (250).

(248) absence of island effects (Elouazizi (2005: 126))

a. sqssa-n
ask.PERF-3PL.MAASC

[ ma
whether

y-wSa
3SG.MASC-give.PERF

Jamal
J.

lktab
book

i
to

w-arba
CS-boy

]

‘They asked whether Jamal gave the book to the boy.’

b. man
which

lktab2
book

ixef
about

sqssa-n
ask.PERF-3PL.MASC

[ ma
whether

D
COP

Jamal1
J.

i
who

*(T)
it

y-wSi-n
PRT-give.PERF-PRT

t1 t2 i
to

w-arba
CS-boy

]

‘Which book did they wonder whether it is Jamal who gave it to the

boy?’

(249) absence of weak crossover effects (Elouazizi (2005: 127))

(D)
COP

[ ymas
mother-his

n
of

kur
every

arba] j
boy

i g
who

[vP i-texsse-n
PRT-love.IMPERF.PRT

t j
son-his/her

memi-s j ]

‘It is the mother of every boy who loves her son.’

(250) absence of reconstruction (Elouazizi (2005: 127))

a. D
COP

ixefinessi/ j
himself

ixef
about

y-siwrr
3SG.MASC-talk.PERF

Muhand j
Muhand

ag
with

Omari
Omar

‘It is himself that Muhand talked with Omar about.’
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b. D
COP

Muhand j
Muhand

i g
who

y-siwrr-n
PRT-talk.PERF-PRT

ag
with

Omari
Omar

x
about

ixefinessi/∗ j
himself
‘It is Muhand who talked with Omar about himself.’

If these data are taken to be signs that the wh-phrase has not moved to Spec-CP, the

anti-agreement effect might not be due to an interaction of movement and agreement.

This in turn means that we cannot base an argument against upward Agree on the

analysis by Georgi (2014).

If movement were to be involved, anti-agreement effects could also be reanalyzed

by imposing featural restrictions on the goal of agreement: Once the wh-feature on a

subject has been targeted, the φ-features are deactivated and are no longer available

for Agree, as indicated in (251). The intuition behind this idea is that argument

licensing has to be complete once operator features are targeted.

(251) a. CP

C′

TP

... twh ...

C

wh[φ ≺ wh]

1
*2

b. CP

C′

TP

... twh ...

C

wh[φ ≺ wh]

2
1

In both structures in (251), movement applies before φ-agreement. In (251-a),

movement checks the wh-feature. Given the featural restriction, φ-agreement is not

possible afterwards. This derives anti-agreement in an analysis based on Upward
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Agree. (251-b) shows the case of long-distance wh-movement, where the embedded

C does not check the wh-feature. Then, φ-agreement is predicted to be possible.

In conclusion, an analysis that allows upward Agree is possible for Berber. Thus,

this argument against bidirectional Agree is not valid.

13.4. No to Downward Agree

The last type of argument, I want to review here is the reverse of the third type:

Here, it is argued that there cannot be an Agree operation that applies downward.

A standard argument of this type comes from partial agreement, as it can be

observed in Arabic (Aoun et al. (1994), discussed in Bjorkman (2014)).

(252) a. Pal-Pawlaad-u
the-children-NOM

naam-uu/*naam-a.
slept-3PL/*slept-MASC.3SG

‘The children slept.’

b. naam-a/*naam-uu
slept-MASC.3SG/*slept-3PL

l-Pawlaad-u.
the-children-NOM

‘The children slept.’

The picture looks like the reverse of the anti-agreement effect in Berber: φ-agreement

is only possible if the subject c-commands the φ-probe. The data are captured as

long as there is no downward agreement (Bjorkman (2014); Zeijlstra (2012)).

As Preminger (2015) notes (judging from data in Benmamoun and Lorimor (2006)),

the facts do not show reverse anti-agreement, but rather partial agreement because

agreement in gender is possible. In (253), the verb is always marked for feminine

gender independent of the c-command relations.
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(253) a. t-taalibaat-u
the-student.FEM.PL-NOM

Pakal-na/*Pakal-at
ate-FEM.3PL/*ate-FEM.3SG

‘The students ate.’

b. Pakal-at/*Pakal-na
ate-FEM.3SG/*ate-FEM.3PL

t-taalibaat-u
the-student.FEM.PL-NOM

‘The students ate.’

Based on this observation, Preminger (2015) argues that an analysis based on

downward Agree is possible: First, it has to be assumed that partial agreement in

verb-subject-structures such as (253-b) is due to the fact that there is an intervener

or a locality boundary between the verb, which probes for φ-features and the subject,

which is the goal of φ-agreement. Furthermore, φ-features do not Agree as a bundle,

but separately in the order PERSON ≺ NUMBER ≺ GENDER. If it is the number

feature’s turn to Agree, number agreement does something to the structure to get rid

of the intervention or the locality problem. Afterwards gender agreement can apply.

In subject-verb-structures, such as (253-a), the subject has moved passed the

intervener/ locality boundary and can therefore fully agree with the verb. After

Agree has applied, the subject moves to its target position. This analysis does

not explicitly disallows upward Agree but rather shows that upward Agree is not

necessary. Thus the argument against downward Agree does not hold.

Finally, it should be mentioned that an analysis based on bidirectional Agree is

at least equally, if not even more plausible. All else being equal, the subject in a

bidirectional Agree approach does not move to an intermediate position, but directly

to its target position in which it c-commands the verb and enters into an Upward

Agree relation with the verb.
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13.5. Interim Summary

In this chapter, I have shown that there are four types of arguments for the direction

of Agree. Arguments of the type that either of the two directions of Agree must exist

are trivially reconcilable with a bidirectional definition of Agree and difficult to be

proven wrong by proponents of unidirectional Agree, since it would have to be shown

that a specific analysis is not possible which is in general a difficult thing to do.

Arguments of the type that a certain direction of Agree must not exist are poten-

tially dangerous for bidirectional Agree. However, in order to falsify the validity

of such arguments, it suffices to find one possible account to the respective data

that includes the illicit direction of Agree. Thus, such argument are probably not

as strong as they first seem to be. Usually, two strategies can be used to debunk

such arguments: First, a closer look at the grammar of the specific language might

reveal that the picture is more complicated than it seems to be at first sight. Second,

a reanalysis based on bidirectional Agree can most likely be achieved with some

modifications.

Thus, it seems that both directions of Agree exist. This leaves us with two possible

interpretations of the data presented in this chapter: First, Agree can in principle

apply in two directions but not within the same language or construction (Baker

(2008b); Georgi (2014)). Second, Agree can in principle apply in two directions, but

one of the two directions is ruled out by factors of general properties of the theory of

syntactic derivation in combination with specific properties of certain constructions

in certain languages structure, that is, the direction of Agree is restricted by inde-
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pendent factors in the derivation such as activation of features, earliness, matching,

intervention, or locality. In the discussion of the case matching effects, we have seen

that the first possibility is most likely not true or that the parameters that determine

the Agree direction must be highly complex. Instead it seems simpler, if there is just

no a priori assumption about the direction of Agree.
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14. Conclusion

The topic of this thesis has been the syntactic operation Agree. In each of the three

parts of this thesis, I have looked at a different aspect of Agree.

In the first part (chapter 3–7), I have laid out the foundations, by arguing that

Agree needs to be bidirectional and need to apply in two steps. The argument for

that comes from case matching effects, as they can be observed with free relatives

and parasitic gaps. The new observation about this case matching effect is that

languages and constructions vary in whether they allow case mismatches or not.

Looking at various languages, a number of possible patterns emerge. The summary

of the patterns is repeated in (254)-(256).
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(254) Patterns of case matching

PG

FR
Strict Hierarchy Absence

Strict German 2/ German 1 Greek

Polish 2

Absence Polish 1 ??? –

(255) Patterns of Agree-Link

PG
FR Str. Hier. Abs. .

Str. SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

Abs. SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

SL
...

...

V2;

V1

α

FR

...

V2α

;

V1

(256) Patterns of Agree-Copy

PG
FR Str. Hier. Abs. .

Str. SL FR SL FR SL FR
V2 → ; V2 → α ; → V2 α → V2 ; → V2 α → V2

; → V2 α → V2 ; → α α → ; α → V1 α → ;

; → α α → ; α → V1 ; → α α → ; ; → V1

V1 → α ; → α α → ; ; → V1

α → V1 ; → V1

α → ; V1 → ;

Abs. SL FR SL FR SL FR
V2 → ; V2 → α ; → V2 α → V2 ; → V2 α → V2

; → V2 α → V2 ; → α ; → α α → V1 ; → V1

; → α ; → α α → V1 ; → V1

V1 → α ; → V1

α → V1 V1 → ;
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Importantly, there are three different patterns for free relatives, but only two pat-

terns for parasitic gaps.

The main achievement of the analytical work in this part is that the absence

of case hierarchy effects follow from the specific properties of the parasitic gap

construction and need not be stipulated on top of it. In order to derive the patterns,

I have assumed that a central part of both the derivations of parasitic gaps and

the derivations of free relatives is Agree between the overtly shared item and an

additional covert item that actually fills the second position of the shared item. This

Agree relation is eventually responsible for the matching effect. Thus, case matching

is an instance of the general matching condition of Agree.

The constructions themselves have the same derivation in all the languages looked

at. Variation arises by varying the location of the probe features that trigger case

agreement. The main assumptions that derive the patterns are the following: Agree

is bidirectional, Agree is split into syntactic Agree-Link and post-syntactic Agree-

Copy (Arregi and Nevins (2012)), and the order of Agree operations is regulated by

general constraints about derivations, especially the bottom-up nature of derivations

and the Earliness principle. With these assumptions, the patterns follow without

too many additional assumptions.

As for the case hierarchy, the hierarchy is implemented in the case values directly

by means of decomposition. Syncretism effects follow if the Agree operations can

interact with the syncretism rules. Overall, the interaction of different morphosyn-

tactic rules gives rise to the idea that the patterns can also be described in terms of

interaction types such as bleeding and counter-bleeding (see section 4.6).
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14. Conclusion

Case matching was then shown to be a convincing argument for bidirectional

Agree, since other approaches, which exclude this option, face severe difficulties in

deriving the patterns. In sum, the main point of part I is that bidirectional two-step

Agree must exist.

In the second part of this thesis (chapter 8–10), I have dealt with the question why

there is Agree at all in these constructions, that is, how Agree emerges. I have argued

for the existence of an operation Create-Dep, which creates the covert item needed

for parasitic gaps and free relatives out of the shared item, and which introduces

probe features to create a dependency between the overt and the covert item. This

new operation gives rise to the derivation of the construction-specific properties of

parasitic gaps and free relatives. I have looked at different empirical observations

about these constructions that hold in various languages. The properties I have

looked at are listed in (257).

(257) a. Parasitic gaps

(i) island sensitivity

(ii) reconstruction

(iii) asymmetries

(iv) positional restrictions

b. Free relatives

(i) number agreement

(ii) extraction

(iii) extraposition

(iv) semantics
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Even though these properties are very specific to the respective construction, I have

shown that they can be derived based on the same assumptions. Thus, the main

theoretical achievement of part II is that free relatives and parasitic gaps can be

traced back to the same principles.

In the final part of this thesis (chapter 11–13), I have looked at Agree outside of the

parasitic gaps and free relatives. Having established the existence of bidirectional

two-step Agree in part I for the derivation of case matching and having used it

to derive further properties of free relatives and parasitic gaps in part II, part III

provided a clear definition of Agree. I have used an algorithmic approach to define

Agree-Link and Agree-Copy, thereby treating the various conditions on Agree as

part of the algorithm, that is, as part of the derivation. The major achievement here

is that the algorithm could be defined in a way that does not involve any additional

complexity for Upward Agree.

I further continued to argue that bidirectional Agree is also superior to unidirec-

tional Agree since it is compatible with most agreement phenomena. The argumen-

tation was based on a review of different arguments for unidirectional Agree. I have

shown that none of these arguments convincingly shows that bidirectional Agree

must be ruled out.

In sum, in this thesis I have argued for a bidirectional two-step Agree operation

by carrying out an in-depth study of case matching in free relatives and parasitic

gap constructions.
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